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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Bundys on trial by paid witnesses, munchkins
RANCHER Cliven Bundy’s sons and
friends who occupied the deserted Oregon
Malheur Wildlife Refuge for 41 days in an
effort to publicize the Zog’s overreach got
condemned by the press for their peaceful
efforts. Now on trial charged with standing
tall, in mediaspeak “a conspiracy,” unlike
Black Lives Murder, Inc., that won’t bring
government-funded studies to learn what
more Big Bro can do to improve their lives,
making such understandably angry rioting,
looting, burning and killing less necessary.
It’s hard to come by unbiased reporting of
what’s going on in Judge Anna J. Brown’s
courtroom, but on page 9 we try.
FIFTEEN years ago the U. S. invaded
Afghanistan, yet the Taliban not only
still rules ten percent of that country’s
population but could govern more than
a third of Afghans following gains from
the U. S. puppet government in Kabul.
General John Nicholson, who heads up
NATO’s Resolute Support mission over
there, says Afghan security troops are
constantly targeted by “the insurgents.”
Er, General, is that your country?
WHEN a little rogue State called Israel
finishes constructing its border wall with
Jordan, it will have entombed itself within
walls completely. Netanyahu is demanding
a Jews-only State. So why do America’s
Jews support open borders for the U. S.?
That’s a question.
TURKISH President Erdogan is not
concerned if American rating agencies
like Fitch, S&P or Moody’s downgrade
his country to junk status. Erdogan told
Bloomberg that “Turkey’s economy is
strong and the ratings are biased.”
RUSSIAN envoy to the European Union
Vladimir Chizhov says the sanctions now
employed by both sides will yield to longterm cooperation and a common economic
space. “I’m an optimist and I think that the
current rhetoric of the E. U. must pass, as
will the sanctions. This can’t last forever.
The common economic space, on the other
hand, is a serious long-term project.”

BLACK race riots, claims the Jewish
Lügenpresse (“lying press), are zeroing
in on those evil racist Charlotte police
officers for shooting Keith Lamont Scott
who dindunuffin – a nice “family man”
(sired but not supporting at least seven
children) now added to the sacred list of
Black martyrs. Steve Colbert, formerly
of Comedy Central and today host of the
Late Show, is spreading the meme that
violent “protests” are “understandable”
because America isn’t responding to the
peaceful protests of “leaders” like NFL
quarterback Colin Kaepernick.

CHUTZPAH. The Hebrew Immigrant
Aid Society, America’s largest Jewish pro“refugee” organization, has demanded the
U. S. “take a leading role” in bringing even
more Muslims here – but stands firmly
with Israel which refuses to take in a single
Muslim “refugee” because they “threaten”
that country’s existence.

CONSTRUCT a giant “refugee” camp
in turbulent Libya and keep asylum seekers
there, proposed Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban in Vienna after a summit of
European countries on the “refugee” crisis.
Libya should resume its role as Europe’s
migrant buffer as before the NATO-backed
murder of Muammar Gaddafi – until that
time a major employer of foreign workers
flocking there from all across the region
for their shares of oil export money.

The San Francisco school board
president cucks for renaming some
left coast schools on his watch. He
is small time, though, as compared
with the chutzpah of his peers over
on the right (other left) coast.

BORN into poverty in Uganda, this
young girl learning and then competing
at chess, the world’s most competitive
and ubiquitous board game: What are
the odds? A heart-warming, underdog
story, it has even inspired a movie that’s
just now out, Jewish Disney of course.
And there’s only one problem with the
whole matter. It’s not really true.
A HATE group chanting “Black Lives
Matter” did not destroy Andrew Jackson’s
statue in New Orleans after having boasted
it would do so, once U. S. Senate candidate
David Duke and supporters arrived an hour
before their main protest was supposed to
begin, as a large crowd cheered Dr. Duke.
VETERAN German politician Willy
Wimmer says U. S. military bases in his
country are long overdue for closure. He
emphasizes that bases installed during
the Cold War no longer protect Europe;
instead, they serve as a logistics hub for
NATO’s wars of aggression.

The First
Freedom
May God continue to bless and help
you in the work that you are doing.
RICHARD SMYLY
Point Clear, AL
I am very impressed with each new
edition of The First Freedom.
MICHAEL ARNOLD
Nashville, TN
I really have to give credit to your
ed i to rial fac ulty for putt ing to gether
such high quality, informative articles.
JASON BAKER
Waymart, PA
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning
Sec. of the Interior (1867)

Scalawag of the Month
Matt Haney

Confounded cuckservatives

dixieheritage.net

George Washington, the first American
president, has his face on the quarter and
the $1 bill. So many things are named after
him – counties, towns, mountains, bridges,
lakes and countless schools.
But the president of the San Francisco
School Board, Matt Haney, wants to
change the names of any of the city’s
schools that are named after slave owners
such as Washington and Thomas Jefferson.
“We should rename Washington High
School after San Francisco native, poet and
author Maya Angelou. Maya Angelou High
School. No schools named af ter slave
own ers,” Haney wrote on his Twit ter
account last month.

Should New York join Haney?
By Richard G. Williams, Jr.
oldvirginiablog.blogspot.com

After all, “New York” is named after
James II of England (the Duke of York).
And, as Wikipedia notes:
“The Royal African Company was a
mercantile company set up by the Stuart
family and London merchants to trade
along the west coast of Africa. It was led by
James, Duke of York, Charles II’s brother.
Its original purpose was to exploit the gold
fields up the Gambia River identified by
Prince Rupert during the Interregnum, and
it was set up once Charles II gained the
English throne in the Restoration of 1660.
However, it was soon engaged in the slave
trade as well as with other commodities.”
And this . . .
“In the 1680s the Company was transporting about 5,000 slaves a year across
the Atlantic. Many were branded with the
letters “DY,” for its Governor, the Duke of
York, who succeeded his brother on the
throne in 1685, becoming King James II.
Other slaves were branded with the
company’s initials, RAC, on their chests.
“Between 1672 and 1689, the Company
transported 90,000 to 100,000 slaves.”
I am quite confident that, since several
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Matt Haney, please wipe that ’possum grin off
just long enough to accept The First Freedom’s
prestidigitatious award for October 2016.

Civil War bloggers and historians, moral
reformers, were all so delighted to see
Vanderbilt take steps to begin the process
of sandblasting a building (which is on the
National Register of Historic places), they
will no doubt now turn their focus to a
target just as de serv ing of cleans ing:
everything named “New York.”

Seriously, now
In Ireland this Protestant man marries a
Catholic woman, promising he will covert
to her religion. So the priest instructs him
and soon he is baptized in the new faith.
It’s difficult, however. Forgetting some
of the rules, even that he is a Catholic, this
worries him. So our convert returns to the
priest for advice and learns that he should
repeat the phrase, “I’m a Catholic, not a
Protestant,” anytime that’s a problem until
it goes away.
The man leaves, mumbling to himself,
“I’m a Catholic, not a Protestant. I’m a
Catholic, not a Protestant.” The following
Friday the priest decides it’s time to visit
those newlyweds. He knocks at their door,
is greeted by the wife, steps in and smells
something that should not be in a Catholic
home on Friday. He asks how her husband
is. She points to the kitchen.
Walking in on him, the priest becomes
aghast at discovering he is pouring thick,
brown gravy over a huge roast of beef and
murmuring,
“You’re a trout, not a cow. You’re a
trout, not a cow.”
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When politics fail
By Michael Hill

T

leagueofthesouth.com

his grew out of a speech I gave in
Georgia around the year 2000. I have
revised it slightly since first publishing it
in article form a few years ago. It is still
relevant, especially in this “election” year.
America’s infatuation with democracy is
telling when one considers that the last
century – the 20th – is sometimes proudly
referred to as “The Century of Democracy”
(a.k.a. the American Century or sometimes
the Jewish Century). It is also the bloodiest
and most war-torn century the world has
ever seen. Is there a connection between
democratic politics and governance and
such rampant bloodshed?
A fundamental question hangs over the
political system that few Americans want
to entertain. How do we protect ourselves
from tyranny operating under color of law
when no political solution is at hand?
Some will say we must tolerate it because
the majority has spoken, the Congress has
legislated, the President has executed and
the courts have adjudicated.
Leftists, Socialists and Communists say
“We won the election and have a mandate
from the people to govern.” They’re telling
the rest of us to shut up and take whatever
they decide to dish out. That’s exactly the
way democracy works: the 51% majority
can plunder, pillage and even kill the 49%
minority. If the minority reacts to protect
themselves, then the major ity charges
them with “anti-government extremism”
or “domestic terrorism.”
Free men don’t submit to the tyranny of
clearly unconstitutional “laws” crafted by a
majority. Our Founders gave us a Republic
in which the final say-so was to reside with
the people in their capacity as citizens of
the several sovereign States.
So, when faced with the raw exercise of
power, what do we do? The fundamental
law of self-preservation known as salus
po puli (trans lated from the Latin: “the
well-being of the people is the supreme
law”) trumps everything. I like to call it the

Dr. Michael Hill at LS 2015 National Conference

PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
federal Affirmative Action Apparatchik and those new voting machines to display
such reminders in a building full of judges, lawyers and politicians – have banished
the Ten Commandments from Alabama’s Supreme Court now for
months.
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law of tooth and claw. It means that, when
you threaten me or my family’s health and
well-being, frustrate or defeat attempts to
feed, clothe, and house ourselves properly
through our own labor, then we have a
basic right to resist you, as we would any
common thief or murderer.
Our political system is supposed to rest
upon “the consent of the governed.” The
elites who control the current system don’t
care about the people’s consent. They
don’t care what we think, or about legal or
moral restrictions upon governance. They
care only about power.
If the world stood right-side-up today,
those who hold positions of authority on
behalf of the people would be persuaded to
govern well by a healthy dose of fear. They
would fear the consequences of betraying
the people, their masters.
As Thomas Jefferson wrote to William
Stephens Smith in 1787: “… what country

can preserve its liberties if their rulers are
not warned from time to time that their
people preserve the spirit of resistance?
Let them take arms. The remedy is to set
them right as to facts, pardon and pacify
them. What signify a few lives lost in a
century or two? The tree of liberty must be
refreshed from time to time with the blood
of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural
manure.”

But, because the world is not
right-side-up, our government
uses fear against us. It makes
us fear the consequences of
opposition.
When we do strike out against them,
even in some sophomoric way (say, a brick
through a Congressman’s window), they
condemn “violence” and call us “extremists.”
Ironically, they remain in power through

violence of their own – or the very real
threat of it.
Resisting these sorts of laws is not a recipe
for anarchy. Many good and necessary
laws are in place which we all must obey if
society is to function. But a line exists that
lawmakers should not dare to cross. They
have crossed it many times in the past half
century precisely because we no longer act
like free men and women. We have done
little other than complain.
Now they have finally thrown off the
mask and revealed the monster underneath.
How, you might ask? By finally admitting
that the regime has the legal authority to
kill you at any time, at any place, and for
any reason it deems necessary for its own
(i.e., national) security. Begun by George
W. Bush, this is now being continued by
Barack Obama. What’s next?
What happens if you refuse to obey
some immoral, unjust, or unconstitutional
“law”? They fine you or come to arrest
you. What happens if you don’t pay the
fine or meekly submit to arrest? They
shoot you. In the end, it re ally is that
simple: they shoot you or you shoot them.
The regime knows that we know there
are few practical political solutions left.
Why else would they want our guns and
ammunition? I would venture a guess: it’s
because they do not want us shooting back.
So it has come to this. When politics fail
to provide safeguards for the people’s
lives, liberty and property, then the people
must seek extra-political solutions. Got
any ideas where to begin?

Education is not rocket science
By Richard G. Williams, Jr.

E

oldvirginiablog.blogspot.com

ven though the “experts” in Big Ed
would like for you to believe it is. Why?
Three reasons,* primarily:
1. Control
2. Job security
3. They’ve been brain washed into
believing it is. Why? See #’s 1 and 2.
A recent article at The Imag i na tive
Conservative explains why education is not
rocket science. So simple, yet profound, the
reasons behind homeschooling’s amazing
success story:
“One of my favorite professors in graduate
school grew up on his grandfather’s farm
in Sas katch ewan, back in the days when
a wheat farmer would spend long hours
behind the plow. He told us that his
grandfather’s neighbor spent those hazy
hours sometimes reciting Milton’s Paradise
Lost. He had gotten it by heart. Notice what
great difference there is between the
phrases ‘learning by rote’ and ‘getting
something by heart’? You cannot do such
a thing without considerable intelligence
and love.”
This is, in part, why the Founders of our
Nation were so much wiser and healthier
than most moderns, elites and members of
academia are today. The agrarian lifestyle
gave them a per spec tive (and time to
contemplate it) that many moderns simply
do not comprehend. It is also why the
Founders are under attack by their inferiors
in academia. They’re jealous. Agrarian or
not, the same method of learning is, of
*Once again, to be clear, I’m speaking in broad
terms and realize there are still many good, hardworking, dedicated teachers who do not buy into all
the P. C. garbage and control freak aspects of what
we’re see ing among many other ed u ca tors. I do
believe, however, that the problems are prevalent and
it’s an uphill battle.

course, still available – if you
can cut through all the P. C.
idiocy and nonsense coming
from those “experts.”
And this . . .
“Read good books to the
children, have them read them
also to you, and have them
read them on their own… The
good books are food for a
wholesome imagination. They
are well written. They introduce
young people to characters they will never
forget. They soar beyond easy cynicism or
nihilism. They soar beyond the sweaty
halls of pol i tics. They may well have
villains in them, there may be warfare, but
there will not be the creepy relish for
bloodshed – no itch for the base, the sick,
the bizarre, the filthy, the evil. No girly
vampires.”

And this one will drive the moderns and
elitists up the wall…
“Find textbooks written before 1950 –
grammar, history, even geography. Then
surround young people with beauty and
goodness. It is not like going to the moon.
It is like look ing up at the stars. But
will your students be ambushed by the
detestable standardized tests? Do not fear.

Charlotte’s violence
leagueofthesouth.com

The latest outbreak of feral Negroes
occurred over two nights in Charlotte, NC.
Whites were their main targets. Of course
all this is egged on by the mainstream elite
media. But even their correspondents were
not safe from attack. The Black Lives Matter
(BLM) monster they’ve helped to create
seems intent on turning on them. As some
say, karma is a bitch!
The League of the South encourages our
White Southern brothers and sisters to arm
themselves, train, organize and work out a
plan for defending your lives and property.
When BLM violence spreads from urban
centers full of White cucks such as Charlotte
to outlying areas where the “good old boys”
are, then things are going to get interesting
really quick.

So those puppeteers who control BLM’s
actions shouldn’t take their street theater
too far from its urban kraals. When they hit
the suburbs and the rural South, a surprise
awaits them – White people who not only
fight back but relish doing so!
If and when that crisis comes, we in The
League see a repeat of the 1960s Oxford,
Mississippi, when some 30,000 U. S. troops
once again invaded Southern soil to the
detriment of White Southern civilization.
At that point, slumbering Southerners will
awaken to the fact that the U. S. regime –
with its coddled victim groups – is not their
friend but rather a longstanding enemy.
Whatever happens during such an increased
campaign of vio lence, there will be a
proper and forceful response from the
traditional South.

Do not let the confidence
men and elixir sales men
fool you. Homeschoolers
regu larly take those tests
apart…”
And finally, this gem . . .
“The superintendent has
no clothes. The commissars
of the Common Core have
no clothes. The developers
of curricula have no clothes.
They are all a great big herd
of balding and belly-sagging naked people,
swaggering and blustering and ordering
everybody around.”
You may read the rest of this weigh-in
for homeschooling at oldvirginiablog. The
piece is authored by Anthony Esolen, who
teaches Renaissance English Literature and
the Development of Western Civilization
at Providence College.

Join us!
By Herb Whittington

T

whitecloudrockranch@gmail.com

o the general public:
We in Southeast Alabama
are happy to announce the
formation of a new local
Chapter of The League of
The South. Currently we meet on the third
Tuesday of each month from 6:00 PM until
roughly 8:15 PM. Our next gathering will
be in the Daleville, Alabama, area. Learn
more about the League – its importance to
your life and culture – by taking a look at
www.leagueofthesouth.com online.
For in for ma tion re gard ing that next
meeting, please contact Chapter President
Mark Key at (334) 405-6590. Come join us
and realize the time for you to stand up is
now!
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— Nuremberg II —

Netanyahu is a war criminal, says former Dutch PM
By Adri Nieuwhof

Michiel Servaes commented on Twitter.
Prior to the meeting, Servaes announced
that he would call on Netanyahu to “end
his destructive policies of the occupation
and not run away from peace talks. Only
then we can stand up for your country.”

electronicintifada.net

The era of “unconditional
friendship” between Israel and
the Neth er lands is over, the
Dutch right-wing newspaper De
Telegraaf reported, as Benjamin
Netanyahu faced vocal protests
during a two-day visit to the
country last month to discuss
economic cooperation.

No parallel

Shunned
In one strik ing mo ment Dutch lawmaker Tunahan Kuzu, left, refuses to shake hands
captured on video, Dutch MP with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu during a visit
Tunahan Kuzu refused to shake to parliament in The Hague on 7 September.
hands with the Is raeli prime min is ter 2014, the red carpets are being rolled out
during a meeting with lawmakers:
here,” Kuzu wrote on Facebook. “That
Palestine solidarity groups had presented doesn’t deserve a handshake but a reference
a petition to lawmakers, signed by more to #FreePalestine.”
than 7,500 people, urging sanctions on
In reaction to Kuzu’s stance, anti-Muslim
Israel over its “policies of oppression, demagogue Geert Wilders called for the
discrimination, land grab and ignoring the ex pul sion of Kuzu, who is of Turk ish
United Nations.”
ancestry, from parliament, accusing him of
People also took to the streets to protest “dual loyalty.”
Netanyahu’s visit.
Wilders, who has received funding from
And more than a thousand people wrote some of the most notorious Islamophobic
to lawmakers calling on them to skip the sources in the U. S., has also championed
planned meeting in par lia ment with Israeli settlements in the occupied West
Netanyahu.
Bank and questioned the existence of
Rik Grashoff, a lawmaker for the Green Palestine.
Left party announced on Twitter that he
Yet other voices from mainstream Dutch
would not attend the meeting because it politics joined the criticism of Israel.
would not change Israel’s “disastrous
“Everybody is to blame for the conflict
policy” towards the Palestinians. Instead, except Israel,” Labor Party lawmaker
Grashoff called for more pres sure on
Israel, including sanctions.
Kuzu, one of two MPs from the DENK
party, decided to attend the meeting to Federal Bureau of Prisons
confront Netanyahu.
Washington, DC
9/20/2016
Wearing a button with the Palestinian
flag, Kuzu nodded, but did not stretch out
I am writing you about my son Matthew
his hand when Netanyahu was introduced. F. Hale 15177-424. Apparently, you are
The Is raeli prime min is ter ap peared not aware of what is going on at Terre
surprised, and said out loud, “Oh, okay,” Haute, Indiana. My son was accused of
before moving on.
having another inmate send me a press
release that my son wrote. My son, in fact,
Propaganda
emailed me the press release. Later, after
Kuzu explained that his actions were a my son had been thrown into a dark “hole”
response to Netanyahu’s comments during with only a mattress, a sheet and the
a closed-door meeting with members of the clothes on his back, the prison found the
parliament’s foreign affairs committee, press release that Matt had emailed to me
which Kuzu termed propaganda.
which the reader of emails at the prison had
Kuzu said he had confronted Netanyahu approved and sent on to me. Still, even
with images of Is rael’s de struc tion in though my son broke no regulation, the
Gaza, asking the Israeli prime minister if warden is keeping him in SHU, “The
this is what his promotion of democracy, Hole” because, as he told Matt, he didn’t
technology and security is about, for which like what Matt said in that press release.
Netanyahu had “no answer.”
Matt didn’t do anything wrong; he was
“While the streets of Gaza were red with expressing animosity towards the prosecutor
the blood of children in the summer of in his trial. He made no threats, has freedom

Harry van Bommel of the Socialist Party
tweeted that Netanyahu had cited the
existence of Belgian enclaves within the
Netherlands to justify Israeli settlements in
the occupied West Bank.
Netanyahu would have been referring to
tiny spots of Belgian territory that are relics
of medieval times.
There is no par allel, however, as no
disagreement exists between Belgium and
the Netherlands over whom the land belongs
to, while Israel’s settlements in occupied
territory, on land forcibly seized from
Palestinians, violate international law.

“War criminal”
Former Netherlands
prime minister Dries
van Agt regretted that
the gov ern ment of
Prime Minister Mark
Rutte had rolled out
the red car pet for
Netanyahu.
Rutte’s center-right
Dries van Agt
People’s Party leads a
coalition government that includes the

Labor Party.

Yahoo’s rogue State on trial
Speaking on national television, van Agt
called Netanyahu a “war criminal” who
should be sent for trial to the International
Criminal Court in The Hague.
Meanwhile, Amnesty International used
Netanyahu’s visit to protest Israel’s use of
administrative detention.
Currently, more than 700 Palestinians
are de tained with out charge or trial, a
practice Israel has retained from the era of
British colonial rule in Palestine.
During a joint press conference with
Netanyahu, Prime Minister Rutte repeated
his government’s position that the boycott,
divestment and sanctions (BDS) campaign
is “protected under freedom of expression
and freedom of assembly.”
While supporting the right to boycott
Israel, Rutte has declared his government
opposes BDS.
Rutte’s remark suggests that Netanyahu
tried again to push for delegitimizing the
BDS movement.
“Settlement building needs to stop, and
so do demolitions and incitement,” Rutte
said.
Yet, despite such criticism, economic
cooperation between the Netherlands and
Israel continues as usual.
But as this meeting showed, the close
relationship between the two countries is
clearly facing growing resistance.

Matt Hale framed again
of speech according to our First Amendment
rights.
Matt does have a civil suit against the
B.O.P. He was supposed to start deposing
people the last part of this month. According
to the attorney I have contacted, this may
be the reason Matt has been thrown into the
“hole,” to stop the civil suit.
Matt has talked with the warden and has
been told that he will stay in SHU. I have
researched the warden Charles Daniels and
found that he has had many, many lawsuits
against him by prisoners in many different
prisons. The question would be, why do
you keep him as warden when it is obvious
that he is abusing prisoners on a regular
basis?
If Matt is held in SHU any longer when
he has done nothing wrong, did not violate
any prison regulation, there will be another
lawsuit against Charles Daniels and the
B.O.P.
To end this situation, the answer is

simple. Send my son Matthew F. Hale
15177-424 to Pekin, Illinois, away from
the corruption that is happening at Terre
Haute, Indiana. If something happens to
my son there, I will personally file a civil
suit against the warden, be it Charles
Daniels, complex warden Stephen Julian
or both. This is no threat, it is a fact!
Evelyn Hutcheson
Phone (309) 699-0785
evelynhutcheson1938@gmail.com
200 Carlson Ave. 25 H
Washington, IL 61571
EDITOR’S NOTE
A government informant testified as
paid to do. Matt Hale was framed.
Research shows African-American
warden Charles Daniels having abused
inmates in different prisons for a very
long time. More details on page 13.

Ursula Haverbeck once again sentenced to jail in Germany
By Carolyn Yeager
carolynyeager.net

the 10-month sentence she was given late
last year for a TV interview.

Just like everything
about the “Holocaust”
non-historical narrative,
trying to get an accurate
picture of the persecution
of Ursula Haverbeck is
made very difficult by
the mainstream media.
Even Wikipedia is
not up to date on Haverbeck in 2016!
Deutsche Welle, Germany’s State news
ser vice, ran a Sep tember 2nd ar ti cle
(quickly removed from the “Top Stories”
page – I caught it just in time!) reporting
the 87-year-old “Nazi Grandma” was
sentenced to eight months in jail for a letter
she sent to Detmold Mayor Rainer Heller
complaining about the trial of Reinhold
Hanning in that city. This is different from

As you will recall, and I
wrote about ex ten sively,
Hanning is the 94-year-old
former Auschwitz guard who
was sentenced to five years
in prison in June for simply
being there (no requirement
for spe cific charges of
criminal behavior and no
witnesses). His trial in the
city of Detmold aroused
world-wide publicity over a
4 to 5-month period earlier
this year.

Order extra copies of

In her letter, Haverbeck said that the
witnesses at the trial were set up to prove
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“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

the existence of the concentration camp,
according to the DW article. She also said
it was “clearly recognizable” that Auschwitz
was nothing more than a labor camp, not
an extermination camp. This is considered
serious “Holocaust denial” under German
law, based on the constitution that was
given to the Germany people (never voted
on) by the Allied Control Council after the
war. She is expected to appeal the sentence.
Ap par ently, the 10-month sen tence
given to Frau Haverbeck in November
2015 was suspended, although that fact
was never reported by any media that I
saw, and I looked diligently for further
news since then. In today’s article, DW
wrote:
“Her [prior] punishments include two
fines and an other suspended sedition
sen tence. She was on trial last year for
saying that the Holocaust was ‘the biggest
and longest-lasting lie in history.’”

Truth is marching on
I said at that time they would never
ac tu ally put her in a jail cell and they
didn’t. Now DW is doing its best to make
Ursula as unsympathetic as possible by
calling her names like “Nazi,” criminal,
seditionist and right-wing extremist in case
the State does feel the need to carry out its

Ursula Haverbeck sits head and shoul ders
above the rul ing po liti cal par ties in Germany,
secure in knowing she speaks from the pristine
realm of truth.

sentence. But it is a losing battle. Haverbeck
has a worldwide reputation as a beautiful,
brave truth-teller of many years. If she is
actually put in prison this time, there will
be a global uprising against “Holocaust”
enforcement laws and a further reading
and spread of Frau Haverbeck’s beliefs.
What a quandary for the Federal Republic!
It’s a joy to behold.
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Defending White heritage
Some people accept “tolerance”
of every interest except their own.
How much dumber can it get?
theneworder.org

White Americans are currently enduring

statue traditionally was of a Confederate
soldier.
To day the State of Maryland is not
considered a Southern State – but, during
the Civil War, a large part of its population
supported the Confederacy. Rockville, the
capital of Montgomery Country, was a
staunch secessionist stronghold. And so
the United Daughters of the Confederacy
in 1913 placed a statue of a Confederate
soldier on the Rockville town square,
where it stood in a place of honor.

a sus tained attack on their identity. The
immediate goal of this assault is to confuse
and demoralize White people, so that they
are psychologically incapable of defending
them selves as a race or eth nic ity. The
ul ti mate goal is the ex ter mi na tion of
Whites as a distinct racial type, and their
Change
replacement with a mongrel population
But no more. Today, the statue has been
that the Jews and their allies can more
moved to a lot behind the old county courteasily control.
An important line of attack on White house. It is surrounded by plants, weeds
identity is the assault on White heritage. and a 12-foot-high plywood fence. County
White history is continually being falsified officials explain that the fence is to protect
and distorted. White contributions are the statute from vandalism, presumably at
minimized and ignored, while the
alleged achievements of non-Whites
are magnified or even created out of
thin air. And, above all, whenever
possible White men are portrayed
as demons and moral lepers. Our
heroes are relegated to the infamous
“trash heap of history” (to quote the
Jew Leon Trotsky).
No segment of the White American
population has been attacked more
fiercely than White South erners.
The Confederacy in particular has
been subjected to a campaign of
demonization.
We have previously commented
on the attack on the Southern Cross This statue honoring the Confederate war dead in Rockville,
flag, which is the foremost symbol Mary land, is hidden behind an enormous wooden wall.
of the Confederacy. But that flag is Local Whites have been mute to this insult on their heritage.
not the only representation of the South the hands of Black activists.
which the anti-Whites have targeted.
Perhaps that is true in part, but the net
Historically, every Southern city and effect is to make it invisible and inaccessible.
town past a certain size has had a memorial The message is that Rockville’s Southern
in its central square honoring the heroes history is something shameful and which
and war dead of the Confederacy. The needs to be hidden away. But what is really
shameful is this desecration of White
Let’s bring ’em into the light heritage.
Montgomery County contains a huge
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD population of Jews, Blacks and Mestizos.
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you Whites are still a plu rality, but they are
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80 to tally cowed and brow beaten into
of these labels in Confederate red, white submission. It seems like only a matter of
time until the statue to the Confederate war
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
dead is torn down and hauled away as
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
scrap metal. If that happens, apart from a
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
token protest from Confederate heritage
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
organizations and local history buffs, there
Where to put them? Inside books, on the will be no outcry or complaint. The local
literature and envelopes you pass out, any Whites simply feel that their racial history
old place that comes to mind. Let’s roll!
is not worth defending.

What about Building 7?
rememberbuilding7.org

Building 7 was a 47-story skyscraper
and was part of the World Trade Center
complex. Built in 1984, it would have been
the tallest high-rise in 33 States of the
United States. It collapsed at 5:20 PM on
September 11, 2001. It was not hit by an
airplane and suffered minimal damage
compared to other buildings much closer to
the Twin Towers.

the scene and advocated by the building’s
owner.
7. Building 7 housed several intelligence
and law enforcement agencies, and the
NYC Office of Emergency Management’s

went smoothly in 2015, but this year it was
a dif fer ent story. A U. S. park ranger
removed the flags and returned them to
Kenneth in a plastic garbage bag. The
ranger told him that federal policy only
allowed flags on Confederate graves to
remain from sunrise to sunset on Memorial
Day, after which they were taken down.
None the less, the pro-Con fed er ate
gesture had been made.

Some know the score
Such fightback against the desecration
of South ern her itage is un der stand ably
more vig or ous in States that had been
part of the Confederacy. In Virginia, for
example, gigantic battle flags have been
raised by the Sons of Confederate Veterans
adjacent to public roadways in more than a
dozen locations.
As National Socialists, we applaud all
efforts to honor and maintain our White
heritage, and restore it where it has been
shamefully desecrated by the forces of
so-called “Political Correctness.” Without
an understanding of our past as a people,
we will have no future.

Missionary
Buried here amongst “her boys” are also
the remains of Alice Whiting who relocated
from Georgia in 1868 and of her own
accord became the effective caretaker of
the long-untended graves of Confederate
dead. She did so until her death in 1897.
Local Civil War re-enactor and amateur
his to rian Ken neth K. has made the
commemoration of the Confederate dead
at Forest Hill his per sonal project. On
Memorial Day weekend in 2015 and again
in 2016, he placed a small Confederate flag
on each of the graves. To avoid possible
controversy, he used the First National
Flag of the Confederacy (“the Stars and
Bars”) rather than the better-known Battle
Flag, which has been a touchstone for
protest in some locations.
The sober, dignified commemoration
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

Lo cal ac tiv ists placed Con fed erate flags on
each of the Southern graves in this cemetery at
Mad i son, Wis con sin – flags which were then
removed by federal park rangers.

Make extra copies as needed
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Distributors: Please order extra boxes of TFF’s September 2016 issue
and return these answers to your editor no later than October 20.

I

Seven facts about Building 7
1. If fire caused Building 7 to collapse,
it would be the first ever fire-in duced
collapse of a steel-framed high-rise.
2. Build ing 7’s col lapse was not
mentioned in the 9/11 Commission Report.
3. According to a Zogby poll in 2006,
43% of Americans did not know about
Building 7.
4. It took the federal government seven
years to conduct an investigation and issue
a report for Building 7.
5. Over 1,700 architects and engineers
have signed a petition calling for a new
in ves ti ga tion into the de struc tion of
Build ing 7, spec i fy ing that it should
include a full inquiry into the possible use
of explosives.
6. Nu mer ous witnesses con firm the
possibility of demolishing Building 7 was
widely discussed by emergency personnel at

But the abandonment of our collective
past as a people is not universal, and other
Whites have fought back to protect and
even reclaim their history.
A thousand or so miles removed from
that Rockville mon u ment, in far-away
Mad ison, Wis con sin, is a Con fed er ate
burial ground in Forest Hill Cemetery.
Here are the graves of 140 South ern
sol diers who died while be ing held as
prisoners of war. It is the northernmost
Confederate cemetery.
Most of those soldiers had been held in
Madison’s Camp Randall, captured after
being besieged during the battle for Island
Number 10 just south of Cairo, Illinois, in
the campaign for control of the Northern
Mississippi River. Camp Randall served as
a Confederate prisoner of war prison camp
for nine months, during which the 140
prisoners died from disease and exposure.
Citizens of Madison had brought medicine,
food and blankets to alleviate suffering,
which enraged local residents (additionally
it is said that they also lobbied on behalf of
the prisoners for their release for church
services on Sundays).

Like those Twin Towers, WTC-7 collapsed into
its own footprint. Neatly done, Mossadniks!

Emer gency Op er a tions Cen ter, more
commonly known as “Giuliani’s Bunker.”

World Trade Center
Buildings 3, 4, 5 and 6
In addition to the Twin Towers and
Build ing 7, the World Trade Cen ter
complex included buildings 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Compared to Building 7, all of these were
severely damaged, first by falling rubble
from the tower collapses, then by fires that
burned for hours. Although these buildings
were in critical condition, none of them
collapsed.

ntroduce yourself: “Good morning! I (We) represent The First Freedom, an alternate
newspaper that publishes information the mainstream media won’t touch. Would you care
to answer a few questions for our survey on where the country is now headed?”
Don’t
1. Do you feel the 2016 presidential election will make a difference in Yes No know
restoring this country’s founding principles of constitutional government? o o o
2. Did the 1965 Immigration Act which favored non-Europeans over
Europeans in order to increase America’s diversity prove a good thing?
o o o
3. Would you be in favor of the incoming President welcoming more
immigrants from Africa and Asia?
o o o
4. Did the 1965 Voting Rights Act raise your confidence in the federal
government?
o o o
5. Would you be glad to see increased foreign aid and weaponry going
to the government of Israel?
o o o
6. Should more American troops be deployed into the Middle East and
around the world?
o o o
7. Has free trade and the removal of tariffs on imports improved this
country’s manufacturing base, added employment and self-sufficiency?
o o o
8. Should the federal government continue redistributing your taxes to
such organizations as Black Lives Matter?
o o o
9. Should all of the South’s Civil War memorial statues be demolished
or relocated as advocated by the mainstream media?
o o o
10. Would you refuse to accept a free sample alternative newspaper that
always depicts the Confederate flag on its front page?
o o o
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“Man of the Year”: Hungary’s anti-immigrant PM Orban
rt.com

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban,
known for his tough stance on the refugee
crisis, has received the “Man of the Year”
award at an economic forum in Poland for
his impact on shaping Central European
policy.
Considered to be the most prestigious
accolade presented during the Economic
Forum in the Polish southern resort town
of Krynica-Zdroj, Polish Prime Minister
Beata Szydlo handed him the award.
The Hungarian PM observed that the
Visegard Group – consisting of the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia –
could become a driving force behind E. U.
reform following the U. K.’s decision to
leave the bloc.
“I am of the opinion that the Visegard
Group is a very good forum in which to

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban

germinate ideas and to then take them to a
European level,” Orban said at the event.
Earlier, the Hungarian PM also vowed
to start a “cultural coun ter-rev o lu tion”
within the union and to pursue a radically
different vision of the E. U. during a panel
discussion he hosted along with the leader
of the ruling Law and Justice
party, Jaroslaw Kaczynski.
“Brexit is a fantastic opportunity
for us. We’re at a historic cultural
moment,” Orban said, adding,
“there’s a possibility of a cultural
counter-revolution right now.”

European identity
can’t replace Nations
Hungarian army soldiers erect a fence on the border with
Croatia near Sarok, Hungary

Speaking at the forum, Orban
again criticized how the E. U. has
handled the refugee crisis. He

said the unending influx of refugees and
migrants leads to the “elimina tion” of
“historical identities.”
Those who come to Europe have much
stron ger iden ti ties than Eu ro pe ans and
increasingly create isolated cultural “islands”
in Eu ro pean so ci et ies, Orban said, as
reported by Hungary’s MTI news agency.
The Hungarian PM also emphasized
that E. U. members should sep arately
preserve their traditional National and
religious identities, adding that no broad
European identity could effectively replace
National ones.
“The stronger National identities are,
the stronger we can become in the coming
years,” Orban said, stressing that “Nation
and Chris tian ity”are key val ues and
indispensable parts of European culture
and identities which should be defended,
MTI reports.
“Only those Nations that have their
historic, religious and National identity
will survive and be strong,” Orban said, as
quoted by AP. “I represent and protect
that.”
The leader also promoted the idea of
“eco nomic pa tri o tism,” stress ing the
importance of domestic State and private
ownership in Hungary’s “key sectors” of
the economy such as the media, banking,
energy and retail.
The annual Krynica Economic Forum is

attended by politicians, businesspeople
and economists, and was expected to host
3,000 people this year. Its “Man of the
Year” accolade was previously awarded
to Pope John Paul II, prominent Polish
politician Lech Walesa and the president of
the European Council, Donald Tusk – who
was earlier Poland’s prime minister.

Hungary plans to build a
second fence on its border
with Serbia to prevent more
migrants from entering the
country. The new barrier is
designed to “ensure” that
they will not be able to cross
into Hungary, Orban said,
adding that 3,000 additional
soldiers will be sent to guard
the border.
“Then if it does not work with nice
words, we will have to stop them with
force, and will do so,” Orban had said in
late August. At the same time, Orban also
proposed increased European cooperation
on security issues when meeting with his
Czech counterpart, Bohuslav Sobotka,
stressing that the E. U. “lost its adaptability,
and we have no right answer to migration
and terrorism.”

Croatia: no more invaders allowed
newobserveronline.com

No more Third World invaders
will be allowed to pass through the
territory of Croatia, its president
Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovic has
announced.
Speak ing dur ing a press
conference in New York, President
Grabar-Kitarovic said that if a
“new mi grant wave” reaches
Croatia, they would not be
allowed to pass through.
“Croatia will not let migrants pass
through its territory, because the borders of
neighboring countries are closed and
Croatia needs to protect its territory,” she
said.

The president, who was in New York
for a United Nations mini summit on the
invasion, said that last year Croatia let the
invaders pass to other countries because
there were no fences at the borders with

Slovenia and Hungary.
Now, however, there are fences and the
borders are closed.
Furthermore, she said, it “turned out that
over 85 percent of them were economic
migrants and not genuine refugees.”
President Grabar-Kitarovic added that it
will “be very hard to solve this problem
without a common European agreement,”
and without an agreement with the countries
that have been important in allowing the
invasion – a direct reference to Turkey.
“However, we have to be prepared, and
not depend on anyone else,” she continued.
“We should be ready to protect our territory
and borders.”
She also reiterated that the invasion is

One year of safety with the border fence
And the media are whining.

A

hungarianambiance.com

year after Hungary built a fence on
her southern border, we met with mayor
László Toroczkai who explained to us the
current situation before the gate of the
European Union.
A recent poll on the referendum claimed
over 70% of Hungarians are against the
quotas, while just 4% support them. The
other respondents claimed they weren’t yet
sure.
So it looks like Hungarians will vote and
reject this forced and racist quota scheme,

which will be amazing because right now
the media, both National and international,
are searching for any strategy to undercut
support for those defying the quota. They
are attempting to claim that a vote against
the quota is a vote for supporting Orban.
These are dirty tricks.
The worst deceptions are spread by the
international media, who seem to have not
a clue just how opposed Hungarians are to
the E. U.’s quota scheme. The Guardian is
claiming Hungarians “are divided” on the
quota. Wrong! The only ones divided are in
the media and politics. But, as poll after
poll has shown, the majority of Hungarians

remain united on this issue.
It’s really time to shake up the media a
bit, because, when an issue proves clearly
unacceptable to the vast majority of the
people but the media remain divided 50-50,
then something has gone wrong. With the
so-called independence and freedom of the
press going against our Nation, that doesn’t
reflect the will of its people.
All the media do is divide the Hungarian
community and society. They never uplift
or help build the unity of our Nation, just
promote fiction and nonsense representing
vested in terest that are at odds with the
people.

not a “European problem” per se, but rather
one caused and created in the originating
countries.

Elsewhere

Earlier last month, Bulgaria completed
yet another section of its border fence with
materials supplied by Hungary. Viktor
Orban, the Hungarian Prime Minister,
made an offi cial visit to the Bul gar ian
border fence, which, like his own country’s
border, is designed to hold back the Third
World hordes still pouring into Greece
from Turkey.
EDITOR’S NOTE
While the Israeli-based IsraAID, “a
humanitarian aid agency,” was right
there with millions of bottled water
and meals-ready-to-eat packages for
that invasion, including bribes where
threats didn’t work on border guards
and politicians, Europe and the U. S.
had only as a consequence of their
Jew problem these “refugees.” Once
they’ve saturated all White countries
with enough taint to guarantee Jewish
control, the “humanitarian aid” ends,
as now appears likely in most parts of
Europe. Croatia saw nothing wrong
with those pawns passing through, as
IsraAID was paying tips, but no Kike
leaves behind an unnecessary shekel.
So, Jewnighted States: it’s do or die!

To resolve the problem, one Nation dares define it
Hungary names parts of London
“no-go zones” because of terrorists
in that city posing as “refugees.”
rt.com

The Hungarian government defends
issuing leaflets that label a dozen areas in
Britain, including London, Southampton
and Peterborough as “no-go zones” because
they are overrun by migrants.

Straightfor ward message
According to the Independent, it says
there are more than 900 areas in Europe
which have too many migrants whom “the
authorities cannot keep under control.” It
says that, in these areas, “the norms of the
host society… barely prevail.”
The pamphlet was released as part of a
government campaign to reject the European
Union’s plans to impose migrant quotas on

its member States. Hungary was to hold a
referendum on October 2 on whether it
should reject the quotas set out by the E. U.
A government website shows its antiimmigration stance, with a ticking clock
saying “an immigrant arrives every 12
seconds,” and warning, “We do not know
how many are disguised terrorists.”
As part of its campaign, the government
plastered Budapest with a number of antiimmigrant posters having sentiments such
as: “Did you know? Over three hundred
peo ple died in ter ror ist attacks across
Europe since the start of the migration
crisis.”
In an in ter view with the BBC’s
Newsnight, Hungarian Foreign Minister
Peter Szijjarto defended the leaflet, saying
the information it was based on was from
“open” and “official” reports from the
police and from “the news.”

“There are no-go zones in Europe and
we don’t want no-go zones in Hungary,” he
said.
The show’s presenter, Evan Davis, said
the leaflet was “false and defamatory of a
Nation.”

Media whining

He added: “Did you talk to the British
government before you published this
about the U. K.? It’s a slur on the U. K. By
the way, an inaccurate slur on the U. K.; did
you talk to the British government? Or

American Free Press

is the biweekly newspaper out of Upper Marlboro,
MD, that rose from its ashes when they shut down
The Spotlight. Tired of waiting a whole month for
TFF to arrive? Subscribe to this also-truthful
tabloid, 26 issues for $59.
American Free Press
16000 Trade Zone Avenue
Unit 406
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774

even your embassy in London?”
Szijjarto admitted the U. K. ambassador
to Hungary had also complained about the
leaflet.

Reasonable

Hungary currently allows 30 people per
day into two transit zones where they can
submit an asylum request. Anyone who
crosses the border without permission is
escorted back through gates in the fence if
they are caught.
In August, Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban announced plans to construct
a second razor-wire fence to stop migrants
from entering Hungary.
Hun gary’s far-right Jobbik party is
currently polling at 10 percent.
Last month, Lux embourg’s foreign
minister called for Hungary to be expelled
from the E. U. for treating asylum seekers
“worse than wild animals.”

— Holo smokes! —
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Fearing loss of momentum, big money moves quickly
George Soros pledges to invest
$500 million in IsraAID’s further
luring of “refugees” as pawns of
Zionism’s agenda into all Western
White civilized lands.

“Although my main concern is to help
migrants and refugees arriving in Europe, I
will be looking for good investment ideas

jta.org

(JTA) – Jewish billionaire George Soros
has pledged to invest up to $500 million to
help refugees and migrants around the
world.
“We will invest in startups, established
companies, social impact initiatives, and
businesses started by migrants and refugees
themselves,” Soros said in a statement
Tuesday that was published in The Wall
Street Journal.

that will benefit migrants all over the
world,” he wrote.
All of the investments will be owned by
Soros’ nonprofit organizations,
the Open Society Foundations.
The investments, he said, “are
intended to be successful – because
I want to show how pri vate
capital can play a constructive
role helping migrants.”

Return on inducement

A dinghy carrying refugees arrives at a beach on the island of
Lesbos in northern Greece. (Boaz Arad/IsraAid)

“As longtime champions of
civil society, we will be focused
on ensuring that our investments
lead to products and services that
truly benefit migrants and host

communities,” Soros also said.
He said he would work closely with
organizations such as the Office of the
United Na tions High
Commissioner for
Refugees and the
In ter na tional Res cue
Committee to establish
appropriate principles for
the project’s investment
guidelines.
Soros delivered the
Soros
announcement following
the first U. N. summit on migrants and
refugees.
He is the chairman of Soros Fund
Management LLC, a $25 billion company.

U. S. policy on Syria exposed by Kerry as “house of cards”
presstv.ir

The U. S. policy position on Syria has
been exposed as a house of cards by U. S.
Secretary of State John Kerry’s testimony
before the United Nations on September
22, says Barry Grossman, an international
lawyer and political commentator based in
Bali, Indonesia.
In a video extract, pub lished by the
Ron Paul Institute, Kerry slips up while
explaining the recent largely secret Syrian
ceasefire.
“It was also very importantly part of the
plan, that when those efforts of cooperation
commenced, Syrian warplanes would be
prohibited from flying over areas where
the legitimate opposition and al Nusrat were
present, in order to give us the opportunity
to work out the separation,” Kerry said.
“The significance of John Kerry’s slip
cannot be overstated. He conceded, in
terms that leave no room for doubt, that
there is still no clear separation between
the U. S. backed insurgents whom the U. S.
led coalition hold out to the world as
Syria’s ‘legitimate’ opposition and al Nusra,
al Qaeda’s franchise in Syria,” Grossman
told Press TV on September 23.
“The recent ceasefire was not honored
by either America’s proxies in Syria who, in
continuing to carry out offensive military
operations, professed to be fighting ISIL
forces, or by the U. S.-led coalition, which
carried out deadly air strikes on Syrian
government military positions as a cover
for an ISIL ground attack which commenced
as soon as the strikes were carried out,” he
stated.
“When we con sider John Kerry’s
admission that opposition forces are still
indistinguishable from al Qaeda forces, on
the one hand, and that those same opposition
forces were openly carrying out offensive
operations ostensibly against terrorist forces
during the recent ceasefire, on the other,
the entire house of cards which has been
peddled as the Atlantic World’s position on
Syria, comes tumbling down exposing the
deceit that it was from the start built on,” he
added.
“Whether or not John Kerry was
completely in the ‘loop’ remains unclear,
but the realities both on the ground and in
the Pentagon very strongly suggest that the
ceasefire was quite clearly nothing but a
cynical tactic to provide an opportunity for
U. S. proxies to consolidate their positions
and undertake further offensives with the
aim of securing territory at the expense of
Syria’s government. Either John Kerry has
been played or he is part of the bigger
problem,” the analyst said.
“Either way, there is no room for doubt
about the reality of the U. S. policy position.
That position involves no genuine concern
for civilians or, for that matter, terrorism,
and is instead entirely focused on regime
change or, should that fail, Balkanizing
Syria,” he pointed out.

Rift between Carter & Kerry?
Grossman said that “the growing rift
between U. S. Secretary of Defense Ashton
Carter and Secretary of State John Kerry
has spilled into the public consciousness

U. S. Secretary of State John Kerry (right) and
U. S. Ambassador Samantha Power, Permanent
Representative to the United Nations, during a
Security Council Meeting September 21, 2016, on
the situation in Syria at the U. N. in New York.

as a result of General Joseph Dunford –
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff –
testifying before the Senate Armed Services
Committee not only that he thinks sharing
intelligence with Russians is a bad idea
but that the U. S. military will not in any
circumstances be part of any initiative to
share in tel li gence with the Rus sians
notwithstanding that, as Senator McCain
cynically pointed out to him, intelligence
sharing with the Russians is a key part of
Kerry’s current Syria proposal as he
scrambles to salvage the ceasefire.
“Perhaps the chairman, though he no
doubt fully un derstands the chain of
command as it emanates from him to those
below him, fails to understand that both

constitutionally and practically speaking,
that same chain is anchored in the oval
office and runs from there through the
Pen ta gon headed by the sec re tary of
Defense, Ashton Carter, before it comes
anywhere near to him as Chairman of the
Joint Chief of Staff,” the commentator
explained.
“So ei ther the gen eral is ‘re bel ling’
against civilian control of the military or
the position he has so rigidly expressed
indicates there is a major spat unfolding
between John Kerry and Ashton Carter,
both of whom are ap pointed by and
theoretically beholden to the president,
although many people understandably
wonder if they are not more committed to
certain outside, special interests. Regardless,
it seems that U. S. foreign policy is now
made by the Department of Defense rather
than the State Department.”
Grossman: “President Obama, who seems
entirely fixated on managing his legacy
and preparing for a transition to a far more
hawkish Hillary Clinton administration,
seems to be entirely asleep at the wheel and
quite willing to hang Kerry out to dry.
“His failure to lead and be in any way
Presidential during this crisis implies he is
part of a bigger, twisted political game

which will let the Syria situation deteriorate
so badly that a Clinton administration will
face no political opposition in doing what
Obama himself refused to do when this
U. S. engineered conflict started,” he said.
“As for the so-called Syrian opposition,
if John Kerry, Staffan de Mistura, et al, are
so confident about the bona fides of the
Syrian opposition and so-called intelligence
fed to the coalition and Western media by
euphemistically named White Hats, why
don’t they hold their talks and briefings in
‘rebel-controlled’ Aleppo?” he asked.
“Finally, to those who feel obliged to
support the professed agenda of al Nusrat
and Daesh, I would simply point out that if
those calling the shots within these loose
bands of so-called Jihadis had even only a
scintilla of genuineness, instead of fighting
each other to protect their respective claims
over booty from the chaos they have sown,
they would long ago have coalesced into a
single, unified enterprise in pursuit of a
common goal, instead of always morphing
into supposedly new manifestations under
cover of contrived banners,” he said.
“That they have not, exposes them for
what they really are, every bit as much as
the magnitude and character of their death
toll does,” the analyst concluded.

Germans fight back as invaders attack
newobserveronline.com

Several dozen nonWhite invaders
posing as refugees attacked a crowd of
Germans the night of September 14 in the
east German city of Bautzen – but received
a thorough beating when German civilians
fought back.
Town authorities have now
expelled 34 of the invaders
and banned all alcohol in the
local “invader center,” as it
emerged that these nonWhite
attacks are regular occurrences.

could think of – but couldn’t hide the fact
that nonWhites had started the violence.
The Daily Mail, for example, in its
coverage, announced that “neo-Nazis” had
engaged in a “vicious brawl with twenty
asylum seekers having goaded them into

Suddenly
Those invaders turned upon
police and violently assaulted
the officers with glass bottles,
bricks and other items. Police
then charged the groups with
truncheons drawn and used pepper spray
on both sides.
At a press conference, Bautzen Police
Chief Uwe Kilz said the nonWhites – all
“unaccompanied minor asylum seekers” –
started the violence by throwing bottles
and stones at White people at the Kormarkt,
one of the town’s major squares, and said
that this “violence was triggered by the
refugees.”

Enough

Instead of meekly accepting the nonWhite attack, the White Germans decided
to fight back, and a mass brawl erupted,
with the invaders receiving a beating
which only halted when they fled back to
their “invader center” in the town’s
Dresdnerstrasse – with angry Germans in
hot pursuit.
The controlled media – ever desperate
to portray White people in the worst light
possible – called the Germans any slur they

violence.”
Many readers of course immediately
spotted how the Daily Mail’s Jewish news
editors had attempted to twist the story by
claiming that the Ger mans had been
“goaded” into the vio lence – as if any
normal person would just stand by when
attacked by gangs of nonWhites with
bottles and bricks.
The Daily Mail had pulled its version
of events from the Bild news paper in
Germany, another far-left news outlet
which also described the Germans in the
same way, and tried to blame the violence
on “xenophobia.”
How ever, both out lets had to ad mit
that the official police statement said that
those nonWhite invaders had started the
confrontation, and then later attacked the
police who were trying to protect them.
Both news outlets also showed pictures
of a Moroccan invader with a scratch on

his arm, claiming to have been wounded in
the fracas.

Idlers all

Commentators in the Daily Mail version
correctly pointed out that anyone from
Morocco was not in any sense of the word
an asylum seeker or refugee –
but just an invading freeloader
seeking to parasitize off host
Europeans.
The Die Zeit newspaper –
a slightly more conservative
controlled media outlet – was
one of the first to admit the
real cause of that violence, by
correctly pointing to the nonWhite invaders.
According to Die Zeit, the
attacks by those invaders in
Bautzen upon locals are very
frequent actual occurrences which happen
“nightly,” as “underage, unaccompanied
refugees” attack the local White people at
random.
Measures announced September 15 to
try and bring the nonWhite thugs under
control include a total ban on alcohol in the
“invader center” and a curfew starting at 7
every evening, local authority chief Uwe
Witschas told Die Zeit.

Treating only symptoms
The MDR Aktuell Nachrtichten news
service confirmed the alcohol ban at the
“invader center,” and said that it was not
the “first incident of its kind in the Saxony
town.”
MDR Aktuell also reported that, after the
violence, four of the nonWhite ringleaders
have been relocated to other sites, and a
further 30 invaders have been forbidden
from living in the city anymore.
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The unresolved enigma of who did what to whom
By Christine Miller
millercbm@gmail.com

Sleeping Murder, one of Agatha
Christie’s best murder
mysteries, begins very
innocuously. Gwenda,
raised in New Zealand
and newly married to
Giles, is back home
in England. While her
husband is occupied in
London she looks for a
house on the East
coast of England, finds what she likes and
buys it.
Settled in the house she has strange
experiences. She goes up the steps and a
wave of terror sweeps over her. Once in her
bedroom she feels safe again. Gwen walks
down the hall way as if ex pect ing a
connecting door but hits a wall. She wants
to redo her bedroom with a wallpaper of
little bouquets of poppies and cornflowers.
When the workers pry open the closet
which had been painted shut, she finds
wallpaper with little bouquets of poppies
and cornflowers.
To get away from these unsettling
experiences she accepts an invitation by
Miss Marple’s nephew and his wife for a
visit to London. They take her to a play by
Webster, The Duchess of Malfi. She enjoys
herself but, when the brother strangles his
sister saying “Cover her face; mine eyes
dazzle: she died young,” Gwenda screams
and rushes out of the theater.
Miss Marple comes to her room with
two hot water bottles and a cup of tea and
assures her that nobody holds it against her
for, as Gwenda calls it, having made a
spectacle of herself. The next morning
Gwenda pours out her heart to Miss
Marple. “I looked through the bannister,
down into the hall and there she was with
her golden hair spread out, strangled and
a man with monkey paws gloating, saying:
‘Cover her face; mine eyes dazzle: she died
young.’”
Miss Marple gently asks: “Who was
dead?”
Comes a quick and mechanical reply:
“Helen.”
Gwenda stares at Miss Marple: “Why
did I say Helen? I do not know any Helen.”
Miss Marple very sensibly tells her the
most obvious, namely: that she had lived in
the house as a child, and as a child having
looked through the bannister and over it
had witnessed the murder of Helen. She
advises Gwenda and her husband Giles to
let sleeping murder lie, but of course they
don’t.
Now the story unfolds. Helen was the
half-sister of Dr. Kennedy and the second
wife of Gwen’s father, Major Haliday.
Kennedy loved his half-sister and was very
possessive of her. Helen was afraid of her
half-brother and tried to convince her
husband to move away from Dillmouth.
Item B022

Did Six Million Really Die?
By Richard Harwood

The most controversial and “expensive”
little English language publication printed
in modern times; millions of words have
condemned and praised this booklet. More
millions of dollars have been spent on both
sides in litigation as the result of the two
major Zündel Holocaust Trials. Anybody
who wants to study the
fundamental arguments
of Revisionism should
start here!
Large-format, 30 page
saddle-stitched booklet
$12.00
Postage and handling
– U. S. Customers only:
You are on the honors system; please be
generous.
Foreign Countries: Please add $3 to get
air mail delivery.
Send to: Ingrid Rimland Zündel, Ed.D.
2869 Hatcher Mountain Road
Sevierville, TN 37862

Kennedy did not want to let his sister escape.
He strangled her in the hallway, took the
body up to the bedroom where a drugged
hus band found her and became eas ily
convinced that he had murdered her.
Halliday would have gone to the police
and turned himself in, but Kennedy (who
could not risk a police investigation) soon
convinced him that his wife had left him.
Poor Halliday checked in to a mental
in sti tu tion where, af ter two years, he
committed sui cide. The di rec tor of that
institution tells the young couple, Giles
and Gwenda, that he never believed Major
Halliday had killed his wife but could not
cure him of that insane delusion.

Control by deception
Just as you can manipulate a person into
insanity, it’s possible to do that to a whole
Nation. Thus has Germany suffered to the
point of National suicide. In l996 a Mr.
Pelz, another Holocaust “survivor,” gave
his typical survivor spiel in the Marshfield,
Wisconsin, public schools and university,
where I challenged him and he became
abusive, telling the mostly young audience
that I should have been hanged with the
others at Nuremberg and that the Germans,
in order to atone for the Holocaust, should
commit National suicide.
Looking at the policies of Merkel – who
received the Coudenhove-Kalergie award
(a Eurasian-Negroid race of the future will
replace the diversity of people), along with
Time magazine’s having elected her Person
of the Year – the Germans seem mostly to
be complying.

How did the victors’ media
imprint this delusion on the
Germans – telling them that
they were murderers having
committed such a genocidal
holocaust when in reality the
murderers were the English
and Americans? Those Allies
caused the deaths of millions
not only of Germans but also
Jews. You can’t just bomb a
country to smithereens and
expect islands of normalcy
in the concentration camps.
Maria Hamp, a girl from my village of

Münsterhausen, was killed by an English
airplane attacking the local train running
from Günzburg to Jettingen.

Orders of the day
I have in front of me Das Wildbacher
Anzeigeblatt vor 70 Jahren. When Germany
was defeated, about a fifth of the country’s
territory was handed over to Poland outright.
It was Germany’s most fertile area. Poles
unceremoniously got rid of the Germans
but kept all their possessions, pushing
them into a starved and destroyed remnant
of a Germany quartered into four zones.
France, having lost the war, occupied
one of those sectors. Wildbach was in the
French zone. The borders between each
zone were sealed. A quartered ox has no
way to get at anybody with his horns. Then
came the deliberate starvation.
The March 1946 Anzeigeblatt to which I
refer gave the French Occupation’s orders
instructing citizens’ obedience during that
month, paragraph by paragraph.
German farmers were forced
to deliver so much milk, so much
grain and so many eggs. But I do
not know where the food went,
because we, the Germans, did
not receive it. Let me point to
Number 5. The farmers had to
report how many chickens they
had and, per chicken, deliver to
the occupiers four eggs. Those
eggs did not show up on our
breakfast table.
Number 1, “Film Presentation,
Monday, March 25 at 18 and 19
o’clock there will be shown ‘The
Camps of Death.’ By command of your
(French) government, all inhabitants are
ordered to attend.”
It was of no consequence that the city of
Pforzheim still stank, but there the bodies
were still under the ruins and out of sight.
In the American zone at Dachau inhabitants
were forced to carry the decaying corpses
to mass graves. The same thing happened
in the concentration camp of Nordhausen,
bombed by the English and Americans.
Those murderers told the Germans, “You
are the murderers, you must dispose of the
bodies.”
All of our teachers had been dismissed
and, where we had any at all they were old
ones pulled out from retirement. The new
cadre of teachers coming along to instruct
those victors’ orthodoxy had already been

reeducated to pronounce students’ parents
as homicidal maniacs. After school kids
went home and berated their parents for not
having prevented “The Holocaust.” Most
parents, too kind to stand up for themselves,
could only say: “But we did not know.”
Of course they didn’t. You can’t know
what did not happen. Udo Voigt’s father
reacted differently. He gave his son a mighty
box on his ears which had a curative effect.
I remember talking to my father about “the
evil SS.” Having been in the German Army
from beginning to end as a private, he did
not box my ears but told me differently.
The SS was an elite fighting unit, and they
always cheered anytime it appeared.

Dormant solution
Dr. Kennedy, the murderer in Sleeping
Murder, not only killed his victim and then
made her innocent husband believe that he
was the murderer, but also destroyed the
reputation of his victim. And that seems to

go hand in hand with the shifting of guilt.
Miss Marple told Gwenda that she had
come face to face with unmitigated evil.

Still a mystery
Germany has a couple of Miss Marples.
I am thinking here of Ursula Haverbeck
and Sylvia Stolz. And then there’s Ernst
Zündel, Germar Rudolf, Robert Faurisson,
Horst Mahler and many others. But, in the
“freest Germany of all times,” they either
went to prison for “thought crimes,” are
still behind bars, or have a prison sentence
hanging over their heads.
Germany has reverted to a medieval
religious dictatorship with one difference.
This new belief in the original evil sin of all
Germans, “The Holocaust,” is no longer
enforced by Rome but Jerusalem.

The vicious dog and its owner
By James Harting
theneworder.org

There was this man who kept a vicious
dog locked up inside his house. Sometimes
he let it out for exercise in his fenced-in
back yard. On occasion, the dog would
escape from there, and terrorize the whole
neighborhood, attacking other dogs and
threatening people. Finally, it bit a woman
and her son. The neighbors, having had
enough, called the police on the man.
So, who is to blame and what is to be
done is such a situation?
Certainly, the ultimate responsibility
lies with the owner of that animal. The dog
is just being a canine. And yet, if you are
walking down the sidewalk and it attacks
you, that is no time to consider the owner’s
legal culpability – rather that is the time to
defend yourself from his dog! Making the
owner answer for his responsibility will
have to come later.

Today’s dilemma
Lately countless millions of non-White
invaders imported into traditionally White
countries are running loose not unlike that
vicious dog. We Whites are the neighbors,
our countries being the neighborhoods. And
the negligent owner? Why, those political
elites, who, at the behest of the Jews, have
loosed this danger among us.
Some say we should not focus hatred
and anger on the invaders swamping our

shores, murdering, raping women, ruining
our economies, and who will ultimately
drive us to extinction if left unchecked.
Rather, we should aim at the politicians
who are letting them in in the first place.
We agree: ultimately, it is a treasonous
ruling class that is responsible, and not the
non-White invaders themselves. In time,
let us hold these political elites accountable
for their misdeeds – together with their
co-conspirators in the mainstream media.
And, above all, their Jewish overlords will
have to answer for their crimes against the
White race.

But, in the meantime, this
snarling, vicious dog which
confronts us poses a threat
that is immediate and cannot
be ignored or excused.
White people the world over must take
every possible practical measure to defend
themselves from this rising tide of a
non-White tsunami. We need to defend our
families, homes and neighborhoods by
whatever means necessary. These invaders
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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are an immediate threat that we ought to be
concerned about here and now. And we
should not just defend ourselves, fighting
back alone as individuals; instead, all
Whites should band together under the
banner of National Socialism, as a united
folk of racial brothers and sisters.
But, at the same time, we must always
keep in mind that the invasion of our
homelands is not some sort of accident or
natural occurrence. Rather, it’s a deliberate
act of war waged against us by the very
politicians who are supposedly looking out
for our interests. Right now, there is little
that we can do to protect ourselves against
this evil, corrupt, anti-White ruling class.
But we are not going to forget them or what
they have done. Eventually they will find
themselves hauled before the bar of justice
to answer for these crimes against their
own people.
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Cracking the code
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

C

aloe910@aol.com

orrect me if I’m wrong, but I believe
that a heavy and progressive
graduated income tax is the
second plank of Karl Marx’
Communist Manifesto. We’ve
had that primary ingredient
for a Commu nist so ci ety
since late 1913 with passage
of the 16th amendment to
the U. S. Constitution, or so
the enemy would have us
believe. The universality of this burden
wasn’t manifest until the Second World
War when “everyone” allegedly became
liable for withholding of federal taxes from
his paycheck. Today, very few personal or
corporate financial decisions are made
without consideration of the impact that
decision will have on one’s personal, or
corporate, income tax situation. This is not
what I would call “freedom.” It’s also not
“capitalism.” It’s communism, pure and
simple; or, at best, “fascism.”

Ongoing and personal
Any who have read my articles over the
past few years know that I am involved
in an ongoing war with the IRS over an
alleged tax deficiency for the 2006 taxable
year. That conflict was initially about a
ten-million-dollar assessment which is
now more in the half-million-dollar range.
In any event, no one should pay any
amount of tax to either the United States or
his respective State government without
first making sure the money is actually
owed.
Ad mittedly, it is some times more
prudent just to pay the bill to the IRS than
spend years trying to defend oneself from
the assault. In my case, paying ten million
was not an option. Because I was literally
backed into an impossible corner, I decided
to resist the theft of all my worldly goods
with what ever means at my dis posal.
Fortunately, I had anticipated this eventual
occurrence long before 2006 and was very
aware of the shortcomings of the IRS and
the Internal Revenue “Code,” or, at least,
thought I was.
I spent the four years after my initial
notification of that alleged “assessment”
trying to thwart the IRS with all the usual
“tax honesty” defenses, a la Irwin Schiff,
etc., but to no avail. It’s not that those
defenses aren’t correct; I believe they are.
They just don’t work. For the DOJ has
cunningly created, with help from the
courts, case precedent law which renders
all these valid arguments “frivolous”; and
Congress has passed statute law making
the claim of those arguments a violation
subject to a $5,000.00 fine per occurrence.
I have two of those “frivolous” penalties to
my credit; unpaid, of course.
So, several years ago when I came
across a 2003 book by Pete Hendrickson
called Cracking the Code, I concluded that
it was probably more of the same. Then,

last year, I actually got a copy of the book
from Pete and read it – twice. The premise
therein is very similar to those arguments
made by Mr. Schiff and others, that
only federal income is taxable under
the Code; so it’s very easy to confuse
oneself and toss the book on the scrap
heap as just a rehash of such previous
arguments. But I didn’t toss it, instead
well researching the tenets of Pete’s
arguments and then coming to the
same conclusions myself: The Code
is constitutional law being enforced
unconstitutionally, which we let them get
away with out of ignorance and fear.

Latest test
My main war with the IRS is now in two
theaters of battle, the U. S. Court of Federal
Claims and the U. S. Tax Court, which
places the IRS on a “lit i ga tion hold”
stopping any adverse actions against me or
my assets. Having learned that, I decided
to experiment with Cracking the Code’s
“educated return” concept. Thus, after not
voluntarily filing an income tax return in
almost 20 years, I decided to file one for
2015 just to check out Pete’s conclusions
before jumping off the bridge without first
plumbing the water.
Because having implemented what I call
“malicious compliance” in late 2015, I was
blessed with both my military and social
security pensions for the last few months
of the year, which I’m holding for the IRS
if needed. Thus I had a “small” amount of
“federal income,” $24,770.00 for 2015, in
addition to $3,010.00 private income from
a corporate retirement account. So here
was this perfect opportunity to test the
hypothesis presented by Pete Hendrickson
in Cracking the Code before taking that
major plunge with the 2006 problem.
Simply stated, I submitted a Form 1040
to the IRS which showed only the “federal”

freerepublic.com

U. S. District Judge Anna J. Brown on
September 22 threatened to hold Ammon
Bundy’s lawyer in contempt of court each
time he defied her order and tried to delve
into circumstances surrounding the officerinvolved shooting of occupation spokesman
Robert LaVoy Finicum during trial.
The judge told attorney Marcus Mumford
that she’d fined him $1,000 each time he
raised the issue in front of jurors.
“I have ruled on this issue and it appears
to me you disregard it,” Brown told
Mumford, having excused the jury for a
morning recess.
“Do you understand what I’m saying,
yes or no?” the judge asked Mumford as he
was about to explain more.
She pointed to Mumford’s questioning
of rancher Andy Dunbar whose property is
adjacent to the eastern Oregon refuge.

On May 16, 2016, I received a notice of
“Changes to your Form 1040A” for 2015,
showing a deficiency of $107.36 due to
“miscalculation of the standard deduction”
with the guidance that, if I “disagreed”
with the changes in writing, the IRS would
“reverse” the changes and
send the form to the audit
staff for final evaluation. An
Conclusion
audit being exactly what I
wanted, and believing that my
But, if the law is the law,
standard deduction had been
and the Code is law, then the
correctly calculated anyway,
IRS is about to be put back
on May 28, 2016, I mailed
into its cage and this American
my certified letter to the IRS
is going to be finally free. It’s
challenging their assessment.
up to us to bind government
There was no mention of the Make your $24.95 + $4 shpg to the Constitution’s chains. If
corrected 1099, or the private check or money order payable we do not, then we deserve
income’s not being included to Doreen Hendrickson and whatever we get, just like
to:
on Line 7 of the 1040A, send
those who put their children
D. Hendrickson
which showed “0” income
in public government schools
232 Oriole St.
Commerce Twp., MI 48382 deserve what they get.
from “wages, salaries, tips,
etc.” I also did not include private income
One final note: I think that, if one will
on Line 12, “pensions and annuities.”
check the tax statutes in his State, he will
find that only those liable for income tax to
Dragging it out
the United States under the Code are liable
After receiving two notices requesting for income tax to their respective States,
“45 more days” for a complete evaluation that not only is one’s non-public income
from the Kansas City, Missouri, “campus” ex empt from the fed eral in come tax,
of the IRS, along with two “reminders” and Medicare and Medicaid, it is also excluded
one “Notice of Intent to Levy” from the from his State income tax.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, “campus,” I
For more on this valuable information
received a response to my “inquiry” stating as contained in Cracking the Code, see
that the deficiency had been audited and www.losthorizons.com .

Dunbar testified having heard shooting
near the refuge boat launch a little over a
mile from his ranch on six different days.
“You could definitely hear the shots being
fired,” he said.
Asked if there were a few gunshots,
Dunbar said no, there were “lots, lots and
lots…”

The “closer”

“It’s not simply the presence of firearms.
It’s using them on the refuge during their
conspiracy. It could not be more relevant,”
said Assistant U. S. Attorney Ethan Knight.
Further testimony revealed that Dunbar
and his 26-year-old son Tucker were each
paid $2,000 by the FBI “for access to their
properties.” Tucker Dunbar lives across
the street from his father. Mumford gave
the FBI money receipt as evidence.
Asked if $2,000 was a large amount of
money for him, Dunbar allowed it was “a

significant” amount. “I told them I didn’t
want it,” Dunbar said.
“Did you then give it back?” Mumford
asked. “No,” Dunbar replied.
From this trial session we can see Judge
Brown’s decision to keep LaVoy Finicum’s
killing out of the jurors’ minds.
It’s black-robed tyranny. The defendants
are accused of “sedition” in this forum.
Perhaps the real seditionists in our country
sit in courtrooms and have the title “judge”
– and perhaps the real seditionists in this
country wear clothing saying FBI or DHS
or ATF, etc., etc.
And we saw the prosecution dramatizing
the use of firearms for target practice at the
refuge.
Further, we found a government witness
being used to help with the demonization
of firearms practice, and that he and his
son were paid money by the FBI.

China’s overseas investment at record high
Chinese companies invested a record
$145 billion abroad last year which is 18.3
percent more than in 2014. The country has
overtaken Japan to become the world’s
second-biggest cross-border investor after
the U. S.

Growing

W

Pro forma

found to be correct, again with no mention
of the private income. Obviously, different
offices of the IRS don’t communicate with
each other, but we already knew that.
This time I agreed with the assessment,
realizing that I had in fact miscalculated
my standard deduction, and sent a money
order for $110.00 to the IRS. The big news
is, it appears that the Cracking the Code
“educated return” works; and only income
“from a public office” is taxable, at least
this time.
I am now confident that my next step,
after/when/if the two federal courts dismiss
my 2006 cases, will be to file an amended
return for 2006 utilizing my knowledge
from Cracking the Code and, hopefully,
make the IRS go away. Mere
wishful thinking? Perhaps.

Bundys brought to trial before Zogistas

rt.com

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

income received from the two government
pensions. For the private income, I attached
a “corrected” Form 1099R, revising the
original income statement by the retirement
fund to show “gross income” of $3,010.00
and “taxable income” as “0” since, being
private and not government income, it is
not reportable or taxable according to the
Code. I filed the return on April 4, 2016.

According to a joint report from China’s
Ministry of Commerce, National Bureau
of Statistics and State Administration of
Foreign Exchange, China has contributed
just below ten percent of global direct
in vest ment.
Outbound direct investment by China’s
financial institutions rose 26 percent last
year to $24.4 billion.
“We think Chinese companies’ overseas
takeovers can help them acquire high-end
production elements such as design, research
and development, marketing and service,
to upgrade their positions in global value
industrial logistics chains,” the commerce

ministry’s representative Zhang
Xiangchen told reporters at a
September 22 news conference.
According to the ministry, last
year Chinese firms conducted
mergers and acquisitions worth
$54.4 billion, and in the first
eight months of this year that
number surged to $61.7 billion.
Chinese investment in Europe
and the U. S. reached a record
high of $38 billion last year, according to a
report from law firm Baker & McKenzie
and consultants Rhodium Group.

Leading beneficiaries
Of all the E. U. countries, Italy attracted
the most Chinese investment, mainly due
to the $7.9 billion deal between Pirelli and
ChemChina. Massive investment has poured
into the Hollywood film studio Legendary,
leading German robotics firm Kuka and
Swiss seed giant Syngenta.

This year Chinese investment in many
Western economies could easily break the
record again. Chinese groups have already
announced $70 billion in potential deals.
The Oriental giant is expected to become
the world’s biggest overseas investor by
2020.
Chinese investment comes as its own
economic slowdown causes concern; growth
of the world’s second-largest economy was
down to 6.9 percent in 2015, the slowest
pace in 25 years.
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Space walker
By Nancy Hitt
hunleyhitt@gmail.com

After learning about his remarkable
escape from the Soviet
gulags, I had to place
Ger man pris oner of
war Cornelius Rost’s
story (as recounted in
Josef M. Bauer’s book)
on my “Most Wanted”
reading list. Recently,
I was able to order it
from my local book
store. But, reading the
chronicle from cover to cover left me with
many unanswered questions.

Introduction
“As Far As My Feet Will Carry Me, the
ex traor di nary true story of one man’s
escape from a Siberian labor camp and his
three-year trek to freedom,” was first
published in 1955. This was ten years after
the war had formally ended, when German
prisoners of the harsh Soviet gulags, those
who had survived, were being released.
As Far As My Feet Will Carry Me has
been translated into fifteen languages and
sold more than 12 million copies. It was
adapted into a six-part television series and
made into a movie in 2001. The Germanborn author, Josef M. Bauer, has written
many prize-winning novels, short stories
and radio plays.
I presume that the author of this book
believed he was reporting events actually
having taken place. Bauer interviewed his
subject, made tape recordings of Cornelius
Rost’s accounts and felt that Rost was both
mentally and physically debilitated from
his experiences. Rost “did not want to alert
the authorities as to what he had done,”
therefore Bauer’s book covers him with the
assumed name Clemens Forell. Bauer had
to be “creative” in his writing and fill in
many blanks.
From the introduction: “…where he was
wounded. After a spell in the hospital, he
was sent to the Eastern Front with the rank
of lieutenant and was dropped with his
company behind the Ural Mountains.
Forell got a bullet through the mouth
(which remained lodged in his head) and
was captured. He was treated in a Russian
partisan hospital and later moved to various
transit camps. In the autumn of 1945, after
being made to take part in the two-day
march of German prisoners of war through

Moscow, he was removed to the notorious
Lublyanka prison and soon afterwards
sentenced to twenty-five years’ penal labor
in Siberia.”

Traumatic

The book begins with Forell’s forced
exodus to the most eastern area of Siberia
by train and horse-drawn sledge. This
harrowing journey itself took four grueling
months. Many of the pris on ers died in
transit. Their bodies were taken from the
train cars and simply left upon the railway
embankments enroute.
When the thousands of prisoners arrived
at the East Cape/Cape Deschnev they were
housed inside of caves without beds, straw
or sufficient food. This location is on the
coast of the Bering Strait about 50 miles
West of Alaska. Slave laborers were made
to extract lead from within mines for a lead
processing operation. Lead poisoning could
cause teeth to fall out and even bring death.
Guided by a German doctor who had
been planning his own escape, with the aid
of a poorly drawn map and compass Forell
began that long trek in October of 1949.
All he knew of Siberia had been learned
during his arrival, along with information
later gathered at the camp.

Amazing feat
As one might imagine, this lone German
faced innumerable challenges all along his
travels. He could never be sure the natives
who befriended him (Laplander types)
would not inform on him. Wolves, the cold
and hunger kept him company. One learns
that Siberian winters can become as cold as
minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
The softbound copy of As Far As My
Feet Will Carry Me contains 275 pages and
a map of the route reportedly taken by
“Forell.”

Questions have been raised regarding
the validly of Rost’s claims about his icy
odyssey. Some folks do not believe that
lead mining existed during his time in the
East Cape. I wonder why the author never
mentioned whether Forell suffered from
frostbite. According to the story, he had
been wounded in the knee already prior to
his bullet in the mouth when captured in
Russia. I don’t recall the author reporting
that Forell suffered from his injured knee
during that extremely long trek.

Facts or fiction?
When one researches the name of this
soldier who laid claim to his extraordinary
and successful escape, a Private Cornelius
Rost’s records show him released from a
Soviet prisoner of war camp on 28 October
1947, two years before his alleged escape
in 1949.
Were there two soldiers by the same
name, both sentenced to the gulags… one
released early and the other the subject of
Bauer’s book?
Having no real understanding of the
conditions that existed in Siberia, I cannot
honestly judge this man’s story of extreme
endurance.
Whatever may be the actual facts, we
know that thousands of Germans suffered
and died in the Soviet gulags mainly due to
the revenge-filled allies allowing German
POWs to be used as slave laborers in spite
of the Geneva Conventions. The German
people today remain victims of numerous
hardships, many of them caused by our
own U. S. policies resulting in unnecessary
deaths, destruction and endless guilt.
According to the book, Rost arrived in
Munich in December of 1952. Was this
Cornelius Rost truly an extreme “space
walker” – or merely a teller of tall tales?

Blame is Uncle Semite’s
rt.com

Latin American Nations on September
24 accused the U. S. of “neo-colonialism”
at the U. N. General Assembly, Venezuela
going as far as to name Washington “the
biggest exporter of violence in the world.”
Ecuador and Nicaragua joined in their
condemnation. The mood largely centered
around economic exploitation of countries
in the south by the developed north, the
United States with its history of fomenting
unrest and regime change in Latin America

taking center stage.
Venezuela’s Foreign Minister Delcy
Rodriguez said capitalism is “the main
producer of violence and unhappiness,” as
she spoke in support of rebalancing global
power dynamics through the BRICS. With
her country in turmoil, Rodriguez opined
“The United States is the biggest exporter
of violence in the world. The United States
has about 800 military bases across the
world. Capitalism is the biggest obstacle
for peoples to overcome.”

Gülen’s combine learns who’s in charge
Party (PKK), which Tur key
deems as a terrorist organization.
Following the botched putsch,
Ankara also suspended around
presstv.ir
100,000 civil servants at the
urkey has booted some 28,000 teachers
same time detaining some 40,000
and suspended another 9,500 over terrorism
people over ties with opposition
links in the aftermath of the failed July
cleric Fethullah Gülen (shown
coup.
below), who is blamed for the
“As part of our fight against terrorism,
the coup attempt.
necessary measures have been carried out
The coup erupted when a
Turkish police detain a student in Diyarbakir on September faction of the Turkish military
on teachers along with other civil servants
as sessed to be linked with ter ror ist 19, 2016, during a protest against the suspension of teachers for declared it was in control of the
suspected links to militants.
organizations,” said Turkish Deputy Prime
country and the government was
Minister Nurettin Canikli on September 19
Canikli’s announcement came at the no more in charge.
after a cabinet meeting.
start of the new Turkish school year after
Regime proves other wise
the summer holidays.
CIA’s botched op
Tanks, helicopters, and soldiers then
Some 18 million children began their
He added that 455 of the teachers who school year in Turkey on Monday, amid clashed with police and people on the
had been previously suspended were now vast staff shortages resulting from the streets of the capital, Ankara, and Istanbul.
reinstated after investigations proved their post-coup crackdown.
Between 200 and 300 people were killed
innocence.
“It is believed that this school year will on all sides in the attempted coup d’état.
take place in general chaos, as
there are some 40,000 to 50,000
vacancies and no preparation at
all on the side of the ministry of
education,” said the president of
the Istanbul teachers’ union,
Huseyin Ozev.
Over the past few weeks,
teachers in the country’s mostly
Kurdish south eastern re gions
Children queue to receive books on the first day back at school have been targeted over alleged
in Turkey on September 18, 2016.
links to the Kurdistan Workers
CIA puppet Fethullah Gülen

Turkey lets go of 28,000 teachers
in spite of severe educational staff
shortages.

T

Wil liam A. White 13888-084
U. S. P. Marion
P. O. Box 1000
Marion, IL 62959
Author and activist Bill White is
facing his eighth Federal trial in only
six years. His real “crime” is being
an out spo ken po lit i cal dis si dent.
Bill is accused of extorting a U. S.
judge and a U. S. at tor ney into
dismissing charges against 14 White
political prisoners.

Re cent in ves ti ga tive re ports,
however, reveal that Bill White was
framed. He desperately needs to raise
$3,000 right away for investigators
to prove his innocence.

DONATE/BUY DIRECTLY:
POISONED PEN PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 2770
Stafford, VA 22555
Attn: Defense Fund

OR BUY HIS BOOKS AT
WWW.AMAZON.COM
www.amazon.com/shops/
A2J0JWM0DDKTJ5

Centuries of Revolution:
Democracy, Communism
& Zionism
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

The Tradition of the
Mother: The Aryan &
the Non-Aryan in the
Mideast & Europe
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

For more info on the trial visit:
WWW.BILLWHITETRIAL.INFO
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“French values” and the burkini
By Matthew Heimbach

T

tradyouth.org

he Center-Right of European politics
loves to signal racial awareness, while
keep ing ev ery thing
en tirely ko sher. One
cannot help seeing that
anytime there’s a true
Nationalist movement
gaining in Europe, a
pop-up alternative will
emerge that is highly
funded, has these slick
graphics and materials
and is trumpeted by the
media as a better choice for Nationalists
than that other, true Nationalist party.
As soon as the true Nationalists have
taken a ding in the polls due to moderates
in the public shifting to the “more socially
acceptable” movement, that alternative
disappears faster than the old snake oil
salesmen would leave from a town before
the people realized his concoctions would
not really cure cancer or make them lose
one hundred pounds overnight.

We have seen this in the United Kingdom
when the British National Party under the
leadership of Nick Griffin was attacked by a
whole host of Zionist and civic Nationalist
movements like Britain First, the English
De fense League, the United King dom
Independence Party and others.

Bait and switch
In Germany the Nationaldemokratische
Partei Deutschlands or NPD has been
fighting for the German people since 1964,
but now that Germans are growing tired of
Angela Merkel’s genocidal policies, the
Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) is being
propped up by the German media as the
“acceptable face” of German Nationalism.
The German media, while declaring they
were worried about the recent gains of the
AfD, were celebrating that the NPD lost a
percentage of their vote. When the Jewish
media declare a party as “the lesser of two
evils,” you know that one cannot trust that
kosher alternative.
In order to placate the masses who are
tired of mass immigration and demographic

The Nationalist Times
Subscribe to America’s best patriotic
newspaper. In each month’s issue, The
Nationalist Times tackles immigration,
politics, economics, race, privacy issues,
the rapidly growing high-tech Police
State and Washington, D.C.’s rush to
totalitarianism, and all the latest doings
of the New World Order subversives,
and we do it from a per spec tive that
in fu ri ates lib er als and neo-cons and
delights patriots.
Published since 1985, The Nationalist
Times is politically independent and
promotes common sense, intelligent and
passionate alternatives to the reigning
“party line.”
Readers of The First Freedom may
subscribe to The Nationalist Times for
the special introductory offer of just
$29 for one year, or S55 for two years.
That’s more than half off the regular
subscrip tion price! Send to: TNT,
P. O. Box 218, Wildwood, PA 15091.

displacement, the center-right movements
and the kosher populist movements throw
the people bones against the boogeyman of
Islam.
These lawmakers might call for halal
slaughter bans, but never kosher ones.
These parties complain about Islamic men
having anti-alcohol Sharia patrols in their
neighborhoods but never go after Jewish
paramilitary Shomrim patrols that enforce
Jewish law in their neighborhoods and on
any Gentile that passes through them.
They might call for stricter anti-terror
laws against Muslims to prevent immigrants
from committing crimes but never condemn
the Jew ish oligarchs who bring these
immigrants here in the first place. And of
course these politicians say drawing pictures
of Muhammad is bad but free speech, yet
make it an offense or hate crime to draw
“anti-Semitic” cartoons or pictures.
These civic Nationalists know where
their bread is buttered, so they are in a
constant balancing act of having enough
meaningless proposals to silence the rising
cries of Nationalism, but not alienating
their Jewish paymasters.
While these movements would never
call for actually deporting the millions of
non-Europeans from our lands, the ideas
and legislation proposed always works to
just make them “more Euro pean” – to
promote assimilation while not solving the
real demographic, economic and social
prob lems that mass immi gration, open
bor ders, glob alism and de mo graphic
displacement has on the people and Nation
as a whole.

passed by the very
time, if not more, be head ing
anti-Christian Mexican
priests and nuns, de stroy ing
government of President
churches and persecuting faithful
Plutarco Elías Calles to
laity than they focused on political
attempt to destroy all
elites. France for two hundred
public expressions of
years, with the exception of Vichy
religion by enforcing
France, has defined itself by the
the anticlerical articles French, Eng lish and other Enlightenment and liberal values
European “Conservative” parties
of the 1917 Mexican have sup ported Leftist-backed of liberté, égalité and fraternité.
Constitution. Clergy and bans on Chris tians publicly
Some French femi nists are
be liev ers in Mex ico wearing Christian symbols.
even joining the civic Nationalists
were banned from wearing vestments, in attempting to ban the burkini, claiming
large crosses or other religious symbols.
that it oppresses women. This is further
proof that any attempt at modesty that a
Cowardly complicity
woman chooses for herself is an affront
When Mexico did this it was demonized to radical third wave feminism. Radical
by the Christian world for their persecution feminism doesn’t actually care about
of Christian believers, but when France empowering women, it believes in turning
does it in the name of “sec u lar French women into sex objects and attack ing
values” there is nothing but silence, even traditional values. If a woman chooses to
support from some of the factions of the be modest, feminists determine she doesn’t
supposed Right wing.
have agency to make her own decisions
As the French people are justly angered and back laws and regulations to force
by frequent Islamic terrorist attacks on them to dress immodestly.
their soil, the politicians focus on trying to
Freedom of destruction
make Arabs or African Muslims “more
French” instead of realizing assimilation is
Mod ern “French
impossible. A leopard cannot change its val ues” are antispots, and dying its spots orange doesn’t traditional through
make it a different species.
and through. When
Perhaps we should actively encourage French Cath o lics
Is lamic women to wear the burqa or want to pray, they
burkini, turn the mosque calls to prayer up are harassed or they
even louder and plant halal butcher shops have their churches
on every corner. That would at least then bull dozed. When
awaken us to the fact that our people are h u n d r e d s o f
being both demographically and culturally thousands of French Radical feminists of
displaced, for integration only conceals the C h r i s t i a n s j o i n Femen throwing water
attacking Catholic
Toothless
problem. It doesn’t fix it.
together to oppose and
clergy, the true “French
The most recent attempt to placate the
The Kosher Conservatives want to pass homosexual marriage values” of the modern
masses while doing nothing to stop this laws to hide demographic displacement, to being forced on the French State.
demographic invasion of Europe has been make the optics of daily life less jarring to Nation, the media ignore the protest and
staged in France. Several French towns their countrymen so the people don’t resist the politicians call them “fringe bigots”
have banned the “Burkini,” as it is known, the globalist plan to destroy every European among other insults.
swimwear that covers the body and head of country. The politicians on the supposed
women who wear it, allowing Muslim Right are aiding and abetting the Jewish Again under insidious attack
“French values” are today more about
women to go swimming at the beach while oligarchs and globalists with their laws to
protecting their religious view of modesty. make non-Europeans integrate more into continuing the enslavement of France to the
Enlightenment and the French Revolution
These bans have been done in
than to the traditional France, the France
the name of “French values” that
that most French people believe in and live
include women being forced to
every day of their lives in small communities
wear essentially their underwear
and farming towns throughout France.
in public if they choose to go to
These “French values” are what began
the beach. In France it is totally
building the modern liberal Europe that
legal to wear a wet suit to the
we face today. The French Revolution
beach, but not a burkini; a clear
un leashed sec u lar ism, egal i tar i an ism,
dog whistle to concerned French
civic Nationalism, Freemasonry and other
citizens about all of this Islamic
plagues upon the continent. It is important
immigration, with no other real
for true Nationalists to remember that these
meaning behind it.
values are contradictory to our own.
The so-called conservative
According to Kosher Conservatives, this is the main threat to
The original term “Right-Wing” spoke
politicians never issue a call for Western civilization, not mass immigration or Jewish control of
of the “seating arrangements in the French
a restriction on immigration, our economic and political institutions.
closing down Wahhabi mosques that preach our society, so by the time that Europeans parliament; those who sat to the right of the
violence, deporting those affiliated with realize they have been overrun with these chair of the parliamentary president were
broadly supportive of the institutions of the
Is lamic ex trem ist move ments or even foreign people, it will be too late.
monarchist Ancien Régime. The original
severely punishing those caught trying
Cul de sac
Right in France was formed as a reaction
to join the Is lamic State (the man who
be headed a Cath o lic priest had been
Multiculturalism will always end up in against the Left, and comprised those
convicted of wanting to join ISIS but was disunity, conflict and animosity between politicians supporting hierarchy, tradition
eventually released with merely an ankle the various factions. The only way to have and clericalism.” To be on the Right is to
bracelet to track him), only addressing the a stable and peaceful Nation is to reject the support hierarchy, tradition, religion as a
most minor of things – that the majority of siren song of globalism, not attempt to put crucial part of the Nation’s identity and
Muslim women in France don’t even wear.
some sugar in the poison of multiculturalism culture. It’s not merely Leftism wrapped in
to make it go down easier by making many the flag.
Dodging the problem
It is crucial that we not be fooled by
different peoples, religions and cultures
The Burkini issue is the same as the look a little bit more like each other.
these token gestures toward maintaining
burqa. Only a tiny percentage of French
In France, the definition of “French our National identities, the scraps thrown
Muslims ever wore the burqa, but part- values” is all post-En lightenment, the to us by the elites to shut us up. Banning
Jewish former French President Nicolas opposite of true French values. As The the burqa or burkini is not the way we save
Sarkozy, who kept a huge open-borders Guardian wrote on how these bans are France; only deportation of the non-French
policy, made a move to restrict students made specifically to go after religious and a reinstatement of traditional values
from wear ing re li gious symbols or institutions due to the ingrained secularism will save France. These laws are not
cloth ing.
of France, “Laïcité is the hardest for people “stepping stones” or “a step in the right
This not only in cluded the burqa or outside France to understand: our words direction” because these laws can just as
Islamic head scarfs, but forbade Christian ‘laity’ and ‘secularism’ fail to express the easily be used against our people and they
students from wearing visible crosses or depth of allergy to all things theocratic, don’t identify this as an ethnic problem that
other signs of their religion. Many of these which is endemic to French societal fabric Europe is facing from the massive influx of
laws made out to be simply anti-Muslim since the revolution.”
non-Europeans.
also make it illegal for various Christian
Only through true Nationalism and the
In the French Rev o lu tion the very
expressions of Faith. Traditional Catholic identity of France as the daughter of the belief in faith, family and folk can we save
women in France wear head scarves to Cath o lic Church and a Nation that was our people, our culture and our families.
Mass, but under the law, to do so outside of tra di tional, re li gious, hi er ar chi cal and The burkini or other Islamic dress is not the
the Church would be a criminal act.
organic was blown completely apart by the problem; globalism is, and it is globalism
These laws are very similar to the ones Revolutionaries who spent just as much that we must work against.
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— Taxation without representation —

A myth about a myth about something real
people who, given a reasonable alternative, stores that cater specifically to their dietary kitchen products by selling manufacturers
would choose to avoid them. Most of the requirements without burdening everybody permission to use the little kosher symbols.
people who don’t bear the
with cer tif i ca tions made Simply because people buy kosher certified
subvertednation.net
Jews any grudge over their
especially for them, but then goods does not imply that they are “seeking
hat do…
long his tory of exploiting
they couldn’t get the gentiles out” kosher certified goods, regardless of
Arm & Hammer baking soda
other races, nonetheless don’t
to sub si dize the busi ness, what the Jews want you to think. Especially
Reynold’s Wrap aluminum foil
regard it as proper for Jews
could they?
when today there is hardly any alternative
Dawn Ultra
dishwashing detergent
to be issuing certifications
Likewise, don’t fall for nor awareness of the kosher tax for people
Comet
disinfectant with bleach
on everybody’s food.
that bit of misdirection about to have a choice anyway. There is no way
If everything was emblazoned
Ajax
laundry detergent
First, in creased demand with the Kosher label and it were “most people who use kosher to avoid it because almost everything you
Mr. Clean
cleaner with ammonia
usually drives prices up, not obvious that you had to pay an products aren’t Jews.” To be purchase has the stamp and you pay the tax
Lysol
all-purpose cleaner
down. If kosher foods were additional tax on your food for sure, that is true. The lie isn’t without even knowing it.
most people wouldn’t do it.
Chinet
paper compartment plates more in demand than non- it,
in what they tell you, but in
Even every last packet of ketchup
To become kosher
Hefty
styrofoam plates
kosher equivalents, then the sold by fast food places is certified what they im ply with out
And is everything really on record? Try
(Names at left are registered trademarks)
kosher foods would naturally kosher. You can’t escape the tax. telling you. The decep tion
…have in common with most of the command a higher price. That’s also why is this idea that the non-Jews “seek out” an experiment: find out, if you can, how
food items sold in supermarkets? They’re “name brands” cost more than their generic kosher products simply because they have much a certification really costs. I can’t
all certified Kosher. It would be difficult, equivalents. The scheme works only when been certified by rabbis. That is the lie, and find this information, but according to the
though perhaps not impossible, to find a either of two conditions prevails: there is a bold-faced one at that. When is the last American Defense League these rabbinical
package of powdered laundry detergent that no non-kosher substitute of comparable time you bought something because it had groups walk off with hundreds of millions
of dollars annually from the (high-pressure)
does not display that telltale
qual ity avail able, or most a Jewish certification stamp on it? Right.
sales of kosher certification. While that
symbol of otherwise secret
people remain apathetic and
Today’s quandary
might be only a fraction of these companies’
Jewish taxation.
ignorant of the certification
The fact is, the kosher certification scam ag gregate prof its, there’s still plenty of
business.
Their marks
That’s an important point has become so widespread, and the labeling reason to object to this substantial level of
The most common Jewish
to un der stand, be cause it of prod ucts so ubiq ui tous, that many Jewish parasitism.
tax signs (hechshers), at least
For one thing, it provides the Jews with
explains why the rabbis are people can’t find non-certified alternatives.
in my area, are the circled U
so anxious that there be no They must buy kosher-certified foods or go a continuing source of money with which
symbol which stands for the
grocery vendor allowed to sell without many kinds of foods. I suppose that they can, for example, lobby (or bribe) our
Union of Orthodox Jewish
food and kitchen products if you wanted to go on a strict diet of dry politicians into making laws and policies in
Congregations, the circled These pathetic monsters are without their “blessing,” and dog food, then you could avoid the kosher accordance with the Jewish supremacist
K symbol of the Committee the ones running Wall Street, why Jews defend the kosher label, but there’s no way for you to have a agenda of global domination. If Americans
your government, media, banks,
for the Furtherance of Torah Hollywood, etc., but – did you certif ication business with reasonably proper diet without paying the would think (for a change), they’d realize
Observance, or the Organized realize how pervasive they are glib lies such as, “Too many Jewish food tax. Don’t believe me? Try an that any added cost to their grocery bills is
Kash rus Lab o ra to ries, the beyond such obvious places?
people seem to believe that experiment: Go to the supermarket nearest the least of their problems with the kosher
K-in side-a-tri an gle symbol of Rabbi ko sher cer tif ica tion re sults in higher you and try to find a brand of mustard, or tax scam. Rabbi Harvey Sentor (of the
Joseph H. Ralbag’s personal certification prices, when, in fact, due to in creased pickles, or tuna fish that doesn’t have one Kov-K kosher certification group) admitted
business, and the K-with-a-leftward-bulge sales, quite the op po site is true.” of those kosher symbols on them.
in The Jew ish Post (30 July 1976) that
symbol of Beverly Hills Kosher, a.k.a. Uhhhh-huh.
Besides that, why are most brands of kosher certification was “a profit-making
Kosher Overseers Associates
If ko sher-cer tif i ca tion laun dry de tergent la beled ko sher? You concern.”
Just pennies?
of America.
more than pays for itself in don’t eat it. Its quality isn’t
Don’t
let the Jews fool
The manager of one of the
reduced grocery prices – it affected by the Jewish dietary
you. Truly, they are excellent
supermarkets where I was
doesn’t, but let’s suppose laws. Yet its manufacturer
liars. If lying were a virtue,
doing my research noticed
that it did – then maybe a has paid (and the rabbis have
they’d be saints, but it’s not
me roaming the aisles using a
Christian certification would accepted that payment) to
virtuous to lie. Nor to swindle
pen to scrawl notes on a pad
do the same thing even have a hechsher stuck on the
people out of their money,
of paper. He asked what I was
better. We may certainly ask package. Why would anybody
even if it is only a little of
doing, so I told him. The effect
ourselves why other groups “seek out” Tide de ter gent
your money each time. If
of tele vi sion brain wash ing
haven’t started up their own for having a kosher label?
someone got rich by stealing
immediately possessed the
food-inspection operations. Answer: they don’t. I found a
the “roundoff error” (small
man; the reaction was visible The kosher tax isn’t something Many groups could use a package of Clorox powdered
in his face, in his voice, and you pay just on food products, little extra money. If Jewish laundry detergent that didn’t Mmmm…kosher laundry soap fractions of a cent) on a large
in his man ner. He did n’t because it applies on everything rabbis can do it, then so can have a hechsher on it, but sounds delic….wait a minute! num ber of bank-to-bank
are we paying a kosher food
transactions, he’d go to jail
quite dare to order me out of else in clud ing dish soap and any organization of Christian that’s the only brand that Why
tax on laundry soap, aluminum
aluminum foil! Although you
the store, so he be gan a can’t eat those products, you clergymen – but they don’t. doesn’t have one, as far as I foil and toilet bowl cleaner? Who when he was caught.
eats that stuff?
The prin ci ple in volved
low-heat outrage routine that still pay for a rabbi to put his For that mat ter, the Boy know.
involved unusually energetic stamp on them.
Likewise for steel wool and kitchen with the kosher certification racket is very
Scouts of America could do
motions of his arms, much exaggerated it. Why aren’t the Health Clubs of America utensils, which have also been known to similar. Crime ought not to pay. Those
shrugging of his shoulders, and frequent lobbying those food manufacturers into carry the kosher symbols – as if to say, involved should be required to return all of
use of the phrase, “So what?” When I told accepting their certification symbols, too, “The manufacture of this brand of stainless the extorted money, and should be dealt
him “what” (as I will tell you shortly), he for a suitable fee? Maybe it wouldn’t hurt steel has been examined by rabbis and has with extremely harshly for their crimes.
The kosher tax of today is similar to the
pretended not to hear, or, if he heard, not to add Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and Hare been found to contain nothing contrary to
to find any significance. He was prepared Krishna inspectors’ stamps of approval as Jewish dietary laws.” These few items help way Jews used to shave the edges of coins
to maintain his defensive “So what?” act well. As long as the price of the food just further prove that kosher certification is
forever, or until he could figure out a way keeps coming down, why not let the Boy indeed a racket, and nothing more. Many
to get the store employees to gang up and Scouts, the Health Clubs of America, and of the things you do eat, which have the
throw me out. I was nearly finished with the American Vegetarians in on the game?
kosher tax stamp, are full of poisons that
isn’t for everybody. But
my cataloging job by then anyway.
most Jews won’t touch. That in itself
Krooked Kikes
you know someone who
I suppose that a White man who went
should be telling. It’s not about making the
needs it.
down the grocery aisles putting kosher
Why are the Jews the only private group food safe, it’s about making you work to
symbols on dog food, fish bait and pickled able to get their marks on our food? On pay a tax for every item you buy back to the made from precious metals in the past.
pig’s feet would be arrested for a hate inspection, that fact implies racketeering, Jew.
This is why coins have ridges on the sides
Which is it?
crime. Maybe it would be called “hate and the impression doesn’t go
of them today. It might seem like only a
Someone who didn’t know tiny amount per coin, but it certainly adds
copyright in fringe ment” or some thing away when you investigate
that kosher certification is a up, just like the kosher tax no matter how
equally long and stupid-sounding.
the kosher labeling system
scam targeted at making small the amount.
Asserting that an actual conspiracy is “a further. Jewish claims about
suckers out of non-Jewish
myth” remains among the Jews’ favorite lowering the price of food
Here’s how the scammers sucker you in.
shop pers, be liev ing in stead You will notice that there isn’t any mention
disinformation techniques. Consider the with their kosher certifications
that it was only a way to of price but if you explore the links about
Jewish denial about the Jewish control of are fraudulent.
Do you think peo ple would
banking…
Don’t fall for the “You willingly pay a kosher tax if there assure the Jews that their kosher taxation you will find that this
Or…
don’t have to be Jewish to was a greasy rabbi blocking your food was religiously correct, shakedown usually starts off close to ten
Sigh, I wish it wasn’t necessary, but I en joy ko sher foods” ruse. purchase un til you paid him would have to conclude that grand a year even for small mom and pop
It might as well be that way,
have encountered too many people who (The Jews have a clever off?
Jews en joy eat ing pa per, operations – and that is per product that is
because you can’t buy almost
seem to believe that kosher certification propaganda poster showing any thing with out pay ing the aluminum foil and styrofoam kosherized.
results in higher prices, when, in fact, due an American Indian, feather Jews their extortion money.
as well as drinking detergent,
10-Step kosher certification
to increased sales, quite the opposite is true. in his hair, dressed up in orthodox Jewish ammonia and bleach. Of course, most nonDid you fall for it? Do you really think black robes and eating kosher bread.) The Jews aren’t stupid enough to reach that
§ 1. Contacting the OK
that the fees manufacturers pay to Jewish point is not whether kosher-certified foods conclusion, so in practice their choices are
Your company contacts the OK Labs
rabbis in exchange for permission to stamp taste good. They often do – though being either realizing that the Jews are swindling by phone (718-756-7500 ext. 209), fax
the hechsher (any of the Kosher certification kosher has nothing to do with it. The point them by taxing trade, or refusing to think (718-756-7503), email (info@ok.org) via
symbols) on food products renders the is whether the Jews have, or do not have, about it. Too many non-Jews, unfortunately, the supplied link, or in person (e.g., at a
overall cost of making that product less? the right to stick their labels on everybody’s make the latter choice.
trade show). Rabbi Chaim Fogelman, our
Even if we as sume that some peo ple food and charge us money for it.
The truth is, for the most part, people Rab binic Co or di na tor spe cializ ing in
actively seek out kosher-certified products,
The Jews could safely buy ko sher who buy kosher-certified goods aren’t guiding new applicants through the kosher
remember that there are also quite a few cer tified foods at special Jew ish food aware that Jewish organizations are taxing certif ication process, will answer your

Ref u ta tions of the Ko sher Tax
“myth” are themselves mythical!

W

The First
Freedom

— Separation walls —
preliminary questions. He will be your
§ 3. Application submitted
guide throughout the application procedure.
Return the application along with the
Please note: The OK Labs has designed the
most sophisticated computer system in the required processing fee. This fee covers
kosher certification industry to facilitate some of the pre-cer tif i ca tion costs we
incur. When the certification process has
your kosher certification.
§ 2. The application
been suc cess fully com pleted, we will
The application is the first active step deduct the application fee from your first
toward certification. Upon your request, a year’s certification cost.
§ 4. Application reviewed
user-friendly application will
Upon our receipt of your
be sent to you. The application,
ap pli ca tion and fee, a
de signed to ac cel er ate the
Rabbinic Coordinator who
certification process, asks you
is an expert in your field of
to provide a list of ingredients
production will be assigned
(raw ma te ri als), prod uct
to over see all matters that
components and production
relate to your company. He
processes.
will review the application
Please note: The OK Labs
and contact you with any
will maintain all information
questions he may have. He
concerning your company in
will also set a mu tu ally
the strictest confidence.
Click below to download Coins today have ridges on convenient appointment to
the ap pro priate ap plica tion their edges which were designed visit your man u fac tur ing
forms for kosher certification. to keep Jews from shaving the fa cil ity(ies) for an on-site
of the coins. Instead, Jews
physical inspection. At this
Application forms are in edges
now shave a little money off
Adobe Acrobat format and every purchase you make with time, the Rabbinic Coordinator
will provide you with a nonyou would need Acrobat the kosher tax.
Reader to view them. Once you have binding estimate of the fees involved in
downloaded the form, please print and providing kosher certification to you.
§ 5. The initial visit
complete your details and return it to our
An initial, thorough inspection of the
office for immediate attention.
[These links are dead, and I prefer not entire manufacturing facility(ies) will be
linking to Jews anyhow. You can look up performed by the Rabbinic Coordinator.
the applications if you want to help Jews This inspection gives us a comprehensive
understanding of the unique nature of your
rob people.]
Click here for USA application form for fa cil ity(ies), so that your cer tif i ca tion
can proceed in a streamlined fashion. At
kosher certification (103 kb).
Click here for International application this initial visit, the rabbi will detail the
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procedures that you will need to follow to which of your products or facilities are
receive and maintain kosher supervision.
under OK certification, and grants you the
§ 6. Resolving Final Details
right to display our registered OK symbol
Hav ing fin ished his in spec tion, the on the certified products.
Rabbinic Coordinator will issue a report to
§ 10. Congratulations
our headquarters. At this
Congratulations! You are
time, your annual fee will be
now certified kosher by the
set. It is determined on the
OK Labs, the most respected
basis of numerous factors,
kosher supervision agency in
including the nature of your
the world. Your company’s
facility(ies), its location, and
name is now listed in the
the amount of work required
widely read Kosher Food
on our part. If any matters
Guide section of the The
The Jews are making huge
remain outstanding, we will piles
Jew ish Home maker, the
of money off the extortion
work with you to resolve racket, and what’s sad is they international magazine of the
won’t dare let on to how much OK Laboratories.
them.
are really paying for rabbis
§ 7. Regular monitoring you
to cer tify your food. But, rest
Enough!
Part of our agreement with assured, trillions of dollars worth
Don’t choke on the idea of
you involves monitoring your of products have this tax applied
the “most respected” kosher
facility(ies). The OK has 300 globally.
field representatives around the world. cer tif i ca tion scheme. The Jews think
One of these experts located in your area scamming everyone else is a respectable
will be assigned to visit your facility(ies) thing to do. This article should give you an
on a regular basis. We make every effort to idea how perverted, twisted, and psychotic
arrange these visits in the most economical the Jews really are. They’re robbing you to
way possible. In addition, one of our home death to certify mostly poisoned foods and
office Rabbinic Coordinators will make an products that can’t be eaten as “kosher,”
which most Jews won’t eat to begin with.
annual inspection of your facility(ies).
If you have the resources, try to eat fresh,
§ 8. The contract
A contract is now drawn detailing the local, organic foods from reputable local
agreement between the OK Labs and your farmers, and avoid the supermarket as much
company. The contract is sent to you for as possible. For many it will be completely
impossible, but awareness can help change
your review and your signed approval.
this, so spread the word.
§ 9. Kosher certification begins
Upon re turn of the signed con tract
Tell those neo-cons the game is up
along with the fee for your first year of
Get involved with the non-voting
su per vi sion, we will is sue a Ko sher
Amer
ican Defense Party
Certificate to you. The certificate details

Matt Hale back in solitary confinement
Many lawyers and judges should
be locked behind walls themselves.
Matt Hale is not part of that class.
By Evelyn Hutcheson

I

evelynhutcheson1938@gmail.com

am going to share with you a letter I
re ceived from my son Matt. He was in
solitary confinement
for over eleven years
at Florence, Colorado
(Supermax), prison.
Three months ago, he
was trans ferred to
Terre Haute, Indiana,
federal prison, medium
security. Now he has
been thrown into “the
hole,” with no more
than a mattress, a sheet and the clothes on
his back.

The setup

Why? He was accused of having another
prisoner send me a press release through
regular mail. In fact, he emailed me the
press release which was read and approved
by the prison before being forwarded to
me. So, the prison admitted their mistake.
The warden, Stephen Julian, has decided to
keep Matt in “the hole” because he doesn’t
like what Matt said about David Weisman,
the prosecutor in the case against Matt.
This is what Matt had to say in his letter to
me:
“I have been told
that I cannot call you
until thirty days have
passed of my being
in The Hole; a vicious
rule that’s meant to
increase the psychological torture on the
prisoners sent here,
Matt Hale
if there ever was one!
However, that rule will not break us, any
more than the others that the enemies of
truth and justice have thrown our way over
the years.
“I am, simply put, being punished for
writing the truth about Weisman in that
press release. The B.O.P. admits now that
they goofed up, and sent the press release
out to you, but I’m still being kept in The
Hole in order to “teach me a lesson” not to
criticize the Jew who framed me for a
crime I did not commit in the first place.

The illegality of what is being done to me
is blatant and the lawsuit against these
scoundrels will be massive. It’s a conspiracy

from top to bottom. When their attempt
to provoke me into violence a month ago
didn’t work, they simply resorted to this

frameup job; I now know the administration
here was never sincere towards me – I was
sent here to set me up.”

Still working up symbols for this wall?
Israel’s Apartheid Wall can be
seen from outer space, but not by
Google.
By Yvonne Ridley
middleeastmonitor.com

W

hen the American technology giant
Google was accused of deleting Palestine
from its Maps app, following a global
protest it admitted that it was never labeled
as such in the first place, even though 136
members of the U. N. recognize Palestine
as an independent State.
Now Google Maps is in trouble again.
This time it’s because Israel’s Apartheid
Wall – called somewhat euphemistically the
“Separation Barrier” – which snakes its way
around Palestinian lands in the occupied
West Bank can be seen from outer space,
but it can’t be viewed on Google. It is not
shown on any of the maps provided by the
search engine.
The Great Wall of China and Hadrian’s
Wall in Northumberland both feature on
Google Maps and so does the relatively
mod est 500-me ter “West ern Wall” in
Jerusalem alongside the Noble Sanctuary
of Al-Aqsa. However, the 700 km-long
concrete wall which cuts into 85 per cent of
Palestine’s West Bank does not feature at
all on the electronic mapping system.

Paranoid partitioning
Beth le hem, home to a dwin dling
Palestinian Christian community, has lost
thousands of residents since the wall
surrounded that historic city. Traders are
being choked out of business due to the
artificial bar rier. Critics and Christian
pilgrims point out that the historic route
taken by the Biblical Mary and Joseph
prior to the birth of Jesus would never be
accomplished today because of the hideous
structure and its numerous military checkpoints facing Palestinians.
Now Scottish politician Alyn Smith has
launched a petition urging Google to show
the Apartheid Wall in its entirety, including
checkpoints, watch towers and other features
installed by the Zionist State. The Scottish

National Party member of
the European Parliament
(MEP) has sent repeated
let ters to the com pany
com plain ing about the
wall’s omis sion from
digital maps of the region.

Get it right
Smith’s #ShowTheWall
campaign includes an online
pe tition in con junc tion
with global campaign group
Avaaz. It is expected to
make Google con front its ap par ent
reluctance to recognize the existence of
Palestine.
The pop u lar MEP, who grew up in
Scotland and Saudi Arabia, is a lawyer and
a member of the European Parliament’s
foreign affairs committee. “Frankly, I am
as ton ished that there is no sign of the
separation wall on Google Maps,” he told
journalists. “I am not sure how it is even
possible that Google Maps has managed to
get away with this for so long.” This is not
a temporary fence we’re talking about, he
explained. “Its foundations were laid years
be fore the Google Maps ser vice was
launched.”
The concrete wall was started in 2000;
Israel insists that it keeps its citizens safe
from suicide bombings. Palestinians and
their international supporters say that it is
an abuse of the right of Palestinians to
move around on their historic land.
Furthermore, the wall in its entirety is
built well inside Palestinian land beyond
the 1949 Armistice (“Green”) Line, when
it could have been built just as effectively
on the Israeli side if it was indeed intended
solely to prevent attacks on Israeli citizens.
In reality, it is a land grab on a massive
scale.
The International Court of Justice has
called the structure illegal and the U. N.
Gen eral As sembly voted 150-6 when
calling on Israel to respect this judgment.
However, along with around 180 other
U. N. Resolutions, this has been ignored or

violated by the Israeli government. No
other State in the world has ever treated so
many U. N. Resolutions with contempt as
Israel has.
The #ShowTheWall pe ti tion reads:
“Google’s motto is ‘Don’t be evil,’ yet by
distorting reality in Palestine, the West
Bank and Gaza, and only showing the
routes available to the Is raeli army and
illegal settlers, Google is providing a
partial service that goes against its key
values. It should show the world as it is.”

Crude criterion
“Google Maps is not show ing any
images in real time,” said Smith, “and we
are talking about public areas here, public
roads, which in theory should be accessible
to anyone.”
Google – in sists the Scottish MEP –
should be pushed to show the wall and
un der stand that its cur rent prac tice is
unacceptable. “It distorts reality, applies
unwarranted censorship and undermines
the efforts of millions of people around the
world who are campaigning for a lasting
peace in Israel and Palestine.”
Whether or not Google executives agree
with exposing Israel’s oppression of the
Palestinians in this practical way, they
must realize that their current position is
untenable. A map should reflect reality – it
has no purpose otherwise – so Google
Maps should show the Apartheid Wall in
its entirety. Google is letting us all down if
it doesn’t, not just the Palestinians.
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Iran terrorists “settled” in Europe
newobserveronline.com

The U. S. government has moved the
last remaining members of the Israelibacked terrorist group People’s Mojahedin
Or ga ni za tion of Iran (“Mujahedin-e
Khalq,” MKO) from Iraq to Europe.
MKO – a Marxist Iranian dissident
group – was earlier revealed as being
armed and trained by Israel to carry out the
Jewish State’s long-running terror and
murder campaign against Iranian nuclear
scientists.
The MKO terrorists were being housed
at the former Camp Liberty (Hurriya), an
American military base in the Iraqi capital
Baghdad, before being moved to Europe,
according to a statement on the terrorist
organization’s website.

“Refugeeing” to new fronts
The statement said that the terrorists had
been “relocated” to “countries in Europe,
such as Germany, Britain, the Netherlands,
Nor way, Fin land, Den mark, Belgium,
Italy and Spain as well as Canada.”
“This final round of departures marks
the successful conclusion to the process of

U. N. and Baghdad agreed to
re lo cate some 3,000 MKO
members from Camp Ashraf in
Iraq’s Diyala province to Camp
Liberty.
Another group of the MKO
terrorists was evicted by the
Iraqi government in September
2013 and relocated to the camp
to await potential relocation to
third countries.
The MKO was formerly listed
MKO terrorists in training in Iraq. Top right: the Marxist as ter ror ist by the Eu ro pean
organization’s logo.
Un ion (un til 2009), and by
relocating members of Mujahedin-e Khalq Canada and the United States until 2012.
Organization (MKO) outside of Iraq,” it
Sordid history
said.
It
was
founded in 1965, and
“The international community has now
successfully achieved the relocation of all ten years later was taken over
Camp Hurriya residents from Iraq to third by Marxists and turned into a
countries,” William Spindler, spokesman for fully-fledged violent Communist
the Office of the U. N. High Commissioner terror ist group. It played an
ac tive role in the pro tests
for Refugees (UNHCR), has confirmed.
On August 25, another 155 members of within Iran that led to the
the group, including a number of its senior downfall of the Shah in 1979,
leaders, had fled Iraq for Albania. Iraqi and was accused of killing
lead ers had long urged MKO remnants American servicemen and
to leave the Arab country, but contractors in the 1970s and
a complete eviction of the taking part in the infamous
terrorists had been hampered takeover of the U. S. Embassy
by U. S. and European support in Tehran.
After the 1979 revolution,
for the group.
MKO fell out with the new
Matter of record
Ira nian gov ern ment. Its
The MKO has carried out leadership went into exile in France, from
nu mer ous ter ror ist at tacks where they continued to coordinate terrorist
against Iranian civilians and attacks inside Iran.
government officials over the
In 2012, NBC News revealed that the
past three decades. Out of the MKO was being armed and trained by
nearly 17,000 Iranians killed Is rael’s Mossad to carry out a series of
in terrorist assaults since 1979, terrorist attacks, murders and assassinations
about 12,000, including many in side Iran, all linked to the myth i cal
top officials, have fallen victim Iranian “atom bomb” lies put out by the
to MKO’s acts of terror.
Jewish lobby.
In De cem ber 2011, the
NBC News revealed that the series of

“deadly attacks on Iranian nuclear scientists
are being carried out by an Iranian dissident
group that is financed, trained and armed
by Israel’s secret service.”
This confirmed “charges leveled by
Iran’s leaders,” said NBC News.

Coldblooded murder
The attacks, which have killed five
Iranian nuclear scientists, were carried
out by motorcycle-borne assailants often
attaching small magnetic bombs to the
exterior of the victims’ cars.
NBC News reported at the time that the
Obama administration was aware of the

assassination campaign.

Just following orders
The deep involvement of the Jewish
lobby-controlled American administration
and Is rael’s Mossad with the rad i cal
Communist terrorists has therefore taken
on a new and disturbing turn with the news
that the MKO has now been “relocated” in
the thousands to European Nations – by the
U. S. military.

Jewish misanthropists give $100 million dollars to BLM
thesocialnationalist.com

When one hears the word philanthropy,
immediately a rush of gestures of big
money compassion come to mind: hearth
for the homeless, books for the libraries,
teeth for the toothless.
The U. S. is home to most of the world’s
most generous billionaire philanthropists,
yet walk through the streets of any American
major metropolitan city and you see people
strewn all around like trash. Go to the library
and the books are being removed to make
space for more Garfield compilations and
Judd Apatow DVDs. Drive through rural
provinces where people who can’t afford
appropriate dental care are forced to do
without.
What’s going on here? Where is all that
philanthropy going? The secret is that it
isn’t philanthropy, it’s misanthropy. Scroll
through that fancy graphic listing America’s
top fifty “philanthropists” and you will
encounter a rolodex of inbred rodent crime
lords, a Who’s Who of Jew’s Jews: Wall
Street speculators, capitalist robber barons
and loan sharks. Do good things come
from them?
This misanthropy (written off on their
taxes as “philanthropy”) is the billions that
pow er ful Jews ear mark ev ery year for
creating conflicts, sowing division, arming
irregular armies, destabilizing regimes and
exterminating races.
It has been reported in the past that many
Jews were on the fence about financing the
organization called “Black Lives Matter,”
but, after the high-profile killings of White
policemen around the country, it seems that
a new phase in the Jewish-led offensive
has come into fruition. Fortune Magazine
is reporting that an NGO unironically titled
the “Black-Led Movement Fund” (BLMF)
is pledging to allocate $100 million dollars
worth of resources to “Black Lives Matter”:
“The BLMF’s strategy is supported
by two other components: the first is the
Blackprint Strategy, a collaborative process

underway to identify movement needs and
resource priorities to bring $100 million in
new resources to the Movement for Black
Lives. The Movement Strategy Center’s
Blueprint Philanthropies Project is facilitating this effort. The second component is
the BLMF Organizational Development
Initiative supported by Benedict Consulting
and focused on supporting the organizational
capacity building needs of a rapidly growing
movement.”
The Black-led Movement Fund is a
wing of “Borealis Philanthropy,” whose
president is a Mexican-Jew named Magui
Rubalcava Schulman, a woman who has
done all the rounds on the “philanthropy”
circuit, where she cut her teeth working
beside the Jew Lorie A. Slutsky at the “New
York Commu nity Trust.” The so-called
lo gis tics for this ini tia tive come from

an other NGO called
“The Movement
St r a t e g y C e n t e r, ”
controlled by a Negro
named Taj James,
who in turn reports to
the disproportionately
Jewish National Committee For Re sponse
Philanthropy (NCRP),
Point person of the where James is a board
“Black-Led Lead ership Fund,” a Jew member along with a
named Schulman
mix of Goy moneytransporters and bona fide Hebrews. The
NCRP “philanthropy” cartel ensures that
everyone is operating on the same page in
terms of how the money of these behemoth
trusts (represented on the committee are the
Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation,
etc.) is allocated, which (in case the cliché

of multi-colored hands teaching each other
on the banner isn’t a hint) means financing
all kinds of anti-White agendas from the
shadows.

The shuffle

It should additionally be noted that the
leader of Black Lives Matter, Alicia Garza,
was born Alicia Schwartz, a half Jew from
a wealthy California suburb. With a Schwartz
and a Schulman leading Negro kamikazes
from behind, I guess they can technically
still call what they’re doing “Black led.”
Expect a radical uptick in Black racial
violence in the coming months, especially
once the U. S. election is resolved and if
Hillary Clinton is planted into the oval
office. A good rule of thumb is that when
you hear the word “philanthropy” in its
current context, you should reach for your
weapon.

Iran says U. S. must vacate Persian Gulf
presstv.ir

A senior Iranian official says American
military forces have no legitimate reason to
be in the Persian Gulf.
“The presence of American forces in the
Persian Gulf lacks legal and international
justification and is against the will of the
regional Nations,” Secretary of Iran’s
Supreme National Security Council Ali
Shamkhani said on September 14.

Word War 2016
He rejected claims of what Washington
described as Iran’s “provocations” in the
Persian Gulf, dismissing U. S. allegations
as part of the White House’s “media hue
and cry.”
The U. S. claims about Iranian vessels
getting too close to American warships in
the Strait of Hormuz and Iran’s threats
against U. S. aircraft approaching Iranian
air space are mere propaganda, Shamkhani
noted.
On September 6, Pentagon spokesman

Secretary of Iran’s Supreme National Security
Council Ali Shamkhani

Captain Jeff Davis said that an American
patrol ship had changed its course after a
speedboat from Iran’s Islamic Revolution
Guards Corps came within 91 meters of the
vessel near the Strait of Hormuz in the
Persian Gulf.
Davis claimed the Iranian vessel had
sailed directly in front of the USS Firebolt,
forcing the ship to change course. He said
the incident began when seven Iranian
ships “harassed” the Firebolt.
Meanwhile, a U. S. defense official
claimed that Iran had threatened to shoot

down two U. S. Navy aircraft over the
weekend as they were flying over the Strait
of Hormuz “near Iranian air space.”
Rear Admiral Ali Fadavi, commander
of the IRGC Navy, dismissed the U. S.
claims as untrue.
“Reports by American officials about
the failure of IRGC naval forces’ vessels to
keep their distance and their confrontation
with… [American] vessels are sheer lies,”
the commander said on September 13.
On September 11, Deputy Chief of Staff
of Iran’s Armed Forces Brigadier General
Massoud Jazayeri also rejected the claims
that any U. S. ship had been harassed by
Iranian forces.
“Ves sels be long ing to the Is lamic
Re pub lic of Iran are fully aware of
international laws and regulations and
have always acted based on stipulated
standards, so the [U. S.] claims are not only
fictitious, but stem from their fear of the
might of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s
forces,” Jazayeri said.
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America’s libido dominandi problem
By Thomas DiLorenzo

E

lewrockwell.com

very so ciety has a seg ment of its
population that obsesses over totalitarian
control of others. They
are called “politicians”
or “political activists.”
(There are one or two
exceptions, every now
and then, such as
former Congressman
Ron Paul). These are
people who just cannot
stand the fact that many others prefer to
live their own lives, abiding by the basic
laws protecting life, liberty and property,
and the moral codes that help to enforce
such behavior. They just cannot stand the
fact that so many others prefer to plan their
own lives instead of having the political
authorities plan their lives for them. They
are of ten more than will ing to use the
coercive forces of government – including
deadly force, including war – to get their
way. They think of themselves as Our
Superiors, God’s chosen people, or just plain
smarter and more moral than everyone
else. Or they are con-men and con-women
out to plun der their fel low cit i zens to
enrich themselves under the phony guise of
“public service,” “democracy” and myriad
other grandiose-sounding scams.
In a lecture on institutionalized lying by
government delivered at the Mises Institute,
Judge Andrew Napolitano introduced his
au di ence to the Latin phrase “li bido
dominande” that describes such attitudes.
In Latin, it means “lust to dominate.” Now
along comes Clyde Wilson with his new
book, The Yankee Problem: An American
Dilemma, that describes in great detail the
peculiar American version of “libido
dominande” that has plagued Amer ica
(and the world) ever since the Pilgrims
landed.

Egotistic lords

Wilson describes “Yankees” as “that
peculiar ethnic group descended from New
Englanders, who can be easily recognized
by their arrogance, hypocrisy, greed, lack
of congeniality and penchant for ordering
other people around” (emphasis added).
This, of course, does not include all New
Englanders and their descendants, but a
rather small but dominant (and domineering)
sub set. “Hillary Rodham Clinton, raised
a Northern Methodist in Chicago, is a
museum-quality specimen of the Yankee –
self-righteous, ruthless and self-aggrandizing,” writes Wilson.
Before American history was completely
rewritten from a New England perspective
and taught to generations of schoolchildren,
this fact was widely known. The novelists
Washington Irving, James Finemore Cooper,
James Kirke Paulding and Herman Melville,
among others, wrote novels that ridiculed
the “Yan kee” men tal ity that they all
ab horred. (In Irving’s story of “The
Headless Horseman,” Ichabod Crane was a
Yankee who had come from Connecticut to
New York and “made himself a nuisance,”
so a young New Yorker played a trick on him
to send him packing back to “Yankeeland”).
Thomas Jefferson himself once complained
that “It is true that we are completely under
the saddle of Massachusetts and Connecticut,
and that they ride us very hard, insulting our
feelings, as well as exhausting our strength
and sub stance.” This was long be fore
any one be gan de bat ing the is sue of

slavery. The Yankees, said Jefferson, “were
marked with such a perversity of character”
that Amer ica was bound to be for ever
divided between Yankees and non-Yankees.

Fabricated glory
Wilson describes how New England
writ ers have fal si fied the his tory of
America by emphasizing the Mayflower
Pilgrims while ignoring or downplaying the
earlier Jamestown Pilgrims; by pretending
New Englanders alone won the American
Revolution and ignoring the efforts of
Fran cis Marion and other South ern
rev o lu tion ary heroes; by lu di crously
portraying the Virginia planter George
Washington as a New England “prig” in
their books and mov ies; and of course
re serv ing their big gest lies in their
discussions of the causes and consequences
of the “Civil War.” As if to prove Jefferson’s
point, Daniel Webster wrote in his diary:
“O New England! How superior are thy
inhabitants in morals, literature, civility,
and industry!”
The Yankees’ “quest for power grew into
a frenzy” as soon as George Washington
left the scene, writes Wilson, by passing
the Se di tion Act dur ing the Ad ams
administration, which made it a crime to
criticize Adams and the government. Their
rewriting of history began very early and
has never stopped. Although the settlement
of the American West was “predominantly
the work of Southerners and not of New
Eng land ers at all,” silly books like The
Oregon Trail, “written by a Boston tourist,”
be came pop u lar, as did “the phony
cavortings of the East ern sissy Teddy
Roosevelt in the cattle country opened
by South ern ers.” “The great Amer ican
outdoors” are now symbolized by “Henry
David Thoreau and a little frog pond… in
sight of the Boston smokestacks.”
Thanks to the Yankee rewriting of history
few Americans know that John Hancock,
John Ad ams and the ma jor ity of the
Northern delegates to the constitutional
convention were slave owners; that, at the
time, ten percent of the New York City
population consisted of slaves; that New
England shippers were major players in the
international slave trade well into the 1860s;
that numerous wealthy New Englanders,
such as the founder of Brown University,
invested in the international slave trade
busi ness; that many New Eng land ers
continued to own slave plantations in Cuba
even after slavery was ended in the U. S.;
and that in 1860 there were more free Black
people in the South than in the North.
There is a 300-year history of Yankees
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Let’s roll!

Methodic invasion
The “Yankee way of war,” commenced
dur ing the “Civil War” and perfected
during the subsequent twenty-five year
war of genocide against the Plains Indians
(1865-1890), the Spanish-American War,
the Philippine Insurrection and World War
I, in volves “mar shal ing over whelming
material to crush a weak opponent, heedless
of the cost in life and taxes, and rewards
command ers ap pro priately.” This does
sound an awful lot like contemporary wars
in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, etc.
The statist indoctrination acad emies
known as “the public schools” were also a
Yankee invention, as Wilson shows, and
originated as “a program of ideological
and ethnic cleansing.” It was the post
“Civil War” presidents Grant and Hayes
who imposed the Yankee government
school monopoly on the South, modeled
after “the statist, militarized models of
Eu rope.” Higher ed u ca tion was first
politicized by the Lincoln administration’s
Morrill Act that funded “land grant
universities,” and by the creation of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, which
quickly politicized agricultural education
by sending “extension agents” into the
public schools.

Holotoasting juvenile minds
Wilson wastes no time on the self-serving
Yankee fairy tale about how righteous and
super-ethical Yankees supposedly marched
South in the 1860s to heroically die by the
hundreds of thousands for the benefit of
Black strangers – the basic history of the
“Civil War” that Yours Truly was taught in
Pennsylvania public schools. Reminding his

readers that secession is not the same thing
as war, and that the causes of secession
were different from the cause of the war,
Wilson lucidly states that “the war was
caused by the determination of Lincoln and
his party to conquer the Southern States
and destroy their legal governments” and
put themselves in charge – forever. “The
war, af ter all, con sisted of the in va sion
and conquest of the South by the U. S.
government. A very simple fact that most
Americans, it would seem, are unable to
process, along with the plain fact that the
Northern soldiers did not make war for the
purpose of freeing Black people.”

Unconsidered as a factor
In 1860 anti-slavery arguments were
hardly sufficient to win an election, let
alone to inaugurate a war of conquest, says
Wilson. Other more realistic causes of the
war were “an impulse toward national
greatness”; “the rise of an aggressive class
of industrial and banking moguls” in the
North; the “ar rival in the Mid west of
rad i cal, power-wor ship ping Ger mans
fleeing the failed revolutions of 1848”* in
Europe; and “Lincoln’s clever manipulation
of a phony but pow er ful is sue: the
‘extension of slavery.’”
Crony capitalism run amok has been the
end game of the Yankee way of government
ever since 1865. This involves not only the
mil lions of se cret (and not-so-se cret)
cor rupt po lit i cal deals that en rich the
politically-connected at the expense of
everyone else (i.e., protectionist tariffs,
bailouts of billionaire investment bankers,
etc.) but also aggressive, imperialistic wars
that have the ex act same pur pose and
effect. This all be gan with the Lin coln
administration’s introduction of corporate
welfare for railroad corporations, and is of
course many orders of magnitude larger
today with bankster bailouts, the neverend ing ex plo sion of spend ing on the
military/industrial complex and myriad
other examples of government of the crony
capitalists, by the crony capitalists, for the
crony capitalists. There is no better example
of this today than that “museum-quality”
specimen of a Yankee, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, and her pay-to-play Clinton
Foundation. Read Clyde Wilson’s new
book if you wish to learn the real problem
with government in America today.
Thomas J. DiLorenzo is professor of economics at
Loyola University Maryland and the author of The
Real Lin coln; How Cap i tal ism Saved Amer ica;
Lincoln Unmasked; Hamilton’s Curse; Organized
Crime: The Unvarnished Truth About Government;
and, most recently, The Problem With Socialism.
* Careful! Wilson almost says the J-word. – ed.

U. S. drone kills five in central Yemen
presstv.ir

Security Headquarters and an Air Force
Base in the Red Sea port city of Hudaydah.

At least five people have lost their
lives in an air strike by a U. S. unmanned
aerial vehicle in Yemen.
Local officials speaking on condition of
anonymity said on September 24 that the
drone hit a vehicle carrying the five, who
were claimed to be suspected al-Qaeda
militants, in the central Yemeni province of
Ma’rib the previous day.
It came a day after a drone strike in the
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demonizing anyone who stands in their
way of political domination and, of course,
no one has been more demonized than
Southerners – the only group of Americans
to ever seriously challenge their dominance.
Moreover, the identification of God with
Amer ica and the United States with
infallible righteousness is Yankee stuff
through and through,” writes Wilson. Here
he is describing “American exceptionalism,”
the excuse for myriad imperialistic wars
over the past 150 years, always glorified by
our Yankee rulers as “righteous crusades.”
Just listen to the words of “The Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” which refers to the
death of as many as 850,000 Americans
as “the glory of the coming of the Lord.”
Not to mention the slaughter of 200,000
Filipinos and senseless American entry into
World War I, which were also “glorified”
in song and words.

This file photo shows a U. S. MQ-9 Reaper drone
launching a Hellfire missile.

neighboring al-Bayda Province killed three
suspected Al-Qaeda members, one of them
a commander.
Also on Saturday, Yemeni army soldiers
backed by fighters from allied Popular
Committees launched a ballistic missile at
the al-Jarba military base in Saudi Arabia’s
southern border region of Dhahran Janoub

Amizog’s proxy wars

Peo ple gather at the site of a Saudi air strike
in the Red Sea port city of Hudaydah, Yemen, on
September 22, 2016.

that same day, although no reports about
possible causalities and damage were
available.
Yemeni soldiers and allied fighters also
fired several Katyusha rockets at a military
camp in the southwestern Saudi border
town of al-Rabu’ah in the region of Asir,
killing an unspecified number of soldiers
and inflicting heavy losses on Saudi forces.
The attacks were in retaliation for the
Saudi war on Yemen.
While Saudi military aircraft bombarded
the Kamaran district in Yemen’s western
and coastal province of Hudaydah, there
were no immediate reports of casualties
and damage.
Saudi fighter jets also bombarded the
Political Security Office in the northwestern
province of Sa’ada as well as the Central

Saudi Arabia has continued incessantly
pounding Yemen since March 2015, with
the U. N. putting the death toll from that
military aggression at about 10,000. The
offensive was launched to reinstate Abd
Rabbuh Mansur Hadi, a Saudi ally who has

Workers and journalists inspect damage at a
water pumping facility one day after it was hit for
the second time by Saudi air strikes in Sana’a,
Yemen, on September 22, 2016.

resigned as Yemen’s president.
U. N. Humanitarian Coordinator for
Yemen Jamie McGoldrick said in August
that the death toll from the Saudi military
aggression could rise even further as some
areas had no medical facilities, and that
peo ple were of ten bur ied with out any
official record being made.
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— Transfer of Power —

Who started the “Civil” War?
By Elliott Germain

I

Transfer of Power

n 1861, army forts were changing
hands throughout the
South and the federal
government was letting
them go. That’s when
t h e C o m ma n d i n g
General of the Union
forces de cided to
secretly load a civilian
ship, Star of the West,
with soldiers and mu nitions and send
them to the South’s foremost fire-eating
secession ist city of Charleston, South
Carolina.
The Star of the West reached Charleston
Harbor on January 9th 1861, but word that
it contained troops and mu nitions had
gotten there first. The South Carolina State
Troops (no Confederacy yet existed) opened
fire on the ship, put a dent in its hull and the
Star of the West returned to New York.
(This incident was not the famous first shot
on Fort Sumter that is said to have started
the war; that shot came three months later,
after Lincoln took office.) The next day,
orders came by telegraph from Washington
D. C. to the Commander of Fort Sumter,
Major Anderson, directing him to take a
defensive position.
All across the South, States responded
to the political and military escalation. On
January 10th, the Union Troops at Fort
Barrancas, Florida, withdrew to Fort
Pickens. The State of Louisiana, which
seceded on January 7th, took control of
Fort Jack son, Fort St. Phillip and the
ar senal at Ba ton Rouge. Jan u ary 20th,
Mississippi Troops took control of Fort
Massachusetts (in Mississippi). January
24th, Georgia State Troops took control of
the federal arsenal in Augusta and two
days later took Fort Jackson in Savannah.
On January 31st, Louisiana forces seized
the U. S. mint in New Orleans.

Points of order
All of these seizures were actions of
in di vid ual States against the fed eral
government after Lincoln was elected but
before he took office. States were reclaiming
their sovereign property after being denied
a political or judicial hearing in Washington,
D. C., yet still, there was no Confederacy.
On February 8th, 1861, the Confederate
States of America was created by the seven
seceded States. Individual Southern States
continued to reclaim U. S. forts within their
jurisdictions. An odd note: On February
12th, Arkansas took the U. S. munitions
stored at Napoleon, Arkansas, even though
Arkansas had not yet seceded.
Lincoln assumed office on March 4th,
1861, to become the 16th and last President
of the United States.
General Winfield Scott sent a letter to
the incoming Secretary of State, William
Seward, stating that the relief of Fort
Sumter was no longer practical. One day
prior to Lincoln taking office, Confederate
General Beauregard took command of
the forces at Charleston, South Carolina.
Supreme commander of the Union Army
General Winfield Scott met with Lincoln
on March 11th, and told him that the Army
could not handle the Fort Sumter crisis and
that he could not be responsible for the
hostile consequences that would likely
follow any more attempted reinforcements.
Scott, a military tactician, was only being
practical, considering the Star of the West
incident and the fact that there were more
Confederate troops in Charleston than
Union troops in the whole country.
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On March 13th, Confederate envoys
were in Washington, D. C., trying to get an
audience with the President, or Secretary
of State or any influential per sons. The
federal government refused to give them a
hearing because the Republicans would
not recognize the Confederacy. A matter of
principle? No, because Lincoln himself
met with Confederate officials toward the
end of the war in Virginia. Why couldn’t he
have met with Confederate representatives
at the beginning of the war, when he could
have averted those subsequent 600,000
deaths? Was it ego, agenda, politics, treason
– or all of the above?

Congress; Lincoln was not acting within
the law. The situation of Fort Sumter was
a question of law which could have been
addressed in Congress or the Supreme
Court if allowed by Lincoln. Lincoln was
deliberately trying to start a war with a
seceded State. Five days before the Fort
Sumter con flict, the New York Hearld
reported on April 7th, 1861:
“Unless Mr. Lincoln’s administration
makes the first demonstration and
attack, President Davis says there will
be no bloodshed. With Mr. Lincoln’s
administration, therefore, rests the

Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party
advised him not to reinforce Fort Sumter.
Consider how many forts were already in
the hands of the Southern States without
the loss of a single life.
Lin coln also sent a telegram to the
Confederate government in Montgomery,
Alabama, notifying them of his intent to
reinforce Fort Sumter. Lincoln was stirring
up as many hornets as possible. So, on
April 10, the Confederate War Secretary,

Unaffected patriot
Stephen Douglas, Northern Democratic
candidate for President opposing Lincoln in
the 1860 election, spoke out against that
politician’s war tactics:
“Lincoln is trying to plunge the country
into a cruel war as the sur est means of
destroying the Union…”
On March 29th, against the advice of the
Commanding General of the Army along
with even most of his own Cabinet, the
Commander-in-Chief, Abraham Lincoln,
announced his plan for Fort Sumter. He
prepared to send a military force to South
Carolina escorted by a fleet of naval vessels
including warships.
Charleston, South Carolina, had become
the political focal point for both sides.
Gen eral Scott had at tempted a co vert
mili tary ac tion against Charleston in
January with the Star of the West but failed.
When the Confederacy was organized and
with the help of his brother-in-law John
Slidell, Pierre Beauregard, member of the
Knights of the Golden Circle, assumed the
po si tion of the Con fed er acy’s high est
ranking general and was given command at
Charleston over an estimated 20,000 troops.
Union Major Anderson was allowed by
South Carolina and the Confederacy to
maintain constant communication with his
superiors in Washington, D. C., by way of
Charleston. There have been books written
claiming that Anderson’s garrison was
being starved out; however, the Governor
of South Carolina was if fact allowing the
garrison to buy fresh meat, vegetables and
groceries. As late as March 17th, Anderson
wrote the Governor’s representative about
the Governor’s policy and stated:
“… I did not solicit any modification of
his original permission about receiving
supplies of fresh vegetables. I am satisfied
with the existing arrangement…”
On April First, Secretary of State Seward
suggested that Lincoln open negotiations
with the Confederate Commissioners in
Wash ing ton. How ever, Lin coln or dered
Sec re tary Seward not to re ceive any
Confederate Commissioners. Seward had
convinced Lincoln to send the Powhatan
warship to Florida to help hold on to the
strategic Fort Pickens, leaving his planned
Charleston ex pe dition less pow er ful,
perhaps thinking that Lincoln may cancel
the plan. But, not so, Lincoln resumed his
plan which was to instigate a fight. To test
the waters in Charleston, on April 3rd, a
federal schooner entered the Harbor; it was
fired upon and so retreated back to sea.

Further provocations
On April 4th, a Union fleet of warships
carrying soldiers set sail for Charleston.
Lincoln ordered his Secretary of War,
Simon Cameron, to send a confidential
letter to Major Anderson at Fort Sumter
telling him that “the ex pe di tion will go
forward.” Lincoln gave Anderson freedom
to respond to any Confederate aggression
as he deemed necessary (permission to use
deadly force). That same day, April 4th,
Lincoln ordered Secretary of State Seward
to recall the diverted warship Powhatan
back to Fort Sumter; he did, but it would
arrive too late.
There was no war; Lin coln was not
acting on behalf of the American people;
Lin coln was not acting on be half of

Here is a different take on what those moneychangers behind Lincoln’s War were really after. As we
Americans move incrementally away from the constitutional republic our forefathers won from Britain, it
should have become clear to all, even before the District of Corruption launched these latest wars, that
“the news” was growing daily more illogical. How do the brainwashed discover the fact that they’ve been
brainwashed? They don’t. Today’s full-blown mediacracy, completely dominated by world bankers even
back in 1861, exercises such propaganda potency as can muster enough cannon-fodder to outnumber the
South’s able-bodied men three to one. Above, with officers in front, the 2nd Michigan Infantry Regiment
stands ready for review. Nothing against them, as virtually all Americans remain bamboozled in 2016.

re spon si bil ity of pre cip i tat ing a
col li sion, and the fear ful evils of
protracted war.”

Promises obedience
Major Anderson responded to Lincoln’s
“expedition will go forward” letter of April
4th. Major Anderson’s letter of April 7th to
Washington stated:
“I ought to have been informed that
the expedition was to come… We shall
strive to do our duty, though I frankly
say that my heart is not in the war
which I see is thus to be commenced.”
Helpful note: Major Anderson was the
senior Union officer at Sumter, General
Beauregard the senior Confederate officer
at Charleston. Major An derson was an
instructor at West Point, Beauregard one of
his favorite students and friend. They were
both brothers in Masonry. Beauregard was
asked by Anderson at West Point to be his
assistant instructor, which he accepted, but
the secessions occurred and Beauregard
left West Point.

Beauregard gave Anderson
and his garrison access to
Charleston for supplies and
to have communication with
Washington. But, on April
6th, Lincoln and his “War
Department” sent a telegram
to the Governor of South
Carolina declaring that the
naval fleet was on its way to
“resupply” Fort Sumter; yet
ev ery one in Charleston
knew that they were actually
warships carrying troops.
Gen eral Beauregard re sponded to
Lincoln’s telegram by ending Anderson’s
ac cess to Charleston and dis al lowed
further communications with Washington.
However, Beauregard allowed Anderson
to send his “my heart is not in the war”
letter to Washington on April 7th.
After the firing on the Star of the West,
loaded with troops and mu ni tions, in
Janu ary, and after having fired on the
federal schooner four days earlier, it was
well understood that attempts to reinforce
Fort Sumter would be challenged by the
State of South Carolina, and now backed
by the Confederate Army. Major Anderson
knew that Lincoln’s expedition would
spark a war. And, remember, the General
of the Army and most of Lincoln’s Cabinet

Walker, ordered Beauregard to require the
surrender of Anderson (before it could be
reinforced).
The next day, April 11th, the Confederate
Commissioners left Washington in a failed
peace effort that had lasted for months.
The State Department refused to see them.
Who ordered Seward not to receive those
Confederate peace Commissioners; thus
who was the ob sta cle to peace? Who
ordered warships, soldiers, and munitions
to a Union Fort that was not in danger?
Who knew how South Carolina would
respond? Who sent lying telegrams to the
leaders of the State of South Carolina and
the Confederacy, claiming there were no
military reinforcements when everyone
knew there were? Who conspired with the
Navy to incite a war? Who? The less than
honest Abe Lincoln.

Cold deliberation
Lincoln’s Secretary of War Gideon Welles
wrote: “It was very im por tant that the
rebels strike the first blow in the conflict.”
Yet War Secretary Welles also confessed:
“There was not a man in the Cabinet that
did not know that an attempt to reinforce
Sumter would be the first blow of the war.”
That statement is confirmed in words by
Lincoln’s Secretary of State William Seward:
“Even prep a ra tion to re in force will
precipitate war.”
The squadron of warships that was sent
to Fort Sumter was suggested to Lincoln
by Captain G. V. Fox. And so Lincoln
placed Fox in charge of the fleet to
Charleston. How is it that ty rants can
always find volunteers to kill innocent
people and start wars?
Cap tain Fox pro vided Lin coln with
his plan to incite Confederates to fire the
first shot: “I simply pro pose three tugs
convoyed by light-draft men of war… the
first tug to lead in empty, to open their
fire.”
This was the man Lincoln chose to put
in charge of the Fort Sumter “provision”
fleet. Placing this man Fox in charge, and
approving Fox’s plan to draw their fire
revealed Lincoln’s true intent: to start a
war by inciting the politically necessary
first shot to be fired by the Confederacy.
But that particular plan to instigate the war
did not take place because the Confederate
forces decided to fire on Fort Sumter prior
to the Union fleet’s entry into the harbor.
When Lincoln’s warships came in sight of
Charleston Harbor while still out at sea,
Fort Sumter was fired upon with artillery.
Captain Fox was saddened that he was
not able to perform his tasks, to resupply
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Fort Sumter and instigate a war. Lincoln
consoled Fox on his annoyance of his
failure. Lincoln let Fox know that their
desired result, instigate a war (by ships and
telegrams), was obtained. In his letter to
Fox dated May First, 1861, Lincoln wrote:
“I sincerely regret that the failure of the
attempt to provision Fort Sumter should be
the source of annoyance to you… You and
I both anticipated that the cause of the
country would be advanced by making the
attempt to provision Fort Sumter, even if it
should fail; and it is no small consolation
now to feel that our anticipation is justified
by the result.”
Lincoln’s great “anticipation” was not
to get provisions to Fort Sumter, but that
the so-called “cause of the country” would

The remains of Judith Henry’s House, destroyed
on 21 July 1861 during the 1st battle of Bull Run,
Manassas, Virginia.

be “advanced,” even if his false attempt to
resupply had failed, because it was “no
small consolation” that they had forced the
South to fire the first shot! In other words,
what happened was exactly what Lincoln
wanted to bring about. International law
recognizes that, rather than which Nation
fires the first shot, the one causing that first
shot to be fired is responsible for starting a
war – in this instance the United States via
President Lincoln and the United States
Navy!

Status quo refused

But, even then, on April 12th after 3,341
artillery shells were fired at Fort Sumter
and with Sumter returning equal fire, no
one was killed in those actions. The federal
troops under Union Major Anderson were
ferried by Confederate forces out to the
Union ships waiting at the mouth of the
harbor and allowed to sail away alive and
free. There was still a chance for peace, but
Lincoln’s “anticipation [would be] justified
by the result.” Two days later, Lincoln
called for 75,000 troops to march against
South Carolina and destroy the Confederacy.
Where is Lincoln’s constitutional treason?
This is an odd twist. If such treason “shall
consist only in levying war against them”
[the United States, singular or plural] and if
South Carolina was lawfully seceded from
that Union, where is Mr. Lincoln’s treason?
South Carolina, having seceded, cannot
claim treason against South Carolina. Mr.
Lincoln, who claimed that there was no
lawful secession, is guilty of treason by his
own admission.

Creating war by deception
The odd twist continues. Did Lincoln’s
actions cause a war by Confederate States
to be levied against the United States? Yes.
Now reread the Constitution’s definition of
treason, keeping that in mind: “Treason
against the United States shall consist only
in levying war against them…” (“them”
being the United States). This definition
includes “giving them aid….” Mr. Lincoln
“aided” the “enemies” into levying war
against the United States; he planned and
instigated it by way of telegrams, ships and
soldiers, finally calling up 75,000 troops
from the States he had entrapped into war,
thus again levying those States into war.
What was the fate of some States refusing
to enter his war, such as Virginia? They
were also invaded by Lincoln’s Army. As
mentioned earlier, Lincoln would attempt
to justify his treason by interpreting the
“insurrection” clause of the Constitution in
his favor. The instigation of the war is of
great importance for many reasons, and
that episode cannot be resolved without
settling the legal question of secession (see
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previous chapter).
Department on the 4th of April? That letter
A review of the events that took place at gave Anderson Lincoln’s time frame via
Fort Sumter, which preempted the plans of the War Department directive:
Captain Fox, will provide some beneficial
“On the information of Captain Fox,
insight.
he [Lincoln] had supposed you could
On April 7th, after Lincoln threatened to
hold out till the 15th… and had
send those ships to Charleston
prepared an expedition to
Harbor, Confederate General
re lieve you be fore that
Beauregard confined Anderson’s
pe riod.”
garrison to the island of Fort
So, Anderson was instructed
Sumter. Anderson said that he
to hold out until the 15th. And,
would not fire the first shot (of Fort Sumter, shortly after notice, Anderson said he would
course), but tells Beauregard: the Confederacy took over surrender at 12 PM on the 15th,
“If you do not batter us to pieces, we will to perform, to the letter, his part in the
be starved out in a few days.” Beauregard Lincoln - Fox scheme. Also observe that
conveys that message to the Confederate Anderson left the “honorable” door open,
Secretary of War, Walker, who had revoked not to surrender, by saying that he would
an earlier order to fire on Anderson: “If surrender unless receiving “prior to that
Major Anderson will state the time at which time con trolling instructions from my
he will evacuate… you are authorized thus Government,” orders which he had already
to avoid the effusion of blood.”
received. Thus Anderson was the bait in
Lincoln’s trap.
A setup
The Confederates knew that by the 15th
On the night of April 11th, Beauregard those warships would enter into Charleston
sent rep re sen tatives to Fort Sumter, an Harbor because Lincoln had said so in his
island fort, to give Union Major Anderson telegram to the Confederate Capital and to
the offer and avoid bloodshed. They spoke South Carolina. So, when Anderson gave
for hours, but by 3:30 AM on the morning his “story” about the 15th, all negotiations
of the 12th, negotiations ended. Anderson’s ending at 3:30 AM on that morning of the
reply stated he would be out of food and 12th, this sealed the fate for both sides.
would surrender at 12 PM April 15, unless Beauregard’s envoys handed Anderson
he received “prior to that time controlling written notice that the Confederate Army
instructions from my Government.” April would open fire in one hour.
15th was over three days away. Anderson’s
Paying his dues?
reply sounded reasonable; it met Walker’s
requirement for an exact time of evacuation.
Given the fact that Beauregard was a
History shows this to be the last thread Knight Templar in the Knights of the
holding the peace. Question: Why wouldn’t Golden Circle and that the Knights wanted
it work?
war, Fort Sumter became Beauregard’s
Schemers
opportunity to serve those European agents
Answer: The last letter that Anderson having infiltrated the Southern States and
had received from Washington containing brought them to this present brink of war.
Lincoln’s instructions by way of the War Beauregard may have wanted bloodshed,
but, without Lincoln, there could never
have been the “Civil” War. This tragedy
belongs to Lincoln.
At 4:30 AM on the morning of April
12th, 1861, some say, Edmund Ruffin of
Hanover, Virginia, following the orders of a
Confederate Officer named Chestnut acting
under the command of General Beauregard,
fired that first cannon at Fort Sumter as
U. S. warships lay at the harbor’s entrance.
So those initial shots fired by the South
relieved Captain Fox of any need to send in
his “planned targets” which would have
Members of Company A, 5th Georgia Regiment
(the “Clinch Rifles”) relax outside their tent. This
drawn fire from the Confederate positions.
unit would fight at the Battle of Chickamauga on
By 7:30 AM, Confederate shelling had
September 19, 1863, and of 317 men mustered as
caught
a barracks at Fort Sumter on fire.
present that day they would suffer 194 casualties –
Beauregard later described his response to
a loss of over 60%.
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this fire: “Apprehending some terrible
calamity to the garrison, I immediately
dispatched an offer of assistance to Major
Anderson.”
Beauregard sent a fire engine over to
Fort Sumter on a steamer, but by that time
the fire had almost died out. Beauregard’s
men returned unharmed and reported: “We
again asked if he [Major Anderson] did
not think it best to use the engine which
accompanied us on the steamer. He replied
no, that he thought that everything had
been consumed that could burn… He
asked us to thank General Beauregard for
his kindness; and on leaving, the Major
accompanied us himself as far as our small
boat.”

The bombardment lasted
34 hours. Southern forces
captured Fort Sumter, but
allowed Anderson to march
his troops out with banners
fly ing and drums beating
Yankee Doodle. Beauregard
provided the steamer which
transported Anderson and
his men to the Union fleet
anchored outside the harbor.
Beauregard’s report concluded: “When,
on the 15th instant, he left the harbor on the
steamer Isabel, the soldiers of the batteries
on Cummings point lined the beach, silent,
and with heads uncovered, while Anderson
and his men passed before them.”
Had the South really crossed the line:
that point of no return? No one had been
killed in the opposing bombardments. Two
men died in accidents, not during hostilities
and not from enemy fire. Fort Sumter at
that point was just another one of the many
Southern repossessed forts. Lincoln didn’t
react to the dozens of other repossessions,
so why not leave “secession” to be settled
as a legal question? Peace was still possible
even on the 15th of April, when Anderson’s
men were given safe passage to the Union
fleet. Peace, Mister Lincoln? No! He had
already called for 75,000 troops on the
14th. And, when Congress reconvened in
July because of these events, Lincoln had
the hypocrisy to say that the South was to
blame and that the North did everything in
its power to preserve peace.
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Illegal Israeli land grabs accelerating
Supposedly more-lawful powers
claim they’re “gravely concerned”
about Israeli settlement expansion,
but not sufficiently to challenge the
little rogue State’s legitimacy.
presstv.ir

The so-called Middle East Quartet
has censured the Tel Aviv regime for its
settlement expansion policy, saying such
an attitude undermines efforts to find a
solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
“The quar tet empha sized its strong
opposition to ongoing settlement activity,
which is an obstacle to peace,” said the
group, which includes the United Nations,
the European Union, Russia and the United
States, in a statement after meeting on the
sidelines of the U. N. General Assembly on
September 23.

The quartet also “expressed its
grave concern that the acceleration
of settlement construction and
expansion ... (is) steadily eroding
the vi a bil ity of the two-State
so lu tion.”
In its July report, the group
called on the Tel Aviv regime to
cease its settlement expan sion
works in the occupied Palestinian
territories.

Israel can’t hear well

This shot taken on the same day shows a general view of an
Israeli construction site of new housing units in the settlement
of Neve Yaakov (background) north of Jerusalem al-Quds.

The last round of talks between
Israelis and Palestinians collapsed in 2014.
Tel Aviv’s illegal settlement activities and
its refusal to release senior Palestin ian
pris on ers were among ma jor rea sons
behind the failure of those negotiations.
Much of the international community
regards the Israeli settlements as
il le gal be cause the ter ri to ries
were captured by Israel in a war
in 1967 and are hence subject to
the Geneva Conventions, which
forbid construction on occupied
lands.
The presence and continued
expansion of those settlements
has created a major obstacle for
efforts to establish peace in the
A general view taken on September 23, 2016, shows Israeli
Middle East. Palestinians want
construction cranes and excavators at a building site of new
housing units in the settlement of Neve Yaakov, the northern the occupied West Bank as part of
area of East Jerusalem al-Quds.
their fu ture in de pend ent State,

with East Jerusalem al-Quds as its capital.

More than half a million
Israelis live in over 230 illegal
settlements built since the
1967 Israeli occupation of
those Palestinian territories
of the West Bank and East
al-Quds.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING
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Jewish damage
By J. B. Campbell

P

jbcampbellextremismonline.com

ersonally, I liked Bobby Fischer. He
was a hell of a Jew-fighter. He dominated
the Com mu nist sport of
chess, totally took it away
from the Reds. Was he
half-Jewish? Probably. Was
he all Jewish? Maybe. To
me, it doesn’t matter what
someone is once he tells the
truth. That’s all that matters. You can’t
choose your relatives. I’m not real proud of
what the Campbells did on behalf of the
English. The tougher the truth, the better
the man, or woman. Even if he was a little
confused about Jesus, which is a more
difficult hand icap, I appreciate a guy
speaking the truth about Jews, as he does
here:
“Well, I’m hoping for revolution there
and that the Jews be kicked out of power
and get wiped out. I’d like to see a lot of top
Jews get executed. Certainly, many tens of
thousands, maybe hundreds of thousands
of Jews should get executed in the U. S.
and the rest should go to some kind of
concen tration camp to be re-educated,
however long it takes. Takes ten years,
twenty years. Just keep them in there until
they learn some morals and about decency
and honesty and work. The Jews don’t like
to work.
“That’s one of the things the Jews didn’t
like about Hitler’s concentration camps.
There were no gas chambers. That’s all
baloney. But when you go into the camp,
there’s a big sign, ‘Arbeit macht frei,’ which

meant, ‘Work makes you free.’ The Jews
don’t believe in that. They believe you do
all the work and they get all the benefit.
They hate work. This is the problem with
the Jews. They don’t like work.
“They are soft, flabby. Look, even the
young Israeli soldiers, they’re soft! Even in
their teens and early 20s, because they’re
simply not used to work. Jews are not used
to manual labor.
“They’re parasites. And they’ve been
parasites for thousands of years.”

Nuremberg II
“But Bobby – execution? It’s too much,
eh?”
“Well, no – I wish it was more. Maybe I
said too few, few hundred thousands.
Maybe it should be in the millions should
be executed. But, all the rest, all the other
tens of millions should go to re-education
camps, kind of like they did in Red China,
until they learn something, so they accept
Christ and decency. Admit the errors of
their ways.
“Well, the world is in ter ri ble shape
because of the Jews. They’re driving the
world toward extinction, with all these atom
bombs and missiles and nuclear power plants.
And now they’re in genetic engineering,
which will just totally erase life as we

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

know it if it continues. I mean, there’s just
no end to this genetic engineering. They
can start mix ing fish with hu man and
anything’s possible. It’s total madness.
And this is just the beginning and this has
to be stopped…
“So, they, the Jews have to be stopped.
They have to be kicked out of power. They
are criminal people, they’re totally insane.
They mutilate their children. It just tells
you right there that they’re crazy. They
mutilate their children, the male babies on
the eighth day… They have absolutely no
right to do it. The only reason people let
them get away with it is because they’ve
been doing it for so long and they’re so
god damned pow er ful. This is re ally
criminal and it shows, this one thing, tells
you right there that the Jews are bastards.
You’re not supposed to go any further.
Now, you know, they’ve created all kinds
of non sense sur round ing this that it’s
beneficial. Bullshit! It’s not beneficial – it’s
very, very harmful. It is harmful physically,
it is harmful mentally. It is harmful in every
way. It’s just a terrible crime. And they’re
vicious.”
This was spoken after Chernobyl but
long before Fukushima. The guy was
brilliant and brave and died in 2008. The
Jewish nuclear industry has as a wellknown side effect the certainty of cancer
from exposure to radiation. But even that is
not the Jewish cancer damage I have in
mind.

Turning the cheek

Can we calculate the damage to humanity
done by Jews? The first great damage was
Christianity. Whether you see it as a Jewish
plot, as I do, or a pa thetic re ac tion to
Judaism to me doesn’t matter. The result is
the same – capitulation. Lenin did a similar
thing in Bolshevik Russia and the other
republics: he created the opposition to
Bolshevism so as to be able to guide and
con trol it. Chris tian ity is Jew ish mind
control, which the Jews pretend is antiJewish, yet presents absolutely no program
for victory over Judaism, or over any form
of coercion. Christianity is evil and has
done us much more harm than Ju daism
it self. The ac tual war crimes of the
American military were and are committed
by Christians, or those raised with Christian
values, however you care to define them.
They haven’t got the guts to say no to
Jewish orders to torture and murder.
Judaism, and its off-shoot Christianity,
cancers of the intellect, obliterate rational
thinking and are designed to suppress all
truth. Mil lions of Amer i can Chris tians
believe if they don’t follow Jewish orders
they won’t get to heaven!
Jewish monetary practices, known as
fractional reserve banking, the lending of
credit (nothing) and usury (lending nothing
at interest), enriched Jews and impoverished
the rest of us. Banking, speculation and
finance cap italism are the great Jewish
contributions to our economic condition.
Of course, the Einstein-OppenheimerTeller nuclear bomb may be the death of us
all before it is our time to leave. This is the
Jews’ great scien tific con tribution. We
have lived, most of us, under the threat of
Jewish nuclear incineration ever since they
dropped two of their bombs on Japanese
ci vil ians in 1945. Now we learn that
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were protected by
the Jews from conventional bombing for
the whole war so as to be able to test the
effects of radiation on normal, previously
undamaged cities.
Hollywood, modern art and pornography
are the great Jewish contributions to our
culture and have made it what it is.
Psychiatry is Jewish medicine. When
Sigmund Freud sailed from Europe for
America in 1909, he remarked to his Jewish
colleagues on the cruiser, “The Americans
think we are bringing them a panacea. We
are bringing them a plague.” In other words,
the Austrian Jews brought scientific Jewish
mind control and the destruction of our
dignity. Freud’s “psychoanalysis” paved

the way for total Jewish domination of our
minds through sexual degeneracy.
But this piece is about another form of
Jewish damage you may not have heard of
yet. Cancer. If you read that Jews caused
the epidemic of cancer that has wiped out
millions of us, what would you think?
Because that’s exactly what happened,
starting in 1954 and continuing to 1963.
Two Jews, Jonas Salk and Albert Sabin,
poisoned millions of us to death and put all
of us in jeopardy.
Now I’m reading the most significant
book in my lifetime of reading: Dr. Mary’s
Monkey, by Edward Haslam. He probably
wouldn’t be too happy about an endorsement
from this writer, just as James Bacque
wasn’t thrilled about my comments on his
great books back in the Nineties.
Edward Haslam grew up in New Orleans
and his father was a physician who worked
with Dr. Mary Sherman, a prom i nent
orthopedic surgeon who became involved
with the study of cancer viruses, specifically
monkey viruses.
Haslam’s book changes what we thought
we knew about the New Orleans group
involved in the JFK assassination – David
Ferrie, Dr. Alton Ochsner, Guy Bannister,
Lee Oswald and Clay Shaw. That’s how it
starts. We get some background behind
Jim Garrison’s attempts to bring them to
justice (and justice to Oswald), attempts
sandbagged by the CIA, FBI and Lyndon
Johnson.
Then the book shifts gears and details
Has lam’s years-long and re luc tant
investigation into the murder of Dr. Mary
Sherman, who had been a friend of
Haslam’s father. Dr. Mary was murdered
by colleagues at the U. S. Public Health
Hospital after her right arm was blown off
and disintegrated by a three-storey-tall
lin ear par ti cle ac cel er a tor be ing used
covertly in that hospital for a top-secret
project to fix what Dr. Salk and Dr. Sabin
had done to us ten years earlier. And to
create a cancer virus that could be used for
assassination and perhaps mass murder. The
doctors and technicians were persuaded
they were doing a patriotic service to kill
Castro and save the economic basis for
New Orleans itself – continued business
with a non-Communist Latin America.

Hasty stage set
When her colleagues saw that Dr. Mary
Sherman was still alive, although blind and
horribly maimed, she was stabbed in her
heart and taken back to her apartment
where a fake lesbian murder scene was
concocted by mutilating her sexual organs
and setting her corpse on fire, which would
allow a corrupt coroner to explain how her
arm and rib cage were burned away. It
worked and the New Orleans P. D. went
along with those lies. The killers had to do
this to prevent exposure of their secret and
illicit use of the linear particle accelerator
to mutate and soup-up the monkey cancer
viruses that could be used to kill Castro,
which were used to kill Jack Ruby before
his re-trial.
The main point I wish to make is that
Drs. Salk and Sabin used diseased monkey
organs to grow their “polio vaccines.”
They either knew before or right after the
mass inoculations that the monkeys had in
their blood streams many cancer-causing
dis eases and that these dis eases were
injected into millions of us kids in the
mid-’50s. The ep idemics in soft-tis sue
cancers such as skin, breast, lymph system
and prostate cancers are the results of this
massive Jewish crime against humanity.
Our government’s health professionals
knew when Salk first injected his monkey
business into us in 1954 and children began
developing polio or dying immediately what
the problem was, but they said nothing!
The other Jewish doctor, Sabin, sold us his
live virus potion on sugar cubes in ’55 and
we kids were relieved that there wouldn’t
be any more shots. The U. S. Public Health
Service knew the extent of the crime after

one hun dred mil lion doses had been
administered and went ahead with another
hundred million doses right up to 1963!
Most people probably didn’t believe
the warnings that Jewish doctors must be
shunned by Gentiles. Jews have always had
the same agenda as that spelled out by the
great Sanhedrin in Constantinople during
the Inquisition in Spain when it advised the
Spanish rabbis to pretend to convert to
Christianity but have young Jews become
doctors and apothecaries so that they could
kill the Christians with poisons. Did Salk
and Sabin mean to kill millions with the
monkey cancers they gave us? Who cares!
They did it. If they didn’t do it on purpose,
they covered up their crime of mass murder
by not saying a word of warning or remorse
for using dis eased mon key kid neys to
grow their cultures. They were warned by
non-Jewish scientists such as Dr. Bernice
Eddy and Dr. Sarah Stewart but they went
ahead anyway.
And now we know that AIDS was also
the re sult of U. S. gov ern ment-made
vac cines con tain ing mon key can cers.
Homosexuals were infected with free
Hepatitis B vaccines and other poisoned
elixirs provided by the U. S. Public Health
Service. The World Health Organization
re port edly did the same to mil lions of
Africans with poisoned smallpox vaccines.
Millions have been killed around the world
by the Jewish poisoners.

String of circumstances
Dr. Mary’s Monkey, by Edward Haslam,
is in my opinion the most explosive and
important book perhaps of all time. Of
course he does not mention that Salk and
Sabin were Jews.
Was it a coincidence that mad scientists
and CIA assets in New Orleans who started
out experimenting with monkey viruses to
counteract the hid eous Salk and Sabin
vaccines, which effort became to create
the perfect and undetectable assassination
virus to kill Castro, then morphed into the
assassination of John Kennedy? Well, once
Kennedy fired Dulles, Cabell and Bissell
over the Bay of Pigs, he was a dead man.
Once he issued four billion dollars in debtfree U. S. Notes, he was a dead man. Once
he ordered an inspection of Israel’s nuke
factory at Dimona, he was a dead man. The
New Orleans crowd was in the assassination
business, so it was natural for them to get
involved.
Lee Oswald had apparently penetrated
this disease factory and, according to author
Haslam, was probably working for Attorney
General Bobby Kennedy, who was tasked
by his brother with keeping the CIA under
control following the Bay of Pigs disgrace,
overseen by Richard Nixon. This is probably
why Oswald was set up by his CIA superiors
to take the blame and the bullet from his
“friend,” Jack Ruby, who had worked for
Nixon since the late ’40s.
Nixon himself, as vice-president, had
been tasked by Eisenhower to rehabilitate
the U. S. Public Health Service after its
catastrophic mass inoculations of millions
of us kids with monkey cancer viruses. We
know damn well that Nixon and his Cubans
were in volved in the Dallas mur ders.
Nixon of course knew about the mass
cancer deaths that were coming but didn’t
tell us.

Evil cartel

It’s all quite interesting and intertwined,
the business of death. The point of this
piece, though, is that the death business,
whether it’s Murder, Inc., the nuclear
bomb, the Irgun or the U. S. Public Health
Service’s polio “vaccine” which led to
millions of cancer deaths – it’s one big
Jewish machine.
Jews must be removed from power, just
as Bobby Fischer said years ago. Many,
many of them, what I call the rabbinical
class, must be ex ecuted. The rest must
be removed from so ciety and forced to
reconsider, to reflect upon the errors of
their ways.
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Germany Speaks
characteristic qualities of both races are lost.
But we will always have a ready welcome
for any guests who wish to visit us whether
of kin dred or for eign civ iliza tion, and
our racial views only lead us to a fuller
appreciation of their essential peculiarities
in the same way as we would want our own
peculiarities respected.

Nazi Germany explains itself to
the English-speaking world. One
may now read the full 1938 text by
Joachim von Ribbentrop and 21
State and party leaders. Germany
Speaks is available worldwide as a
softbound or hardbound book.
ostarapublications.com

In the year preceding the outbreak of
the Second World War, the German foreign
office launched an unprecedented campaign
in Britain to explain the inner workings of
Nazi Germany.
The high point of that campaign was
this book, a four-part set of 21 essays by
leading party and State officials explaining
in detail the practical implementation and
rationale of their policies. Contributors
include Otto Dietrich, Fritz Todt, Robert
Ley, R. Walther Darré, Wilhelm Frick,
Ritter Von Epp and many others.
The first part deals with the foremost
political issues: State structure, population
growth, race, Jews, the judicial system,
women’s rights, the educational system
and the role of propaganda. This section
includes a detailed account of the eugenic
measures adopted by the State to prevent
the spread of heritable diseases and to
boost marriage and childbirth rates.
The second part explains the Reich’s
economic system, its agrarian, social, labor
and welfare policies.
The third part details the organization of
day-to-day life in the Third Reich: sports,
culture, entertainment and a fascinating
exposition of the motoring industry and
autobahn construction program.
Part four discusses Germany’s foreign
policy, including world economics, colonies,
trade, the world press, politics, and finally,
a plea for lasting peace between Germany
and Britain in particular.

Some extracts
The Chancellor wants peace not only for
his own country’s sake, but also because a
European war would be the end of the
White races and of White civilization. Not

Contents

Joachim von Ribbentrop

only Central Europe, but France, Italy and
Great Britain also, would perish, while
Bolshevism would be the real victor.
Most open to misinterpretation are
National Socialist views on the relations
between the various races of the world. It has
been questioned whether the fundamental
racial principles of the new world theory
must not breed con de scen sion, even
contempt of people of different race. Quite
the contrary; these very principles offer the
very best guarantee for mutual tolerance
and for the peaceful cooperation of all.
We ap pre ciate the fact that those of
another race are different from us. Whether
that other race is “better” or “worse” is not
possible for us to judge. For this reason, we
have nothing in common with chauvinism
and imperialism because we would extend
to other races peopling the earth the same
privileges we claim for ourselves: the right
to fashion our lives and our own particular
world according to the requirements of our
own nature.
We do not wish our people to intermarry
with those of alien race since through
such mingling of the blood the best and

Führer and Reich Chancellor: Frontispiece
Preface: Joachim Von Ribbentrop, Reich
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Publishers’ Note
Part I: Fundamental Principles
of the New Germany
1. Ger many as a Unitary State: Dr.
Frick, Reich Minister of the Interior
2. Population Policy: Dr. Arthur Gütt,
Head of the National Hygiene Department
in the Ministry of the Interior
3. National Socialist Racial Thought:
Dr. Wal ter Gross, Head of the Reich
Bureau for Enlightenment on Population
Policy and Racial Welfare
4. The Ad ministration of Jus tice in
National Socialist Germany: Dr. Franz
Gurtner, Reich Minister of Justice
5. The Place of Women in the New
Germany: Frau Gertrud Scholtz-Klink,
Reich Women’s Leader
6. Ed u ca tion in the Third Reich:
Bernhard Rust, Reich and Prus sian
Min is ter of Sci ence, Ed u ca tion and
Popular Enlightenment
7. The Essence of “Propaganda” In
Germany: Dr. G. Kurt Johannsen, Managing
Director of the Hanse Press
Part II: How Germans Live – Labor
1. Financial Policy: Fritz Reinhardt,
Secretary of State in the National Ministry
of Finance
2. The National Food Estate: R. Walther
Darré, Reich Min is ter of Food and
Ag ri cul ture, Reich Farm ers’ Leader,
Reichsleiter of the National Socialist Party
3. Social Policy in the New Germany:
Dr. Robert Ley, Leader of the National
Labor Front
4. The State Labor Service in Germany:

Senior Labor Leader Müller-Brandenburg,
Leader of Foreign Affairs and Intelligence
Department attached to the Reich Labor
Leader
5. The Na tional So cial ist Wel fare
Organization and the Winter Help Scheme:
Erich Hilgenfeldt, Head of the National
Socialist Welfare Organization
Part III: How Germans Live – Leisure
1. German Sport: Hans Von Tschammer
Und Osten, Reich Sports Leader
2. German Culture and Literature: Dr.
Hans Friedrich Blunck, Honorary President
of the Reich Chamber of Lit er a ture,
Member of the Reich Culture Senate and
of the Senate of the Academy of Literature
3. The Motor Highways Built by Herr
Hitler – The Planning, Construction and
Importance of the Reich Motor Roads:
Dr. Todt, Inspector-General of the German
Road and Highways System
Part IV: Germany and the World
1. Germany’s Position in World Economy:
Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, Reich Minister and
President of the Reichsbank
2. The Colonial Problem: General Ritter
Von Epp, Reich Gov ernor in Bavaria,
Reich Leader of the Colonial League and the
Colonial Board of the National Socialist
Party
3. Developments in German commercial
publicity, its Reorganization and Relations
to Great Britain: Ernst Reichard, President
of the National Board for Trade Publicity
4. Germans Abroad: E. W. Bohle, Head
of the Foreign Organization of the National
Socialist Party and Secretary of State in the
Foreign Office
5. The Press and World Politics: Dr.
Dietrich, Secretary of State, Reich Chief of
Press
6. Germany and England. What Has
Been: What Is: What Ought to Be: Freiherr
Von Rheinbaben, former Secretary of State

Available now
Germany Speaks comes as 236 pages in
either softcover for $10.39 plus shipping
or hardcover for $21.63 plus shipping. You
must order at www.ostarapublications.com

A torchbearer for our race
By Nancy Hitt
hunleyhitt@gmail.com

In 1993, Ben Klassen, P. M., published
On the Brink of a Bloody Racial War, With
the White Race Targeted for Extermination.
That was 23 years ago. Today Whites with
a modicum of brain cells must realize that
they are ripe for vicious attacks by swarms
of Black savages.
Ben Klassen was born in the Ukraine of
Mennonite parents. In 1924, his family
was forced to flee the Jewish Communists
and settled in Mexico. A year later, they
took up farming in Saskatchewan, Canada.
Klassen earned his Electrical Engineering
degree in Canada and embarked upon
several different careers. He ultimately
purchased acreage in Otto, North Carolina,
for a home and his church. The controlled
gobernment wimps and Jews set out to
destroy and rob Klassen of his property
due to his pro-White religion of Creativity.
Bril liant Ben Klassen founded the
religion of Creativity in order for Whites to
have a whiter and a brighter future. Most
White racialists will likely agree with
many of his well-thought-out strategies to
save the White race from be com ing as
extinct as the passenger pigeons, although
two of his premises appear to be hurdles far
too high for the majority of Whites to leap
across even at this late stage. Let’s see what
you think of his unique ideas.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

From page 27: “The mud races are
rapidly expanding in both numbers and
territory, all at the expense of the White
race. For this we can thank the JewishChristian creed and program of subsidization,
the major burden of which is being carried
on the back of the world’s foremost patsy,
the working White American taxpayer.”
With reference to historic plans to force
Blacks back to Africa, from pages 34 and
35: “The road block, the oppo sition to
ac complish ing this par a mount his toric
achievement, does not
come from the niggers
per se, but from the
insidious Jewish power
establishment. It is the
Jews who want the
nigger to stay, to breed
and multiply, to interbreed and mongrelize
Ben Klassen
the White Race into
oblivion. It is not that the Jew cares a whit
for the welfare of the niggers, or their
much professed love for ‘democracy,’ or
their civil rights. They couldn’t care less.
On the contrary, the Jews’ age-old program
is to mongrelize the White race, to degrade
it, to destroy it forever….So our first and
major objective is crystal clear: we must
get the Jews off our backs, drive them from
power, and take control of our own destiny
and our government.”
With reference to Jewish violence: “The
JDL (Jew ish De fense League) openly
advocates bashing heads, breaking bones
and killing people, if they are deemed
enemies of the Jewish people. They not
only advocate outright violence, murder,
dy na mit ing of build ings, cars and the
prop erty of their en e mies, but have
repeatedly implemented such violence to

further Jewish ends.” Klassen is speaking
from actual experience with those Jewish
agitators.
Page 124: “And last but not least, there
is that god-damned parasite of Israel on our
back, killing Arabs, bashing their heads
and breaking bones to the tune of more
than three and a half billion in financial
support from Uncle Sap, alienating the
whole Moslem world and making us look
like the stupid Jewish stooges we are, in the
eyes of the world.”
The author states that there needs to be a
program that includes all Whites on the
planet. This can only be accomplished if
there is a lin gua franca of the Latin
language and a replacement of JewishChristianity with the religion of Creativity.
Klassen feels that Christianity is another
Jewish tactic used to undermine and
weaken the White gentiles. Klassen reasons
that both language and religion have been
causes for strife and war es pe cially in
Eu rope.
Eu ro pe ans would likely have few
prob lems learn ing Latin; while most
Amerikanos rarely take their own language
seriously and would have a difficult time
learning to speak a language they have
been told is outdated. In my research for
this review, I heard Latin spoken for the
first time in a “youtube” movie. The masses
of Whites who fol low a Christ-based

American Free Press
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The Spotlight. Tired of waiting a whole month for
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American Free Press
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Unit 406
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774

religion would probably reject any attempts
to replace their re ligious beliefs with
Creativity religion.
Here is the ba sic plat form of the
Creativity religion: Rather than supporting
Nationalism, unify all White people worldwide; never support another war between
Whites; realize White genetic values and
dump the mind boggling Jewish Christianity;
use one language, Latin.
My softbound copy of On the Brink of a
Bloody Racial War contains 414 pages,
with illustrations. I received my copy of
this White survival book by send ing a
donation to Evelyn Hutcheson
200 Carlson Ave 25H
Washington, Illinois 61571
to be used to help her son Matt Hale who is
a political prisoner. Whether you agree
with all of Ben Klassen’s theories or not,
he lit a warning torch regarding the dark
future for Whites if they do nothing.
“Having achieved control of our own
destiny, we will then simultaneously stop
subsidizing the niggers in this country, stop
subsidizing the parasitic State of Israel,
and in fact stop subsidizing all of the other
120 some countries that JOG has piled on
the backs of the working White American
taxpayers. We will simply let all these
Jews, niggers, parasites and freeloaders
shift for themselves and wither on the
vine.”
Fol low ers of Cre ativ ity have been
im pris oned on trumped-up charges,
murdered and some have taken their own
lives. When Whites defend their own race,
it is anathema to the powers that be. They
will not tol er ate hav ing their Jew ish
handlers exposed to the sheeple.
As Ben Klassen stated…Delenda est
Judaica.
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— MLK Boulevard —

Multiculturalism will fail
redice.tv

There are certain truths which stand
out so openly on the roadsides of life that
every passerby may see them. Yet, because
of their very obviousness, the general run
of people disregard such truths or at least
they do not make them the object of any
conscious knowledge. People are so blind
to a few of the simplest facts in everyday
life that they are highly surprised when
somebody calls attention to what each of
us ought to recognize.
All the innumerable forms in which the
life-urge of Na ture manifests itself are
subject to a fundamental law – one may call
it an iron law of Nature – which compels
the var ious species to keep within the
definite limits of their own life-forms when
propagating and multiplying their kind.
Each animal mates only with one of its own
species. The titmouse cohabits only with
the titmouse, the finch with the finch, the
stork with the stork, the field mouse with
the field mouse, the house mouse with the
house mouse, the wolf with the she wolf,
etc.

It’s elementary

Every crossing between two breeds that
are not quite equal results in a product
which holds an intermediate place between
the levels of the two parents. This means
that the offspring will indeed be superior to
the parent which stands in the biologically
lower order of being, but not so high as the

higher par ent. For this rea son it must
eventually succumb in any struggle against
the higher species. The stronger must
dominate and not mate with the weaker.
This urge for the maintenance of the
unmixed breed, which is a phenomenon
that prevails throughout the
whole of the natural world,
results not only in the sharply
defined outward distinction
be tween one spe cies and
another but also in the internal
similarity of char acteris tic
qualities which are peculiar
to each breed or species.
If Nature does not wish
that weaker individuals should
mate with stronger, she wishes
even less that a superior race
should intermingle with an
inferior one; because in such a case all her
efforts, throughout hundreds of thousands
of years, to establish an evolutionary
higher stage of be ing, may thus be
rendered futile.
If we re view all the causes which
contributed to bring about the downfall of
the German people we shall find that the
most profound and decisive cause must be
attributed to the lack of insight into the
racial problem and especially in the failure
to recognize the Jewish danger.
By neglecting the problem of preserving
the racial foundations of our National life,

the old Empire abrogated the sole right
which entitles a people to live on this
planet. Nations that make mongrels of their
people, or allow their people to be turned
into mon grels, sin against the Will of
Eter nal Prov i dence. And thus their
overthrow at the hands of a
stronger opponent cannot be
looked upon as a wrong
but, on the con trary, as a
restoration of justice. If a
people refuses to guard and
uphold the qualities with
which it has been endowed
by Nature and which have
their roots in the racial
blood, then such a people has
no right to complain over the
loss of its earthly existence.
Everything on this planet
can be made into some thing better,
provided always that the racial blood is
kept pure. But the loss of racial purity will
wreck inner happiness forever. It degrades
men for all time to come. And the physical
and moral consequences can never be
wiped out.

It’s pivotal

If this unique problem be studied and
compared with the other problems of life
we shall easily recognize how small is their
importance in comparison with this. They
are all limited to time; but the problem of
the maintenance or loss of the purity of the

ra cial blood will last as
long as man himself lasts.
The black-haired Jewish
youth lies in wait for hours on end, glaring
satanically at and spying on the unsuspicious
girl whom he plans to seduce, adulterating
her blood and removing her from the
bosom of her own people. The Jew uses
every possible means to undermine the
racial foundations of a subjugated people.
In his systematic efforts to ruin girls and
women he strives to break down the last
barriers of discrimination between him and
other peoples. The Jews were responsible
for bringing Negroes into the Rhineland,
with the ultimate idea of bastardizing the
White race which they hate, thus lowering
its cultural and political level so that the
Jew might dominate.

He is “Teaching Tolerance”
For as long as a people remain racially
pure and are conscious of the treasure of
their blood, they can never be overcome by
the Jew. Never in this world can the Jew
be come mas ter of any peo ple ex cept a
bastardized people. That is why the Jew
systematically endeav ors to lower the
racial quality of a people by permanently
adulterating the blood of the individuals
who make up that people.
The Star of David steadily ascends only
as the will to National Self-Preservation
declines.

We owe Bull Connor an apology
Six Black people shot (one dead)
by Black suspect at “Peace Rally”
in 75-percent-Black Birmingham,
Alabama…
stuffblackpeopledontlike.blogspot.com

The Tragic City: Birmingham 1963-2013
is per haps the most per sonal book yet
published by Paul Kersey and one I can’t
encourage you enough to purchase if you
haven’t. This most uniquely American city
was ground zero for launching the war on
our people, and yet in 2016 stands as the
nearly-75-percent-Black reminder as to
exactly why our ancestors dared protest so
vehemently to protect the civilization they
had created for their posterity.

Wishing another head start
The currently Black-dominated/Blackrun/Black-ruled city wants a civil rights
national park in Birmingham, but the city
is nothing more than powerful proof why
White people long ago were 100 percent
correct in their belief that we should never,
ever consider ceding power to or allowing
ourselves to be manipulated into sharing
power with a people genetically incapable
of maintaining Western civilization.
Out of 150 municipalities tracked by
WalletPop.com, the 75-percent-Black city
of Birmingham rated as the worst one in
America for families in 2016, a hilariously
inauspicious milestone for its petitioning
Washington D.C. for a civil rights national
park to be honored (dishonored?) with.
“Violence Reduction Initiatives” can be
launched by the Black-controlled regime
in Birmingham with hopes of convincing
Black citizens of the city to stop visibly
perpetuating Black stereotypes on a daily

Intended to be an anti-White statue in now 75%
Black Birmingham (showing a White police officer
using a German Shepard to subdue a Black child),
this monument stands as uncanny evidence as to
the inge nu ity and foresight of our ances tors in
daring to defend the civilization of White people
not only for posterity, but from being ravaged by
Africans in America.

basis, to virtually no avail. Unquestionably
2016 Birmingham is the manifestation of
every evil come to life that many White
Southerners who helped construct Jim
Crow long ago hoped to suppress, aided by
sensible laws designed solely to protect the
civilization White people had established.
But that civilization was overwhelmed
by White peo ple’s slav ish de vo tion to
egalitarianism, leaving Western civilization
cruelly exposed to the elements of the
Africanization of Birmingham.

Birmingham Shooting: Six
Shot After Alabama Peace
Rally, NBC News, 9-12-16:
“One person was fatally shot and five
others were injured after a community
peace rally in Alabama, police said.
“The drama unfolded in Birmingham on
Sunday evening.
“Birmingham police said reports of
‘multiple people’ shot came in around 8:15
PM local time. Responding officers found
six people wounded, according to police.
All were taken to a local hospital where
one victim was pronounced dead. Police
did not provide information on the others’
conditions.
“The gunfire rang out just one hour after
the rally ended in a nearby park but the
incidents were believed to be unrelated,
Birmingham Police Sgt. Bryan Shelton said
in an emailed statement late Sunday.
“‘Events of tonight are disheartening
and troubling,’ Shelton said. ‘More lives
could have been lost tonight due to reckless
actions. We are working with our community
to bring all responsible parties to justice.’
“Shelton said police would not release
the identity of the person killed until their
family had been told. He said officers were
investigating but there was no suspect or
motive.
“The sergeant told Al.com that the shots
were fired at a nearby pub lic hous ing
com mu nity and all six vic tims were
‘innocent bystanders.’
“He said many of the local residents
were still outside following the rally and
scattered once shots began to ring out,
according to the website.”

Not programed in Tel Aviv
Bull Connor’s spirit remains palpable in
Birmingham, lurking in the shadows of a
city once pulsating with life, but now

firmly embracing its conquest by Africans
in America.
But if you are oh-so-quiet when looking
at the purportedly “evil” statues of White
policeman with snarling dogs in Kelly
Ingram Park, you’ll feel a momentary eerie
presence calmly surrounding you displaying
an increasingly reassuring manner, cooly
whispering: “Now you know why we
dared defend Western civilization from the
onslaught of Africans in America. These
mon u ments will one day stand as a
testament to our defense of your future,
so that Birmingham would be a city for
Eu ro pe ans and not one where White
people had no future.”

Indianapolis police persist in
protecting Black criminals, deploy
“community engagement officers”
to interact with their “hoods.”
Remember: in America, Black people
and/or the Black community can never be
blamed for violence, patterns of violence
or the misery they create; White people,
systemic racism, structural and institutional
racism, historical discrimination, the legacy
of slavery and, of course, White privilege,
are all sound and reasonable explanations
for why the quality of life in majority
Black communities falls shockingly short
of every positive metric used to determine
the health of a neighborhood, school or city.
So what happens, with Black people
responsible for the majority of gun violence
in Indianapolis, to protect those who use
firearms in rob ber ies, home in va sions,
nonfatal shootings and murders?
The police send out their “Community
En gage ment Of fi cers” to... en gage a
community committed to protecting Black
criminals from being arrested for their
crimes (though the bulk of those crimes are
committed against Black people).

IMPD offers social ser vices
to neighborhood struck by
violent crime, WTHR.com,
September 14, 2016:
“People in a near northeast side neighborhood hard hit by violence are getting
door knocks from In di anap o lis Metro
Police. But this time, officers are hitting
the 22nd and North College Street area
with some much-needed help from a
number of social services agencies.
“People living in the area have witnessed
three recent deadly shootings, including

one on Sept. 3rd when police officers rushed
in after gunfire to find a young man shot dead.
“Wednesday, Community Engagement
Officers returned to the same streets to
offer people living here a chance to talk
about what would help stop to the violence.
“Engagement Officers brought social
service workers with them to help reach
out to the residents and tackle those issues
that might be the underlying causes like drug
addiction, poverty and even unemployment.
“‘They realize we are not there to take
anybody to jail, but we are there to help
them with their problems. Whether it’s
behavioral health, poverty or things of that
nature, they wills see us in a different light
and so they may start to confide in us and talk
to us and we have to those conversations
about what’s driving the violence in neighborhoods, who is driving the violence in
neighborhoods. It is narcotics and is it gang
problems. We have to have that dialogue.
We have to have that information. We have
that relationship because it is a problem
that we have to solve together,’ said IMPD
Asst. Chief Jim Waters.
“Police believe they have a better
chance at solving the three shootings here
by tackling the things that lead to violence
in this neighborhood.”

Catering to criminals
The zog is entirely devoted to improving
the quality of life for Blacks at the expense
of the White taxpayer. Your taxes are being
diverted to the Eternal Negro Improvement
Project. In a more civilized age, government
would quarantine the source of the violence,
gang problems, drugs and those responsible
for creating poverty via unemployment
because no sane investor opens a business
in an area overwhelmed with the liability
of a majority Black population. It would
protect Whites and their communities.
An honest government should exist for
the taxpayers, to improve their quality of
life not only in this present day but for the
long-term sustainability of their posterity.
Our government, though, does the exact
opposite. With short-term investments in
improving the depressingly discernible low
quality of life Black people create, today it
abandons all sensible, long-term projects
and investments that would be enjoyed by
our posterity. Irredeemable is the only
word that comes to mind to describe the
scenario unfolding in not just Indianapolis,
but Everywhere, USA.

— Profiling the bootlickers —
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Israel wins in November
It doesn’t matter who is “elected.”
By Philip Giraldi
unz.com

T

here is considerable chatter about who
will win in some of the hotly contested
congressional races around the country,
but one thing is certain: whoever triumphs
will soon be receiving a nice all expenses
paid luxury trip to Israel to learn all about
Benjamin Netanyahu’s views regarding
what more Washington can do to support
him and his government. The “educational
seminars” are organized by the Israel
Lobby, more specifically by a tax exempt
entity referred to as the American Israel
Education Foundation (AIEF), which is a
part of the hardline American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC). Participation
in the journey by all freshman
congressmen is not mandatory
but is advisable if one wants to
stay on the right side of the
Lobby. In Au gust 2015 the
class of 2014 only had three
ab sten tions out of 53 new
congressmen when it traveled to
Is rael along par tisan lines with
a Demo cratic group followed
shortly there af ter by a GOP
con tin gent.
These orientation trips are in
addition to the frequent taxpayer-funded
visits made by congressmen to update
themselves on Israel’s expanding list of
“needs.” One such re cent ex cur sion
involved Senator Thom Tillis of North
Carolina, who enthused that “in a region
consumed by terrorism and oppression,
Israel stands out as a shining beacon of
hope and freedom.” Congressman David
Rouzer, also from North Carolina, observed
that “Any attack on Israel of any kind is an
attack on the American people. It was an
honor for us to meet with Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu.”

Cookie cutter munchkin
My own congressman, Barbara Comstock,
a Republican representing the 10th District
of Virginia, made the freshman trip last
year. Comstock is a supremely ambitious
lawmaker who has proven herself to be a
dedicated GOP apparatchik. Recently
she supported the presidential candidacy
of Senator Marco Rubio, the ultimate
Republican establishment candidate, who
has appropriately been described as an
“empty suit” when it comes to any understanding of the serious issues confronting
the American people.
Comstock has been involved in a number
of unsavory enterprises as she climbed the
GOP ladder. She once headed the defense
fund for Scooter Libby, the White House
aide who was eventually convicted of
perjury and other crimes after outing deep
cover CIA Officer Valerie Plame, a felony
offense. Outing Plame not only destroyed
the woman’s career, it also set back CIA
efforts to find and neutralize nuclear
proliferators, which is what Valerie was
working on.
I do not want to appear to be picking on
Comstock but she and I have had a bit of a
go around on her Israel trip and regarding
her statements upon returning to Virginia,
which I would like to share. And I must
note that she is far from unique. She in
reality differs but little from the numerous
other congressmen on the make who are
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short on principles and compassion and
long on their commitment to remain on the
good side of Israel. And it is completely
bipartisan.

If Comstock is replaced by
Dem o cratic con gres sio nal
can di date LuAnn Bennett
this November I am sure
Bennett will make the
AIPAC sponsored trip in
2017 and will grovel just as
embarrassingly on the IsraelPal es tine is sue. Af ter all,
that is what politicians do.
Comstock commented on her travel

experience in a local newspaper, the
Loudoun Times-Mirror, saying that she had
met with Israeli government leaders who
unanimously opposed the then impending
nuclear deal with Iran. She agreed, coming
to the conclusion that Iran is “very much
a threat, not just to Israel and the entire
re gion, but to the United States.” She
repeated the Israeli view that the agreement
would make it likely that Iran would
develop a nuclear weapon in 12 or 13 years.
She also opposed weakening sanctions as
an inducement for Iran to drop its program,
observing that “I think if anything we
should increase the sanctions.”
Exercising my First Amendment rights,
I then wrote a letter to the newspaper:
“So Congresswoman Barbara Comstock
has traveled to Israel on a trip paid for by
the Is rael Lobby. While there Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu warns her
about the Iranians being a threat to America
(and, of course, Israel) so she believes him
rather than her own president and returns
to regurgitate the propaganda she has been
fed. It never occurs to Ms. Comstock that
Netanyahu might be feeding her and the
other congressmen a lot of rubbish. Neither
Israel’s own generals nor the American
ones at the Pentagon actually consider Iran
to be a serious threat, no matter what it tries
to do. Neither the CIA nor the Mossad
believe that Iran has ever sought to build a
nuclear weapon.
“Perhaps she should do her homework
on this one. The Iran deal significantly
reduces that country’s capability to produce
a nuclear weapon and its research labs will
be subject to intrusive inspection. Sure,
no deal is perfect, but there are plenty of

safeguards built in and if Iran fails to keep
its end of the bargain sanctions will be
re-imposed. It is an agreement that is good
for all parties involved, including Israel.
“Ms. Comstock might also want to
revisit her oath of office which pledges her
to defend the Constitution of the United
States, not to become an accomplice in
what a foreign Nation wants us to do. Our
First President George Washington wisely
urged Americans to maintain friendly
re la tions with ev ery one, to avoid a
‘passionate attachment’ to another Nation
which just might be creating ‘the illusion
of a common interest … where no common
interest exists.’”

Freedom of prestidigitation
The newspaper would not print my letter,
so I wrote directly to the congresswoman
beginning with, “The media are reporting
that you have traveled to Israel on a trip
paid for by the Israel Lobby” – and then
adding the points I had made in the newspaper letter.
Comstock responded, and I am quoting
verbatim her first three paragraphs:
“The Obama Administration vowed this
deal would dismantle Iran’s nuclear weapons
pro gram; pro vide any time, any where
inspections; and cut back Iran’s ballistic
missile program. In March of this year, I and
367 of my colleagues signed a bipartisan
letter to the president outlining what must
be accomplished in the negotiations in
order for Congress to support the deal, and
that letter stated that the final accord must
provide Iran with ‘no pathway to a bomb.’
None of the administration’s promises
were kept and none of their goals were met.
Therefore, this agreement is fatally flawed
and I oppose this deal.
“The Obama Ad min is tra tion has
committed to pro vid ing Iran sanctions
relief from the U. S. in return for temporary,
inadequate constraints on Iran’s nuclear
program. It will permit Iran to launch an
indus trial-scale nuclear pro gram after a
little more than 10 years; to continue to
block in ter na tional in spec tors from its
secret nuclear facilities; to hide past work
on its nuclear weapons program; and will
allow Iran to essentially emerge from the
deal as a legitimate player on the global
scene with its past record of vio lence,
oppression, and terrorism wiped clean.
“Rewarding the Iranian Regime with
billions of dollars in sanctions relief and
swiftly lifting the arms embargo provides
Iran – a country that exports terrorism –
with the means to spread violence around
the region. Iran is the world’s largest State
sponsor of terrorism, and this deal only
emboldens the Ayatollah and the Mullahs
to continue spreading instability throughout
the world.”
The response is, of course, pretty much
a canned argument incorporating “facts”
that may have been in part drafted by
AIPAC and which is completely in line
with Israel Lobby and Israeli government
thinking. It includes several errors, most

particularly on the efficacy of the inspections
routine, is confused about the source of the
money due to Tehran, and considerably
overstates Iran’s role as a State sponsor of
terrorism. It also errs in crediting Iran with
“spreading instability around the world.”
That honor belongs to the United States,
ably assisted by Israel.

Commissioned harlots
More to the point, the response ignores
the thrust of my letter, which criticizes
American legislators going off on paid
trips to foreign countries and then coming
back home to confuse other government’s
interests with those of the United States.
Making a trip where you are propagandized
by one side and never speak ing to
representatives of those who are being
belittled is a poor way to come up with a
policy. Iran and the Palestinians do have
legitimate points of view, believe it or not,
and one has to wonder how many Arabs or
even dissident Israelis Comstock spoke to
What’s more American than resistance
to tyranny? We must stop entering that
sheepfold called the voting booth!

American Defense Party
when she was in Israel.
Contrary to Comstock’s response, even
if Tehran’s government might not be very
nice, it does not in any way threaten the
United States and is in fact directly fighting
groups like ISIS. We should be working
with Iran where we share interests, not
against it. The nuclear agreement between
Iran and the P5+1 countries has been a
success, with the inspection rou tine
working, according to U. N. inspectors. If
there is a fundamental prob lem in the
Mid dle East it is not Iran but rather this
unseemly relationship between the U. S. and
Israel, which has unbalanced the region
and gravely damaged genuine American
interests in an important part of the world.

Blanketed herd
To appreciate the true impact of the
AIEF-funded trips to Is rael, multiply
Comstock by fifty and repeat every year to
make sure that everyone in Congress has
been subjected to the propaganda. I would
bet that all Comstock’s 49 colleagues who
also made the sponsored trip last year came
back full of good things to say about
Netanyahu and his government. One does
not expect congressmen to do very much
in return for their generous salaries and
perks but there is something seriously
wrong when they go around the world and
uncritically accept what they are hearing
from foreign liars and scoundrels who
want the United States to do the heavy
lifting after they generate regional crises
that are beyond their capability to control.
Un for tu nately, who ever is elected, the
pilgrimages to worship at the feet of
Benjamin Netanyahu will continue, bringing
to mind Patrick Buchanan’s apt description
of a shameless and corrupted Congress as
“Israeli occupied territory.” Indeed.

U. S. Air Force aids ISIS
newobserveronline.com

Not content with arming ISIS,
the U. S. military has begun openly
attacked the Syrian army in an air
strike, al low ing ISIS forces to
seize an important Syrian army
po si tion near the Deir al-Zor
airport in the east of that country.
The U. S. military claims the air
strike was “a mistake” – which is
highly un likely, given mod ern
sat el lite, drone and on-board
radar surveillance technologies.

War on “terrorists”?
The attack, which killed between 60 and
90 Syrian soldiers, caused the Russian
gov ernment to demand an emergency
session of the U. N. Security Council to
discuss the American attack.

The Russians also accused the United
States of de lib er ately jeop ar diz ing a
newly-negotiated Syrian peace deal.
When asked by Reuters if the incident
spelled the end of the Syria deal between

Mos cow and Wash ing ton,
Rus sia’s U. N. Am bas sa dor
Vitaly Churkin said: “This is a
very big question mark.”
“I would be very interested to
see how Washington is going to
react. If what Ambassador Power
has done today is any indication
of their possible reaction then
we are in se ri ous trou ble,”
Churkin told reporters, referring
to U. S. ambassador Samantha
Power’s claim that the attack
was “not intentional.”
The Reuters re port added
that Moscow had cited the strikes, which
allowed Islamic State fighters to overrun
the Syrian army position near Deir al-Zor
airport, as evidence that the United States
was helping the jihadist militants.
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— The straight scoop —

Hey Jared, Jews may look it, but they sure don’t act White!
By Dr. Patrick Slattery

J

davidduke.com

ared Tay lor of
American Renaissance
recently gave an
interview to a Swiss
radio host in which he
dis cussed race and
crime sta tis tics. As
usual, he spoke very
eloquently about the
race issue. Unfortunately, as usual, he
completely left out the Jewish role, instead
blaming curiously suicidal White leftists as
the culprits.
Yes, there are many White liberals who
have been brainwashed into celebrating
the demographic demise of the White race,
but increasingly you are seeing the
same trend among conservatives.
Politicians and media personalities
identified with “the right” in America
have become just about as likely to
promote all aspects of multiculturalism
and the benefits of “diversity” as those
on the left. How many times did we
hear Jeb Bush or John Kasich or
Marco Rubio (or that creepy senator
from Texas whose name must forever
remain unspoken) say that we are a
nation of immigrants? Didn’t Glenn Beck
hold his big rally on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial in explicit imitation of
Saint Martin Luther King?

Since when?
Kevin Mac Don ald, An drew Joyce,
Da vid Duke and many oth ers have
documented the Jewish role in passing the
1965 Immigration Act, in promoting the
civil rights movement and welfare system
that allows for Black dependency, and
especially the domination of academia and
the media that are the very vehicles of
brainwashing society.
If you leave out the Jewish role, there
is no plausible explanation for the selfdestruction of White America. Taylor and

many others scapegoat liberals, but are
unable to come up with any persuasive
motivation for this death wish. You cannot
just say that White lib er als are stu pid
without any evidence. It is sometimes said
that they want to import voters who will
likely vote Democratic after many years
when they finally gain citizenship, which on
the surface has a certain logic only insofar
as the immigration issue goes, although it is
contradicted by the longstanding Republican
complicity in immigration. (Republican
con gress men were more likely than
Democrats to vote for the 1965 immigration
act, Reagan granted the first big amnesty,
Bush, Rubio, and so many other current
Republican leaders are pro-immigration).
And of course the explanation “attracting

Jared “They Look White To Me” Taylor

voters to the Democrats” makes no sense in
the massive cover-up of the Black crime
tsunami. Nobody talks publicly about it.
What does make sense? Jewish hostility
towards White European Americans and
their desire to cement their hegemonic
position in American society by eliminating
a White majority that would be the only
ethnic block capable of dislodging Jewish
tribal power. That makes perfect sense.
If liberals and cuckservatives are being
brainwashed, who is brainwashing them?
Who are the opinion leaders in society?
The media for one, and we know who
dominates the media. Academia (including
public schools) for another, and again we
find Jewish domination. Politicians? He
who pays the piper calls the tune, and

Jewish money greases the wheels of our
electoral system.
If you don’t identify the culprits, and in
fact misidentify them, how on earth do you
ex pect to solve the crime? In fact, by
blaming “leftists” or liberals in general,
you pave the way for liberal-bashing false
profits from Bill O’Reilly to Sarah Palin
(not to mention the Bush family), while
making it impos sible to awaken those
liberals who identify as such due to nonracial issues such as opposition to war or a
desire to protect the environment, and
would actually be very open to a narrative
that shows Whites are the victims of racism
led by a hostile Jewish elite.

Who will utter the J-word?
So while Jared Taylor does extremely
valuable work on the problems of
Black criminality and IQ, his refusal to
address the Jewish question because
they often “look White” makes him a
very poor spokes man for this new
ra cially-aware move ment that has
been regrettably named the Alt Right.
Granted, there are precious few people
willing and able to stand in front of a
press con fer ence and in tel li gently
address the Jewish issue along with all
the other issues crucial to the survival of
White America, but we have at least one
such in dividual and he is run ning for
Senate in Louisiana. If anyone should be
representing us at this juncture, it is David
Duke.
As for the moniker “Alt Right,” it is
problematic precisely because it is rooted
in the whole left-right paradigm, which is
just one more divide and conquer tool in
the Jewish kit. It is not as if politics can
be laid out in a single one-dimensional
continuum, and it is also not as if the words
left and right have anything like the same
meanings to different people. But, more
than that, why alienate so many Whites by
insinuating that they take all the blame for
our current predicament?

As alluded to above, the immigration
tsu nami was very much a bi-par ti san
project. Also, the insane Zio-wars – which
whipped up so many people on the right
into a patriotic fervor and led them to
support the Jewish neocon agenda – were
op posed by rank and file liberals. But,
per haps most impor tantly, “pro-choice”
lib er als have done more to slow our
demographic demise than almost anyone
realizes, especially liberals themselves.
While I certainly understand people’s
moral repulsion to abortion, in terms of our
demographic survival it has helped stave
off our destruction. Blacks are almost four
times as likely to have abortions as Whites.
There have been 15 million abortions to
Black mothers since Roe v. Wade, and
many of those aborted fetuses would be
mothers or even grandmothers by now.
Without abortion, Blacks would be more
like 18% of the population instead of the
current 13%. And these unwanted fetuses
would if anything have been more prone to
criminality and welfare dependency than
their live born siblings. The date that
Whites become a minority would have
been moved up by several years.

Reassessment
Granted, in the early days abortion hit
the White population harder (which no
doubt had much to do with Jewish support
for it), and the reason that White liberals
support abortion has little to do with racial
awareness. But pro-choice icon Margaret
Sanger had exactly those intentions, and
it is a great irony that the orga ni za tion
she founded, Planned Parenthood, became
Conservative Inc.’s public enemy #1 for
2015.
So the whole left-right nomenclature
should be thrown in the trash bin. Perhaps
the new movement could be called the Alt
White. Or maybe just “The Alt.” At any
rate, Jared Taylor famously stated that
“Jews look White to him.” To that we must
reply, “Yes, but they sure don’t act White.”

Bernie Farber’s “Denial” editorial in the National Post
By Carolyn Yeager

B

carolynyeager.net

ernie Farber is the former longtime
director of the Canadian Jewish Congress,
therefore a long time fighter for Jewish
interests. After retiring, he is now CEO of
another Jewish organization, the Mosaic
(as in Moses) Institute. His father was a
Polish Jew who says he lost his first family
in “the Holocaust,” while he alone survived
and came to Canada.

Circumlocution
Farber praises the new Deborah
Lipstadt film “Denial” in his September 20
editorial in the Canadian National Post, a
newspaper of which he is a semi-regular

In this deliberate confusion of terms and
meanings, the film “Denial” portrays David
Irving as pro claiming “the Ho lo caust”
never happened.
Revisionists do not deny that Jews were
forced into concentration and labor camps
and ghettos during WW2 – but do dispute
what happened to them in those places. To
question the grotesque narrative developed
by the Jews and their six million legend
does not equate to “denying the holocaust.”
To say it does, like Farber and Lipstadt do,
is deliberately stating a major falsehood.
Why do they feel the need to propagate this
lie? Clearly, to stop peo ple from reading
or lis tening to the reason able questions
and powerful arguments of the perfectly
respectable revisionists.

Self indictment

con trib u tor. He con fidently sets out to
de mol ish Da vid Irving and ho lo caust
revisionists, knowing he will receive no
blowback for telling lies. And lies he does
tell, while utilizing the familiar method of
accusing those he is lying about of being
liars. Yes, it is pure Jewish argument.
Farber starts out with the “fine acting
and superb character development” of the
film, which had its world pre miere in
To ronto recently. He then directly hits
“Holocaust denial” as “hateful propaganda”
that states “the Holocaust never occurred.”
First lie.
In Bernie Farber and Deborah Lipstadt’s
world, revisionism equals holocaust denial
(their term) and to deny the holocaust is to
deny any persecution of Jews. Simplissimus.

Farber goes on to quote a U. S. Senator
from the 80s and 90s, saying “Daniel
Patrick Moynihan hit the nail on the head
when he noted, ‘You are entitled to your
opinion. But you are not entitled to your
own facts.’” Farber is turning things upside
down because it’s he, Farber, who is the one
making up facts. He said this in reference
to his charge that holocaust deniers invented
the hateful proposition “that world Jewry
made up [the holocaust story] to secure
monetary reparations from Germany to help
the fledgling State of Israel.” He calls such
a belief “a damnable lie often perpetrated
by sophisticated liars like Irving.”
“Pol i ti cians around the world, and
es pe cially in the United States, are
increasingly spouting political rhetoric that
is demonstrably false, racist and bigoted,”
he wrote, by which he is actually pointing
at Donald Trump! He claims the film’s
director, Mick Jackson, was alluding to
Trump when he noted that “the movie
refers to Irving as a ‘liar, a racist and a

demagogue’ and added sardonically, ‘Does
that sound familiar?’” Jackson is cleverly
killing two birds with one stone.

Fact not fiction
I dispute Farber’s claim that the Jewish
desire for “monetary reparations is a
damnable lie.” On the contrary, it is well
known that vast amounts of time and
energy have been expended by the World
Jewish Congress in the interests of drawing
every last dime from Germany, and now
from any other European country they can
mount a claim against – in the name of
holocaust reparations for Jews. The money
machine is so addictive that now heirs of
“survivors” are bringing claims if they can
show their relatives did not get as much as
they should have while they were alive.
We’ve also been through the corruption
scandals that plagued the Jewish Claims
Conference when it was proved that high
and mid-level managers added false names
in order to personally benefit themselves
financially. So Bernie Farber is on very
shaky ground (actually standing on Jello)
when he insists these widespread beliefs
that the holocaust has become a moneymaking endeavor are “damnable lies.”

Mediacracy backs its own
Cherry picking from the trial testimony
Farber then cherry picked a couple of
sentences from the trial transcript to give a
biased impression of what occurred. He
misrepresents Robert Jan van Pelt, who
was an expert witness at the Irving vs
Lipstadt trial, although not really an expert.
Farber writes: “…it was Robert Jan van
Pelt, a cultural and architectural historian
from the Uni ver sity of Waterloo, who
arguably helped put the final nail into
Irving’s Holocaust denial coffin.”
In fact, van Pelt was a di sas ter as a

witness. He was forced to admit that the
four alleged “insertion holes” for Zyklon B
in the roof of Crematorium 2 could not be
found. These alleged insertion holes were
claimed by Lipstadt to have been on blueprints of the crematorium that she had
seen! It was a total lie. Van Pelt then tried to
push the ridiculous speculation that the
Nazis covered up the holes before blowing
up the building – without presenting any
evidence for it. Irving also got van Pelt to
admit that he was only a professor of cultural
history, not an expert on architecture at all.
Farber does the same with the trial
judge, Sir Charles Gray. He quotes Gray’s
final decision, but ignores that the Justice
famously said: “I have to confess that, in
common I suspect with most other people,
I had supposed that the evidence of mass
extermination of Jews in the gas chambers
at Auschwitz was compelling. I have,
how ever, set aside this preconception
when assessing the evidence ...”

Gratuitous escape
Gray had to acknowledge “the apparent
absence of evidence of holes” (on page 490
of the verbatim transcript) and conceded
that “contemporaneous documents yield
little clear evidence of the existence of gas
chambers designed to kill humans.” (page
489). Still, he found in favor of Lipstadt
because of the “justification defense” used
by the defendants.
Unsurprisingly, Bernie Farber closes
by leveling the charge of anti-Semitism
against all revision ists. He calls it “the
longest hatred” and adds that, in spite of it,
“from time to time, facts will triumph over
fictions.”
Well, that is the biggest fiction of all –
that holocaust believers are in possession
of the facts. Farber failed to show even one
instance of it in his editorial.
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FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

REALITY CHECK – 217 pgs paperback.
Join history sleuth German-born author
Christine Miller as she exposes Zionist
contradictions in their own words against
themselves. Nothing is closer to fresh air
and light than Reality Check. $20 PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S. TFF, P. O. Box 385,
Silverhill, AL 36576.

AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.

onedollardvdproject.com
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hundred dollars and the discs are only a
dollar apiece. Or, click the “Free DVD” tab
and get a sample sent. The $149 or $329
Patriot Packs are an even better deal.
Phone Orders: 817-776-5475
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
ORDER the 100+ page booklet
CONNECT THE DOTS
Second Edition
Help stop the Zionist NWO
$20 includes postage
DWA Trust – P. O. Box 1947
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Test the theory! David Burns #76032,
P. O. Box 311, El Dorado, KS 67042.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
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Discussing race, culture, social
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REAL CHOICE
Come the “election” in November, the
Democrat’s candidate for President will
push policies that put more people (nonWhites) on the government plantation. For
those who believe “slavery” was abolished
in the United States, they are wrong. The
slaves in the United States today are the
working White taxpaying Americans that
foot the bill for those who have chosen to
stay on the government plantation for their
“livelihoods.”
The Democrat Establishment has bought
“elections” for decades by catering to nonWhites! Look at this “election” especially.
If truth be known, there is no difference
between Democrats or Republicans. With
a National Debt at $20 trillion, nothing or
no one in Washington could prevent the
inevitable collapse of the U. S. monetary
system. When that happens, and it will – if
not armed, you will be a victim.
Be prepared to protect yourself, your
family and your property. The future of our
Republic remains ever dependent on White
Americans, just as it was during the first
American Revolution.
The above explains why I have decided
to be come a member of the Amer ican
De fense Party and not vote! A born
Southerner, my true allegiance is with the
South. God bless the Stars and Bars, and
the C.S.A.
WILLIAM KING
Holcombe, WI
WHOM TO BLAME?
God bless America! Why? A theme that
I and many others have heard a number of
times, this song is sung all across the land.
But why? Didn’t God bless our people in
the beginning, where an inception became
the most blessed nation in this world? No
other country has come close to matching
what America once was.
But why should God keep blessing our
works after the country has turned its back
against Him? Prayer taken out of schools,
60 million babies murdered by abortion,
now that’s a real holocaust. A number of
other reasons for today’s malaise could be
mentioned: transgenders demanding rights
along with the queers; the filth, perversion
etc., that is look ing more like Bab ylon
every day. We’re the most wasteful country
in the world, a nation mostly of thoughtless
and ungrateful people who don’t care what
God has bestowed upon us in the past.
Are we to believe such blessings will
continue after we’ve ignored God’s word
and turned away from Him? Blessings may
instead turn into a curse. Who can blame
God?
JACK McNEELY
Armstrong, IL

The First
Freedom
isn’t for everybody. But
you know someone who
needs it.

“OUR” ZOG
The recently announced ten year, thirtyeight billion dollars as a guaranteed grant
to Israel proves, once again, that the Lobby
has got Uncle Sam by the short hairs and
everyone knows it.
What Israel wants, Israel gets, period.
Chutzpah is their name and gentile mining
their game, oi vey!
PAUL RICHARDS
Salem, OR
Which should indicate, since they’ve
had Uncle Sugar’s munchkins at beck
and call since 1865, that it’s time to put
aristocrats of our own blood in charge
by whatever means it takes rather than
again “electing” more such deceivers.
JUST THE FACTS
Mine is a family of teachers, instructors
and professors. I have several generations
of their schoolbooks and teaching material
dating back to the early 1800s. Comparing
that with today’s material is fascinating.
In the 1950s-60s, something alarming
was happening. Textbook and instructional
material began being “dumbed down.” For
example, information that fourth graders
had up to that time been reading, learning
and understanding was eventually offered
at the twelfth grade level!
Why this “dumbing down?” From what
I have observed at first hand as a teacher
myself (now retired), the decline in quality
and depth of instruction correlates directly
to something quite disturbing.
Today’s massive infiltration of ignorant
students in among more intelligent White
children called for a paradigm shift. Not
only were schools forced by the federal
government to integrate and “diversify,”
books had to be revised and dumbed down
by at least 50 I.Q. points to accommodate
inferior Black students.
Despite all the bending-over-backwards
efforts to “educate” these non-learners,
three gener ations later they still cannot
converse intelligently in standard American
English! Theirs is a mishmash of eubonics,
ghetto garble and “gang slang.” They still
can’t pronounce “ask,” “with” or “which.”
It more often comes out as “axe,” “wif” or
“witch,” depending on the circumstances –
which few can decipher.
Add to that their classroom disruptions
and loudness. I pity today’s bright children
who must attend public school under such
circumstances. They receive the equivalent
of educational lobotomies and will never
have the chance their White ancestors had
prior to all this civil rights deceit forced
upon them by bleeding-heart government
“experts.”
No wonder then, that concerned Whites
are choosing to homeschool their children.
Not only are they safer there, those parents
can teach them things that would’ve been
unlearned in many public “institutions of
the absurd and outrageous.”
DIANA LAVENDER
Chicago, IL
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
1 THESSALONIANS, Chapter 2, verses
14-16 and Romans 2 have kept the Bible
scholars busy on the numbers of Jews who
will convert shortly before the end of the
world. Around 1/3, of course a very small
number, have converted to different kinds
of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism
down through the centuries.
THREE TRUTH TRACTS
1) “Interracial Marriage - Right or Wrong?”
Mixed race offspring have lower IQ, goes
against nature and Biblical law.
2) “Martin Luther King Holiday Should
Be Repealed.” FBI files document his
Communist ties.
3) “Kosher Food Tax Raises Food Prices.”
Every food item featuring a “K” or “U”
imprint has paid a tax to a Rabbi.
All three tracts only $1 from:
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

NUREMBERG II
Anymore, I’m thinking that it has been
the Jew from the very start. We’ve been
told it’s the serpent in the garden of Eden –
I tho’t this was a stretch, but it fits kike
behavior and history perfectly. The same
God that gives us roaches, malaria-bearing
mos qui tos and a Bible full of bi zarre
gibberish gave us kikery to ruin our lives
from the word go – for some reason. I need
to have a talk with Him – in person!
Am convinced the Clintons and Bushes
are kikes. This gene for destroying one’s
own fellow Whites has to be kikish. The
admixture is so ingrained it hides behind
various names in family trees.
NELSON WALLER
torpenhow@charter.net
STUPIDLY IMPORTING STUPIDITY
A few years before his death Dr. Samuel
Francis wrote the following:
“Racial differences in intelligence and
behavior patterns significantly affect such
societal differences as levels of technological
achievement, political stability and freedom,
criminal violence and standards of living.
What kind of so ci ety and how much
civilization a people creates is now clearly
known to be related to what kind of race
they are. Take away the White race that
created the civilization that has continued
from an cient Egypt to to day, and the
civilization will wither.”
Now, my question is this: Do our leaders
ever wonder why it is the Western World
that is al ways pre vailed upon to have
diversity and multiracialism and never the
peoples of Asia, India, the Middle East and
the rest of the world populated with nonWhites? Have they so little understanding
and imagination as to be blinded to the
deplorable future of their own descendants
overwhelmed in their own country by the
human garbage of the Third World?
We must have real Americans to save
our country.
JOHN ALTMAN
Tuscaloosa, AL
GOOD STUFF
Thanks for that article by astute Black
man Dontell Jackson, probably the best I
have ever seen from an African. It’s great
when one of them does his homework and
then has the courage and good sense to
publish the vital truths that he’s putting out
there for his own people to learn from.
Laud to him.
Again, so many newsworthy articles not
just by The Bruce and Germain but “Ten
Reasons Why Hitler” was the best on the
subject that I remember having ever seen.
The writer covered so much of the most
important truths in such a short space that it
is of particular excellence. For decades I’ve
been a divided house about Hitler, but not
because of those preposterous usual Joo
claims of gassings, millions, lampshades,
soap, etc.
C. FARMER
Boaz, AL

NOTHING TO SEE HERE
So we have this monstrous story which
was quickly squelched by the mainstream
news media. It involves the shooting of a
young, deaf father murdered on his own
doorstep by a North Carolina policeman
who had pursued him some 7½ miles for
“speeding” (he was deaf and terrified, and
trying to reach his home in safety).
Did I mention he was unarmed? Posed
no threat? That this innocent young man,
Daniel Harris, White, was shot while only
trying to hand signal said fact to a savage
Black cop, Jermaine Saunders?
Black on White crime. Again. Hushed
up in the news. There will never, ever be
justice for Daniel Kevin Harris! Not in the
United States of AfricAmerica.
WILSON TAYLOR
Catlin, IL
Media munchkins, the Zog’s partners
in treason, aren’t excited about this kill
because it’s their job to hide the JuSA’s
funding and directing its USAA.
EVERYTHING TO SEE HERE
If you have a more clear copy of the
March 24, 1933, Daily Express than was
on page 3 of the August 2016 TFF, I would
appreciate receiving that image. Enlarged
to approximately 14x18, it will hang on the
wall of my cubby hole office here at home.
JOSEPH JONES
McDowell, VA
See page 1. It also makes a good flyer.
IMPOUNDMENT
September 6, 2016
Library Services Administrator
Department of Corrections
501 S Calhoun St
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500
Our subscriber Michael Collins 168458
02204 at Union Correctional Institution is
denied receipt of The First Freedom, as
the Warden’s Authorized Employee draws
the wrong conclusion from what that story
on page 4 of our August issue suggests.
Read it at www.firstfreedom.net/1808.pdf
and see for yourself that while the article is
about “gang and racial” turmoil, instead of
promoting such mischief, patriotic group
Traditional Youth Network had a permit
for its announced orderly gathering on the
Capitol steps at Sacramento and its escorts
came as invited: unarmed. When suddenly
attacked by armed hooligans, the patriotic
group defended itself as best it could from
behind shields and by thrusting flagpoles
at those assailants, wresting knives out of
the latter’s hands and cutting some of them
in self defense, which is every American’s
right. The lesson here is that gang violence
can prove an unwise choice. Or would you
have every patriotic organization afraid of
announcing and showing itself in public to
state its positions, letting us hear only from
speakers the gangsters are in cahoots with?
OLAF CHILDRESS
Editor
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— Self-government begins at home —

Election 2016: to soldier for, or hang, the Zog?
By Olaf Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

I

t had a pleasant drumbeat sound which
appealed to us Southern lads, even if we
didn’t quite know the difference between a
canticle and a march.
Whether at an all-day
“singing” or as a group
of likeminded friends
joining in song, those
were times before the
internet revealed how
our enemies had taken
entire control in 1865.
From that year onward
the Zionist-occupied government stood in
charge of America’s defeated homelands
both North and South, newer songbooks at
school or church leading us to sing Tramp,
tramp, tramp, the boys are marching!

Twilight of the CSA
Today, hopefully, the words of a noble
Confederate General who was martyred in
1864 at the Battle of Franklin, Tennessee,
will prove enlightening: “Every man should
endeavor to understand the meaning of
subjugation before it is too late… It means
the history of this heroic struggle will be
written by the enemy; that our youth will
be trained by Northern schoolteachers; will
learn from Northern school books their
version of the war; will be impressed by
the influences of history and education to
regard our gallant dead as traitors, and our
maimed veterans as fit objects for derision.
…It is said slavery is all we are fighting
for, and if we give it up we give up all.
Even if this were true, which we deny,
slavery is not all our enemies are fighting
for. It is merely the pretense to establish
sectional superiority and a more centralized
form of government, and to deprive us of
our rights and liberties.”
– C.S.A. General Patrick Cleburne
For over 150 years it was too late. But
we may finally loosen the scales from our
eyes, enabling us to see our way out from
under this Zionist-occupied government, a
cabal of war criminals deserving nothing
short of the rope for brainwashing sheeple
continually toward their deaths singing,
“Mine eyes have seen the glory of the
coming of the Lord;
“He is trampling out the vintage where
the grapes of wrath are stored;
“He hath loosed the fateful lightning of
His terrible swift sword;
“His truth is marching on.
“Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
“Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
“Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
“His truth is marching on…”

To where?
Let us stride no more toward “truth” as
preached by the Zog. Fifty-year-old Floyd
Harshman shares from the gulag his take
on why he and we stand bleating like sheep
instead of hanging those who regard our
gallant dead as traitors while deriding our
maimed veterans.
Sheeple, he says, are a class of people
who tend not to think for themselves. They
follow the herd. Most governments prefer
such easily-controlled citizens, especially
as federal employees who do what they’re
told. America’s largest employer needing
ever more sheeple since 1865, the Zog hit
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upon an ingenious solution: get them while
they’re still young. The government would
raise its own.
Rounding up pliable mavericks between
the ages of 17 and 25 works best, observes
Floyd, who wishes us to know that he is not
disparaging our military folk or belittling
their devotion and sacrifice when pointing
out how the government’s indoctrination
process is a form of brainwashing aimed at
this age group. Military personnel become
victims thereby, not culprits. So it’s only
the federal monstrosity, then as today, that
deserves our contempt.

A reassessment
Both active and retired members of the
armed services will at this point be shaking
their heads in denial. I’m not brainwashed.
Avon’s Oxford American Dictionary, Heald
College Edition, defines brainwashing as:
“to force (a person) to reject old beliefs and
accept new ones by subjecting him to great
mental pressure.”
Here’s the three-step process that most
One World apparatchiks prefer:
§ Isolate subject from outside influences
such as family and friends, i.e., his normal
environment.
§ Break him down physically, mentally
and emotionally while hammering in the
new message and belief – over and over.
§ Build the subject back up with positive
reinforcement – praise, acknowledgment,
acceptance – of the new behavior, the new
belief.

Boot camp

Sound familiar? Brainwashing is a very
simple process which can bring individuals
and platoons into obedience without their
awareness. In the military it’s disguised as
“training.” A recruit’s identity starts to slip
away with the haircut and new wardrobe.
He is belittled, no longer a civilian, not yet
a soldier. “Training” leaves him physically,
mentally and emotionally exhausted. Once
having learned to conform in all instances,
positive reinforcement cements in his new
belief system. He then receives praise, the
acceptance all humans crave.
Yet the foundation that such conformity
introduces has nothing to do with honesty,
reliability, courage or dedication, for those
values the recruit/subject possessed before
entering into service. The military may fine
tune and use, but not create, such qualities.
The justification behind instant obedience
is that, in wartime, hesitation kills. But so
can bad commands from superior officers.
Which kills more, asks Floyd Harshman,
hesitation or bad commands? His money is
on the latter.
Consider the implications – the potential
for abuse – of such a belief system: blind
obedience, complete and utter submission
to authority.
While waiting for his real estate license
Mr. Harshman took a job selling vehicles at
a local car lot. With several military bases
nearby, that meant dealing with a good
many servicemen, one of whom came to
him looking at a new vehicle that was far
over his budget. Our new salesman, unable
to get it right for this man’s satisfaction, as
said trooper couldn’t raise the payments
nor make the additional down payment that
would lower those installments further and
refusing to be “switched” to one he could
afford, summoned the car lot’s “closer.”
On their way back to his office where the
prospect sat waiting, when this “closer”
heard the aspiring buyer was military, he
smiled and boasted: “Watch this.” Asking
Harshman to introduce him as an assistant
manager, which done, the “closer” looked
at that serviceman, told him to reprioritize
his budget and sign the contract. Without
hesitation he quickly obeyed; no questions,
no objections, nothing! Floyd: “What I
saw demonstrated that day still haunts me.”
Later asked about what had happened,
the “closer” just shrugged his shoulders,
grinned and explained that all military are
trained to respond to commands, so being
introduced as an “assistant manager” gave

him authority – needing only that he order
the soldier to comply and sign.

A salesman’s introspection
“It’s not just others I’m poking fun at,”
admits Harshman. “This also includes my
baa baa self. Yes, I too am a natural-born
sheep, having followed that herd leaving
the important stuff to my imagined betters,
the politicians – questioning and griping
but doing nothing because it was easier.
Sure, we can come up with justifications
for inaction, but in the end that’s all they
are: excuses to shirk responsibility.
“I’m ashamed of having been a sheep
for fifty long years, allowing our enemies
to pull the wool over my eyes. But, while
not proud of all that, I am at last man
enough to admit the truth.
“Folks, we have some serious problems.
Being totally entrapped by corruption and
mismanagement, let us stop this dallying,
hoping others will tear down the sheepfold
we’re stuck in. Our Founding Fathers who
bequeathed their Aryan progeny such a
wonderful heritage, independent-minded
men, proved themselves much more than a
herd of do-nothing sheeple. Nor is that our
natural state of being. Why in the world,
then, should we settle for a fake “election”
rather than getting on toward responsible
action? It’s called ‘free will.’
“Throughout the history of America’s
colonies-become-States-and-back-again, a
few politicians seeking power and control
have encroached upon our sacred liberties
and rights, including many of those who sit
in judgment – which explains how they get
away with it. Their trick is to instill this
sheeplike fear, as it leverages concessions
of our rights and liberties. We should not,
cannot, concede freedom for the illusion of
safety. We sheeple tend to forget the truism
that safety is earned, never simply given or
purchased. Big government promises that
it will protect us if we only surrender this
right or that liberty, saying ‘Give us the
tools to do the job’ when actually meaning
‘We demand total submission.’”

War on Terror
It’s pretty sad – with terrorists in charge
winking at colleagues they’re supposedly
attacking. And yet that’s what the longestrunning show on earth serializes as virtual
reality. History will finally in some distant
future record Election 2016 as having been
the cleverest Spy-vs.-Spy comic book that
Madison Av ever produced.
But let’s not give the Jewish mediacracy
blanket credit for magician-like drawing
most eyes away from what’s really going
on in the world, blurring distinctions with
all that fancy foot-and-mouthwork, since
Texas Rasslin’ was there first.
Speaking of media maneuverings, Mike
Bower blew a fuse the other day browsing
Barnes and Noble’s “super-heroes” comic
book section, having found the bookstore
to be peddling anti-Southern, anti-White,
anti-Hitler and anti-all that’s decent – with
pro-nonWhite – racial pride propaganda in
abundance. What can one do about those
pied pipers leading our youth astray? Just
now, little more than putting genuine truth
out to the few among us who don’t bleat
Marxist mannerisms on cue. Meanwhile,
let’s give a hurrah and keep encouraging
White Nationalism’s tiny minority that still
stands its ground uninfected by this Jewish
cancer which, although equally small, is
eating up the passive herd. Resisting such a
germ requires staying cool but alert. Don’t
get angry. Have no fear. Never hate. Think
positive, even when others about you raise
their hands in despair. This too shall pass.

Election 2016
See that enormous gambit by the Elders
of Zion for what it is: a desperation play.
Knowing their holohoax can’t withstand
unbridled investigation, they’ve set about
to hasbara the internet, which will prove
futile, a paradox. What’s in it for us? The
greatest opportunity of all time! We shall

dispose of “democracy” and seat none but
Aryans in charge of public affairs.
Let’s get down on our knees and thank
God for such provocations as are arousing
us toward a sea change. In time the laurels,
but just now it’s action!
We’re not going to “vote” some way out
of today’s sheepfold. Isn’t that obvious? In
a word, no. Aryan newspapers reporting
how Jews in this 2016 “election” staff and
direct both tweedle parties as per usual are
receiving furiously-written letters, at times
even accompanied by a sketched hand with
extended finger, from “registered voters”
who still think “democracy” “matters.”
It doesn’t. Hasn’t since 400 BC Athens.
How to unseat Rothschild’s elites and put
aristocrats of our own blood in charge is
the question before Aryan Nationalists. No
“reform,” but a revolution that overthrows
the Zionist occupation by whatever means
necessary, has become today’s objective.

“Warrior” by deceit
Though all of his strategies and tactics
are unethical, still we can only wonder at,
even admire, our enemy’s diabolical skill.
That terrorist shrank temporarily in terror
himself at the internet’s coming, but just as
quickly assessed its potential to find him
out and turned things around. Facebook,
Google and all those other Jewish-owned
intelligence gathering engines, lately more
powerful than Omaha’s data-selling firms
that were long superior to the CIA’s poorly
scripted assassination and regime-change
investments, now “vote” cabalistic crimes
into insignificance by flooding the internet
with “democratic” “elections” of approval.
Google “zog” and you’ll get 36,000,000
hits leading everywhere except to today’s
reality. The Jewish Defamation League, as
one example, tells us that
ZOG is a white supremacist acronym
for “Zionist Occupied Government,”
which reflects the common white
su premacist be lief that the U. S.
government is ...
while other links define King Zog, Zog’s
Art Bar or D. J. Zog’s Hip Hop Band plus
dead-end thousands, bringing the search to
its end between futility and exasperation.
This Jewish Hasbara strategy – planting so
many distractions similar to the buffoonery
of Election 2016 – intends to bury us under
information overload, false flags instilling
fear and hatred of the darker races, keeping
eyes off that would-be world ruler behind
the curtain who finances and stirs up such
diversionary mischief.
Don’t fall for it. Yes, the Mestizos wait
in anticipation, hoping to gain power just
by outbreeding those who underwrite their
maternity bills, rampant Blacks acting as
the Jews choreograph them likewise.

Justice for all
Essentially, we must cease “voting” the
Zog’s license renewal every four years, get
off that teat which returns nothing it didn’t
confiscate from us, convoke Nuremberg II
and hang the lot of today’s traitors. Again,
a herd of sheeple isn’t our natural state of
being. We have choices. So, however little
or much you can do, quit stalling.
Rise up from fear and stay awake. Let us
reconnoiter the enemy but not adopt his
ways. He correctly foresaw the internet’s
arrival as a threat to Jewish Hollywood’s
control over its carefully-crafted film facts
and fictions, quickly shifting and meeting
that challenge as described above. What
useful lesson can such rapid reassessments
teach us?
First and foremost, that whoever would
strengthen his position must reckon every
problem another opportunity. Renowned
after imprisonment for having spurned the
officially-sanctioned dogma as a holohoax
thus leaving himself unemployed, heretical
former German high school teacher Günter
Deckert today lectures multitudes via the
internet – repeatedly taunting the paranoid
Zog with: “What doesn’t kill me makes me
stronger!”

